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Introduction
Filtering is the science of finding the law of a process given a partial observa-
tion of it. The main objects we study here are diffusion processes. These are nat-
urally associated with second order linear differential operators which are semi-
elliptic and so introduce a possibly degenerate Riemannian structure on the state
space. In fact much of what we discuss is simply about two such operators inter-
twined by a smooth map, the “projection from the state space to the observations
space”, and does not involve any stochastic analysis.
From the point of view of stochastic processes our purpose is to present and
to study the underlying geometric structure which allows us to perform the filter-
ing in a Markovian framework with the resulting conditional law being that of a
Markov process. This geometry is determined by the symbol of the operator on
the state space which projects to a symbol on the observation space. The pro-
jectible symbol induces a (possibly non-linear and partially defined) connection
which lifts the observation process to the state space and gives a decomposition
of the operator on the state space and of the noise. As is standard we can recover
the classical filtering theory in which the observations are not usually Markovian
by application of the Girsanov-Maruyama-Cameron -Martin Theorem.
This structure we have is examined in relation to a number of geometrical top-
ics. In one direction this leads to a generalisation of Hermann’s theorem on the
fibre bundle structure of certain Riemannian submersions. In another it gives a
novel description of generalised Weitzenbo¨ck curvature. It also applies to infinite
dimensional state spaces such as arise naturally for stochastic flows of diffeo-
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4morphisms defined by stochastic differential equations, and for certain stochastic
partial differential equations.
Let M be a smooth manifold. Consider a smooth second order semi-elliptic
differential operator L such that L1 ≡ 0. In a local chart, such an operator takes
the following form
L = 1
2
n∑
i,j=1
aij
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
+
∑
bi
∂
∂xi
(1)
where the aij’s and bi’s are smooth functions and the matrix (aij) is positive semi-
definite.
Such differential operators are called diffusion operators. An elliptic diffusion
operator induces a Riemannian metric on M . In the degenerate case we shall have
to assume that the “symbol” of L (essentially the matrix [aij ] in the representation
(1)) has constant rank and so determines a sub-bundle E of the tangent bundle
TM together with a Riemannian metric on E. In Elworthy-LeJan-Li [26] and
[27] it was shown that a diffusion operator in Ho¨rmander form, satisfying this
condition, induces a linear connection on E which is adapted to the Riemannian
metric induced on E, but not necessarily torsion free. It was also shown that
all metric connections on E can be constructed by some choice of Ho¨rmander
form for a given L in this way. The use of such connections has turned out to be
instrumental in the decomposition of noise and calculation of covariant derivatives
of the derivative flows.
A related construction of connections can extend to principal fibre bundles
P , indeed to more general situations, such as foliated manifolds and stratified
manifolds. An equivariant differential operator on P induces naturally a diffu-
sion operator on the base manifold. Conversely given a connection on P one can
lift horizontally a diffusion operator on the base manifold of the form of sum of
squares of vector fields by simply lifting up the vector fields. It still need to be
shown that the lift is independent of choices of its Ho¨rmander form. Consider
now a diffusion operator not given in Ho¨rmander form. Since it has no zero order
term we can associate with it an operator δ which send differential one forms to
functions. In Proposition 1.2.1 a class of such operators are described, each of
which determines a diffusion operator. Horizontal lifts of diffusion operators can
then be defined in terms of the δ operator. This construction extends to situations
where there is no equivariance and we have only partially defined and non-linear
connections.
5The connections discussed here arise in much more general situations, includ-
ing for foliations though these are not discussed in this volume, We show that
given a smooth p : N → M : a diffusion operator B on N which lies over a
diffusion operator A on M satisfying a ”cohesiveness” property gives rise to a
semi-connection, a partially defined, non-linear, connection which can be charac-
terised by the property that, with respect to it, B can be written as the direct sum of
the horizontal lift of its induced operator and a vertical diffusion operator. Of par-
ticular importance are examples where p : N → M is a principal bundle. In that
case the vertical component of B induces differential operators on spaces of sec-
tions of associated vector bundles: we observe that these are zero-order operators,
and can have geometric significance.
This geometric significance and the relationship between these partially de-
fined connections and the metric connections determined by the Ho¨rmander form
as in [26] and [27] is seen when taking B to be the generator of the diffusion
given on the frame bundle GLM of M by the action of the derivative flow of a
stochastic differential equation on M . The semi- connection determined by B is
then equivariant and is the adjoint of the metric connection induced by the SDE in
a sense extending that of Driver [17] and described in [27]. The zero-order oper-
ators induced on differential forms as mentioned above turn out to be generalised
Weitzenbo¨ck curvature operators,in the sense of [27], reducing to the classical
ones when M is Riemannian for particular choices of stochastic differential equa-
tions for Brownian motion on M . Our filtering then reproduces the conditioning
results for derivatives of stochastic flows in [29]and [27].
Our approach is also applied to the case where M is compact and N is its
diffeomorphism group, Diff(M) , with P evaluation at a chosen point of M . The
operator B is taken to be the generator of the diffusion process on Diff(M) arising
from a stochastic flow. However our constructions can be made in terms of the
reproducing Hilbert space of vector fields on M defined by the flow. From this we
see that stochastic flows are essentially determined by a class of semi-connections
on the bundle p : Diff(M) → M and smooth stochastic flows whose one point
motions have a cohesive generator determine semi- connections on all natural
bundles over M . Apart from these geometrical aspects of stochastic flows we
also obtain a skew product decomposition which, for example, can be used to find
conditional expectations of functionals of such flows given knowledge of the one
point motion from our chosen point in M .
A feature of our approach is that in general we use canonical processes as so-
lutions of martingale problems to describe our processes, rather than stochastic
differential equations and semi-martingale calculus, unless we are explicitly deal-
6ing with the latter. This leads to some some new constructions, for example of
integrals along the paths of our diffusions in Section 4.1, which are valid more
generally than in the very regular cases we discuss here.
In more detail: In Chapter One we describe various representations of diffu-
sion operators and when they are available. We also define the notion of such
an operator being along a distribution. In Chapter Two we introduce the notion
of semi-connection which is fundamental for what follows, show how these are
induced by certain intertwined pairs of diffusion operators and how they relate
to a canonical decomposition of such operators. We also have a first look at the
topological consequences on p : N → M of having B on N over some A on M
which posses hypo-ellipticity type properties. This is a minor extension of part of
Hermann’s theorem, [37], for Riemannian submersions. In Chapter Three we spe-
cialise to the case of principal bundles, introduce the example of derivative flow,
and show how the generalised Wietzenbock curvatures arise.
It is not really until Chapter Four that stochastic analysis plays a major role.
Here we describe methods of conditioning functionals of the B-process given in-
formation about its projection onto M . We also use our decomposition of B and
resulting decomposition of the B-process to describe the conditional B-process.
In the equivariant case of principal bundles the decomposition of the process can
be considered as a skew product decomposition. In Chapter 5 we show how our
constructions can apply to classical filtering problems, where the projection of the
B-process is non-Markovian. We can follow the classical approach and obtain, in
Theorem 5.9, a version of Kushner’s formula for non-linear filtering in somewhat
greater generality than is standard. This requires some discussion of analogues of
innovations processes in our setting.
We return to more geometrical analysis in Chapter Six, giving further exten-
sions of Hermann’s theorem and analysing the consequences of the horizontal lift
of A commuting with B, thereby extending the discussion in [7]. In particular we
see that such commutativity, plus hypo-ellipticity conditions on A, gives a bundle
structure and a diffusion operator on the fibre which is preserved by the triviali-
sations of the bundle structure. This leads to an extension of the ”skew-product”
decomposition given in [24] for Brownian motions on the total space of Rieman-
nian submersions with totally geodesic fibres. In fact the well known theory for
Riemann submersions, and the special case arising from Riemannian symmetric
spaces is presented in Chapter Seven.
Chapter Eight is where we describe the theory for the diffeomorphism bundle
p : Diff(M) → M with a stochastic flow of diffeomorphism on M . Initially this
is done independently of stochastic analysis and in terms of reproducing kernel
7Hilbert spaces of vector fields on M . The correspondence between such Hilbert
spaces and stochastic flows is then used to get results for flows and in particular
skew-product decompositions of them.
In the Appendices we present the Girsanov Theorem in a way which does not
rely on having to use conditions such as Novikov’s criteria for it to remain valid.
This has been known for a long time, but does not appear to be as well known
as it deserves. We also look at conditions for degenerate, but smooth, diffusion
operators to have smooth Ho¨rmander forms, and so to have stochastic differential
equation representations for their associated processes. Finally we discuss semi-
martingales and Γ-martingales along a sub-bundle of the tangent bundle with a
connection.
For Brownian motions on the total spaces of Riemannian submersions much
of our basic discussion, as in the first two and a half Chapters, of skew-product
decompositions is very close to that in [24] which was taken further by Liao in
[48]. A major difference from Liao’s work is that for degenerate diffusions we
use the semi-connection determined by our operators rather than an arbitrary one,
so obtaining canonical decompositions. The same holds for the very recent work
of Lazaro-Cami & Ortega, [44] where they are motivated by the reduction and
reconstruction of Hamiltonian systems and consider similar decompositions for
semi-martingales. An extension of [24] in a different direction, to shed light on
the Fadeev-Popov procedure for gauge theories in theoretical physics was given
by Arnaudon &Paycha in [1]. Much of the equivariant theory presented here was
announced with some sketched proofs in [25].
Key Words
semi-elliptic, second order differential operator, Ho¨rmander forms, connection,
semi-connection, diffusion processes, Girsanov theorem, intertwined diffusions,
conditioned laws, filtering, Weitzenbo¨ck curvature, skew-product decomposition,
stochastic flows, manifolds, Riemannian submersions, bundles, principal bundles,
Diffeomorphism bundles.
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Chapter 1
Diffusion Operators
IfL is a second order differential operator on a manifoldM , denote by σL : T ∗M → TM
its symbol determined by
df
(
σL(dg)
)
=
1
2
L (fg)− 1
2
(Lf)g − 1
2
f(Lg),
for C2 functions f, g. We will often write σL(ℓ1, ℓ2) for ℓ1σL(ℓ2) and consider σL
as a bilinear form on T ∗M . Note that it is symmetric. The operator is said to be
semi-elliptic if σL(ℓ1, ℓ2) > 0 for all ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ TuM∗, all u ∈ M , and elliptic if the
inequality holds strictly. Ellipticity is equivalent to σL being onto.
Definition 1.0.1 A semi-elliptic smooth second order differential operator L is
said to be a diffusion operator if L1 = 0.
1.1 Representations of Diffusion Operators
Apart from local representations as given by equation 1 there are several global
ways to represent a diffusion operator L. One is to take a connection ∇ on
TM . Recall that a connection on TM gives, or is given by, a covariant deriva-
tive operator ∇ acting on vector fields. For each Cr vector field U on M it
gives a Cr−1 section ∇−U of L(TM ;TM). In other words for each x ∈ M
we have a linear map v 7→ ∇vU of TxM to itself. This covariant derivative
of U in the direction v satisfies the usual rules. In particular it is a derivation
with respect to multiplication by differentiable functions f : M → R, so that
∇vfU = df(v)U(x) + f(x)∇vU . Given any smooth vector bundle τE → M
11
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over M a connection on E gives a similar covariant derivative acting on sections
U of E. This time v → ∇vU is in L(TxM ;Ex), where Ex is the fibre over x for
x ∈M . Such connections always exist.
Then we can write
Lf(x) = traceTxM∇−(σL(df)) + df(V 0(x)) (1.1)
for some smooth vector field V 0 on M . The trace is that of the mapping v 7→
∇v(σL(df)) from TxM to itself. To see this it is only necessary to check that the
right hand side has the correct symbol since the symbol determines the diffusion
operator up to a first order term.
If a smooth ‘square root’ to 2σL can be found we have a Ho¨rmander rep-
resentation. The ‘square root’ is a smooth X : M × Rm → TM with each
X(x) ≡ X(x,−) : Rm → TxM linear, such that
2σLx = X(x)X(x)
∗ : T ∗xM → TxM.
Thus there is a smooth vector field A with
L = 1
2
m∑
j=1
LXjLXj + LA, (1.2)
where LV denotes Lie differentiation with respect to a vector field V , so LV f(x) =
dfx(V (x)), and Xj(x) = X(x)(ej) for {ej} an orthonormal basis of Rm. If σL
has constant rank such X may be found. Otherwise it is only known that lo-
cally Lipschitz square roots exist (see the discussions in Appendix A). In that
case LXjLXj is only defined almost surely everywhere and the vector field A can
only be assumed measurable and locally bounded. Nevertheless uniqueness of the
martingale problem still holds (see below). Also there is still the hybrid represen-
tation, given a connection ∇ on TM :
Lf(x) = 1
2
m∑
j=1
∇Xj(x)(df)(Xj(x)) + df(V 0(x)). (1.3)
for V 0 locally Lipschitz.
The choice of a Ho¨rmander representation for a diffusion operator, if it exists,
determines a locally defined stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms {ξt : 0 6 t < ζ}
whose one point motion solves the martingale problem for the diffusion operator.
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In particular on bounded measurable compactly supported f : M → R the asso-
ciated (sub)Markovian semigroup is given by Ptf = E(f ◦ξt). See also Appendix
II.
Despite the discussion above we can always write L in the following form:
L =
N∑
ij=1
aij(·)LXiLXj + LX0 , (1.4)
where N is a finite number, aij and Xk are respectively smooth functions and
smooth vector fields with aij = aji.
1.2 The Associated First Order Operator
Denote by CrΛp ≡ CrΛpT ∗M , r > 0, the space of Cr smooth differential p-
forms on a manifold N . To each diffusion operator L we shall associate an opera-
tor δL, see Elworthy-LeJan-Li [26], [27] c.f. Eberle [19]. The horizontal lift of L
will then be defined in terms of a lift of δL.
Proposition 1.2.1 For each diffusion operator L there is a unique smooth linear
differential operator δL : Cr+1Λ1 → CrΛ0 such that
(1) δL (fφ) = dfσL(φ) + f · δL (φ)
(2) δL (df) = Lf.
Equivalently δL is determined by either one of the following:
δL(fdg) = σL(df, dg) + fLg (1.5)
δL(fdg) =
1
2
L(fg)− 1
2
gLf + 1
2
fLg. (1.6)
Proof. Take a connection ∇ on TM then, as in (1.1), L can be written as Lf =
trace∇σL(df) + LV 0f for some smooth vector field V 0. Set
δLφ = trace∇(σLφ) + φ(V 0).
Then δL(df) = Lf and
δL(fφ) = trace∇(f(σLφ)) + fφ(V 0) = fδLφ+ df(σLφ).
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Note that a general Cr 1-form φ can be written as φ =
∑k
j=1 fidgi for some Cr
function fi and smooth gi, for example, by taking (g1, . . . , gm) : M → Rm to be
an immersion. This shows that (1) and (2) determine δL uniquely. Moreover since
L is a smooth operator so is δL.
Remark 1.2.2 If the diffusion operator L has a representation
L =
m∑
j=1
aijLXjLXj + LX0
for some smooth vector fields X i and smooth functions aij , i, j = 0, 1, . . . , m
then
δL =
m∑
j=1
aijLXj ιXj + ιX0 ,
where ιA denotes the interior product of the vector field A with a differential form.
One can check directly that δL(df) = Lf and that (1) holds. In particular in a local
chart, for the representation given in equation (1) we see that δL is given by
δLφ =
m∑
j=1
aij
∂
∂xi
φj(x) +
∑
biφi(x)
where φ has the representation
φx =
∑
φj(x) dx
i
1.3 Diffusion Operators Along a Distribution
Let N be a smooth manifold. By a distribution S in N we mean a family {Su :
u ∈ N} where Su is a linear subspace of TuN ; for example S could be a sub-
bundle of TN . Given such a distribution S let S0 = ∪uS0u for S0u the annihilator
of Su in T ∗uN .
Definition 1.3.1
Let S be a distribution in TN . Denote by CrS0 the set of Cr 1-forms which
vanish on S. A diffusion operator L on N is said to be along S if δLφ = 0 for
φ ∈ C1S0.
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Suppose L is along S and take φ ∈ CrS0. By Proposition 1.2.1 and the
symmetry of σL, 0 = (df)(σL(φ)) = φ(σL(df) giving φx ∈ Image[σLx ]0. This
proves Remark 1.3.2 (i):
Remark 1.3.2 (i) if δLφ = 0 for all φ ∈ C1S0, then σLφ = 0 for all such φ
and Image[σLx ] ⊂ ∩φ∈C1S0[ker φx] for all x ∈ N .
(ii) If S is a sub-bundle of TN and L is along S then without ambiguity we
can define δLφ for φ a C0 section of S∗ by δLφ := δLφ˜ for any 1-form
φ˜ extending φ. Recall that S∗ is canonically isomorphic to the quotient
T ∗N/S0.
Definition 1.3.3 If
Sx = ∩φ∈C1S0 [kerφx]
for all x we say S is a regular distribution.
Clearly sub-bundles are regular.
Proposition 1.3.4 (1) Let S be a regular distribution of N and L an operator
written in Ho¨rmander form:
L = 1
2
m∑
j=1
LY jLY j + LY 0 (1.7)
where the vector fields Y 0 and Y j , j = 1, . . . , m are C0 andC1 respectively.
Then L is along S if and only if Y i are sections of S.
(2) If B is along a smooth sub-bundle S of TN then for any connection ∇S on
S we can write B as
Bf = traceSx∇S−
(
σB(df)
)
+ LX0f.
Also we can find smooth sections X0, . . . , Xm of S and smooth functions
aij such that
B =
∑
i,j
aij(·)LXiLXj + LX0 .
Proof. For part (1), if Y i are sections of S, take φ ∈ C1S0 then
δLφ =
1
2
m∑
j=1
LY jφ(Y
j) + φ(Y 0) = 0
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and so L is along S.
Conversely suppose L is along S. Define a C1 bundle map Y : Rm → TN by
Y (x)(e) =
∑m
j=1 Y
j(x)ej for {ej}mj=1 an orthonormal base of Rm. Then
2σLx = Y (x)Y (x)
∗
and
Image[Y (x)] = Image[σLx ] ⊂ S,
by Remark 1.3.2. Now
δLφ =
1
2
∑
LY j(φ(Y
j)) + φ(Y 0) = φ(Y 0),
which can only vanish for all φ ∈ C1S0 if Y 0 is a section of S. Thus Y 1, . . . , Y m,
and Y 0 are all sections of S.
For part (2), we use (1.1) and take ∇ there to be the direct sum of ∇S with an
arbitrary connection on a complementary bundle, obtaining σB has image in S by
Remark 1.3.2(i).
1.4 Lifts of Diffusion Operators
Let p : N → M be a smooth map and E a sub-bundle of TM . Let S be a sub-
bundle of TN transversal to the fibre of p, i.e. V TuN ∩ S = {0} all u ∈ N and
such that Typ maps Sy isomorphically onto Ep(y), for each y.
Lemma 1.4.1 Every smooth 1-form on N can be written as a linear combination
of sections of the form ψ + λp∗(φ) for λ : N → R smooth, φ a 1-form on M ,
and ψ annihilates S. In particular any 1-form annihilating V TN is of the form
λp∗(φ). If E = TM then ψ is uniquely determined.
Proof. Take Riemannian metrics on M and N such that the isomorphism between
S and p∗(E) given by Tp is isometric. Fix y0 ∈ N . Take a neighbourhood V of
p(y0) in M over which E is trivializable. Let v1, v2, . . . , vp be a trivialising family
of sections over V . Set U = p−1(V ). If φj = (vj)∗, the dual 1-form to vj , j = 1
to p, over V then {p∗(φj)#, j = 1 to p} gives a trivialization of S over U . [Indeed
p∗(φj)y(−) = φjp(y)(Typ−) = 〈(Typ)∗(vj),−〉.] Since any vector field over V
can therefore be written as one orthogonal to S plus a linear combination of the
p∗(φj)#, by duality the result holds for forms with support in U . The global result
follows using a partition of unity.
For the uniqueness note that if E = TM then TN = V TN + S.
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Proposition 1.4.2 Let A be a diffusion operator on M along the sub-bundle E
of TM . There is a unique lift of A to a smooth diffusion generator AS along the
transversal bundle S. Write δ¯ = δAS . Then AS is determined by
(i) δ¯(ψ) = 0 if ψ annihilates S.
(ii) δ¯ (p∗φ) = (δAφ) ◦ p, for φ ∈ Ω1(M).
Moreover (iii) for y ∈ N let hy : Ep(y) → TyN be the right inverse of Typ with
image Sy. Then
(a) σASy = hy σA h∗y
(b) If A is given by
A =
N∑
i,j=1
aijLXiLXj + LX0 (1.8)
where X1, . . . , XN and X0 are sections of E then
AS =
N∑
i,j=1
(aij ◦ p) LX¯iLX¯j + LX¯0 (1.9)
for X¯j(y) = hy(Xj(p(y)).
Proof. Lemma 1.4.1 ensures that (i) and (ii) determine δ¯ uniquely as a smooth
operator on smooth 1-forms if it exists. On the other hand we can represent A
as in (1.8) and define AS be (1.9). It is straightforward to check that then δAS
satisfies (i) and (ii).
By definition and the observation after (1.9) this must be the horizontal lift, if
it is a diffusion generator. On the other hand if A is given by (1.8) we use it to
define AS by (1.9). It is easy to see that δAS satisfies (i) and (ii) and so δAS = δ¯.
From this A¯ = AS and AS is a smooth diffusion generator.
In the terminology of section 1.3 Su = ker[Tup], sometimes written as V TuN ,
is a distribution.
Definition 1.4.3 When an operator B is along the vertical distribution ker[Tp] we
sayB is vertical, and when there is a horizontal distribution such as {Hu : u ∈ N}
as given by Proposition 2.1.2 below and B is along that horizontal distribution we
say B is horizontal .
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Proposition 1.4.4 Let B be a smooth diffusion operator on N and p : N → M
any smooth map, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The operator B is vertical.
(2) The operator B has a expression of the form of ∑mj=1 aijLY iLY j + LY 0
where aij are smooth functions and Y j are smooth sections of the vertical
tangent bundle of TN .
(3) B(f ◦ p) = 0 for all C2 f : M → R.
Proof. (a). From (1) to (3) is trivial. From (3) to (1) note that every φ which van-
ishes on vertical vectors is a linear combination of elements of the form fp∗(dg)
for some smooth g : M → R by Lemma 1.4.1. To show that B is vertical we only
need to show that δB(fp∗(dg)) = 0. But B(g ◦ p) = 0 implies δB(p∗(dg)) = 0
and also p∗(dg)σB(p∗(dg)) = 1
2
B(g ◦ p)2 − (g ◦ p)B(g ◦ p) = 0. By semi-
ellipticity of B, σB(p∗(dg)) = 0. Thus assertion (1) follows since δB (fp∗(dg)) =
dfσB(p∗(dg)) + f · δB (p∗(dg)) from Proposition 1.2.1(1), and so (1) and (3) are
equivalent.
Equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Proposition 1.3.4.
Remark 1.4.5 (1) If B is vertical, then by Proposition 1.2.1, for all C2 func-
tions f1 on N and f2 on M , B (f1(f2 ◦ p)) = (f2 ◦ p)Bf1;
(2) If B and B′ are both over a diffusion operator A of constant rank nonzero
rank such that A is along the image of σA, then B − B′ is not in general
vertical, although (B − B′)(f ◦ p) = 0 for all C2 function f : M → R,
since it may not be semi-elliptic. For example take p : R2 → R to be
the projection p(x, y) = x with A = ∂2
∂x2
, B = ∂2
∂x2
+ ∂
2
∂y2
. Let B′ =
∂2
∂x2
+ ∂
2
∂y2
+ ∂
2
∂x∂y
. Then B is also overA but B−B′ = − ∂2
∂x∂y
is not vertical.
Chapter 2
Decomposition of Diffusion
Operators
Consider a smooth map p : N → M between smooth manifolds M and N . By a
lift of a diffusion operator A on M over p we mean a diffusion operator B on N
such that
B(f ◦ p) = (Af) ◦ p (2.1)
for all C2 functions f on M . In this situation we adopt the following terminology:
Definition 2.0.6 If (2.1) holds we say that B is over A, or that A and B are
intertwined by p. A diffusion operator B on N is said to be projectible (over p),
or p-projectible, if it is over some diffusion operator A.
Recall that the pull back p∗φ of a 1-form φ is defined by
p∗(φ)u = φp(u)(Tp(−)) = (Tp)∗φp(u).
For our map p : N →M , a diffusion operator B is over A if and only if
δB (p∗φ)) = (δAφ)(p), (2.2)
for all φ ∈ C1 ∧1 T ∗M .
2.1 The Horizontal Lift Map
Lemma 2.1.1 Suppose that B is over A. Let σB and σA be respectively the sym-
bols for B and A. Then
(Tup)σ
B
u (Tup)
∗ = σAp(u), ∀u ∈ N, (2.3)
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i.e. the following diagram is commutative :
T ∗uN
σBu ✲ TuN
✻
(Tup)
∗
T ∗p(u)M
❄
Tp(u)M .✲
σAp(u)
Tup
Proof. Let f and g be two smooth functions on M . Then for u ∈ N , x = p(u),
(dfx) σ
A
x (dgx) =
1
2
A(fg)(x)− 1
2
(fAg)(x)− 1
2
(gAf)(x)
=
1
2
B ((fg) ◦ p) (u)− 1
2
f ◦ pB(g ◦ p)(u)− 1
2
g ◦ pB(f ◦ p)(u)
= d (g ◦ p)u σBu (d (f ◦ p)u)
= (dg ◦ Tup) σBu (df ◦ Tup) ,
which gives the desired equality.
For x in M , set Ex := Image[σAx ] ⊂ TxM . If σA has constant rank, i.e.
dim[Ex] is independent of x, then E := ∪xEx is a smooth sub-bundle of TM .
Proposition 2.1.2 Assume σA has constant rank and B is overA. Then there is a
unique, smooth, horizontal lift map hu : Ep(u) → TuN , u ∈ N , characterised by
hu ◦ σAp(u) = σBu (Tup)∗. (2.4)
In particular
hu(v) = σ
B
u ((Tup)
∗α) (2.5)
where α ∈ T ∗p(u)M satisfies σAp(u)(α) = v.
Proof. Clearly (2.5) implies (2.4) by Lemma 2.1.1 and so it suffices to prove hu
is well defined by (2.5). For this we only need to show σB((Tup)∗(α)) = 0 for
every α in ker[σAp(u)]. Now σAα = 0 implies that
(Tp)∗(α)σB((Tp)∗α) = 0,
by Lemma 2.1.1. Considering σB as a semi-definite bilinear form this implies
σBu (Tup)
∗α vanishes as required.
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Note that the vertical distribution ker[Tp] is regular as ker[Tp] is annihilated
by all differential 1-forms of the form θ ◦ Tp.
Let Hu = Image[hu] and H = ⊔uHu. Set Fu = (Tup)−1[Ep(u)] so we have a
splitting
Fu = Hu + V TuN (2.6)
where V TuN = ker[TuP ] the ‘vertical’ tangent space at u to N . In the elliptic
case p is a submersion, the vertical tangent spaces have constant rank, and F :=
⊔uFu is a smooth sub-bundle of TN . In this case we have a splitting of TN ,
a connection in the terminology of Kolar-Michor-Slovak [42]. In general we
will define a semi-connection on E to be a sub-bundle Hu of TN such that Tup
maps each fibre Hu isomorphically to Ep(u). In the equivariant case considered in
Chapter 3 such objects are called E-connections by Gromov. For the case when
: N → M is the tangent bundle projection , or the orthonormal frame bundle
note that the ”partial connections” as defined by Ge in [35] are rather different
from the semi-connections we would have: they give parallel translations along
E-horizontal paths which send vectors in E to vectors in E, and preserve the
Riemannian metric of E , whereas the parallel transports of our semi-connections
do not in general preserve the fibres of E, nor any Riemannian metric, and they
act on all tangent vectors.
Lemma 2.1.3 Assume σA has constant rank and B is over A. For all u ∈ N the
image of σBu is in Fu.
Proof. Suppose α ∈ T ∗uN with σB(α) 6∈ Fu. Then there exists k in the annihilator
of Ep(u) such that k
(
Tup σ
B(α)
) 6= 0. However
k
(
Tup σ
B(α)
)
= α
(
σB((Tup)∗(k))
)
= α huσ
A
p(u)(k)
by Proposition 2.1.2; while σAp(u)(k) = 0 because for all β ∈ T ∗p(u)M ,
β σAp(u)(k) = k σ
A
p(u)(β) = 0
giving a contradiction.
Proposition 2.1.4 Let A be a diffusion operator on M with σA of constant rank.
For i ∈ {1, 2}, let pi : N i → M be smooth maps and Bi be diffusion operators
on N i over A. Let F : N1 → N2 be a smooth map with p2 ◦ F = p1. Assume F
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intertwines B1 and B2. Let h1, h2 be the horizontal lift maps determined by A,B1
and A,B2. Then
h2F (u) = TuF (h
1
u), u ∈ N1; (2.7)
i.e. the diagram
TuN
1
TuF ✲ TF (u)N
2
Ep1(u)
❅
❅
❅
❅❅■
 
 
 
  ✒
h1u h
2
F (u)
commutes for all u ∈ N .
Proof. Since F intertwines B1 and B2, Lemma 2.1.1 gives
σB
2
F (u) = TuF ◦ σB
1
u ◦ (TuF )∗.
Now take α ∈ T ∗p1(u)M with σAp1(u)(α) = v, some given v ∈ Ep1(u). From (2.5)
h2F (u)(v) = σ
B2
F (u)((Tp
2)∗α)
= TuF ◦ σB1u ◦ (TuF )∗(Tp2)∗α
= TuF ◦ σB1u (Tup1)∗α
= Tuh
1
u(v)
as required.
Definition 2.1.5 A diffusion operator B on N will be said to have projectible
symbol for p : N → M if there exists a map η : T ∗M → TM such that for all
u ∈ N the diagram:
T ∗uN
σBu ✲ TuN
✻
(Tup)
∗
T ∗p(u)M
❄
Tp(u)M .✲
ηp(u)
Tup
commutes, i.e. if (Tup)σBu (Tup)∗ depends only on p(u).
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In this case we also get a uniquely defined horizontal lift map as in Proposition
2.1.4 defined by equation (2.7) using η instead of the symbol of A. This situation
arises naturally in the standard non-linear filtering literature as described later see
chapter 5.
2.2 Example: The Horizontal Lift Map of SDEs
Let us consider the horizontal lift connection in more detail when B and A are
given by stochastic differential equations. For this write A and B in Ho¨rmander
form corresponding to factorisations σAx = X(x)X(x)∗ and σBx = X˜(x)X˜(x)∗
for
X(x) : Rm → TxM, x ∈M
X˜(u) : Rm˜ → TuN, u ∈ N.
Then X(x) maps onto Ex for each x ∈ M . Define Yx : Ex → Rm to be its right
inverse: Y (x) =
[
X(x)
∣∣
kerX(x)⊥
]−1
.
Lemma 2.2.1 For each u ∈ N there is a unique linear ℓu : Rm → Rm˜ such that
ker ℓu = kerX(x) and the diagram
T ∗uN
X˜(u)∗
✲ Rm˜
✻
(Tup)
∗
T ∗xM
✻
Rm✲
X(x)∗
ℓu
✲
X˜(u)
TuN
❄
Tup
X(x)
TxM✲
commutes, for x = p(u), i.e. σAx = Tup ◦ σBx (Tup)∗ andX(x) = Tup ◦ X˜(u) ◦ ℓu.
In particular the horizontal lift map is given by hu = X˜(u)ℓuY (p(u)).
Proof. The larger square commutes by Lemma 2.1.1. For the rest we need to
construct ℓu. It suffices to define ℓu on [kerX(x)]⊥. Note that [kerX(x)]⊥ =
ImageX(x)∗ in Rm. We only have to show that α ∈ kerX(x)∗ implies
X˜(u)∗(Tup)∗α = 0.
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In fact for such α the proof of part (i) of Proposition 2.1.2 is valid and therefore
(Tup)
∗α ∈ ker σBu . However since X˜(u) is injective on the image of X˜(u)∗ we
see ker σBu = ker X˜(u)
.
. Thus ℓu is defined with kerℓu = kerX(x) and such that
the left hand square of the diagram commutes. Since the perimeter commutes it
is easy to see from the construction of ℓu that the right hand side also commutes.
The uniqueness of ℓu with kernel equal that of X(x) is clear since on [kerX(x)]⊥
ℓu(e) = X˜(u)
∗(Tup)∗X(x)(e).
Note. The horizontal lift ofX(x), which can be used to construct a Ho¨rmander
form representation XV of AH , as in Proposition 2.3.5 and Theorem 3.2.1 below
is given by:
XV (u) : Rm → TuP
XV (u) = huX(u) = X˜(u)ℓu
since YxX(x) is the projection onto kerX(x)⊥. (In the terminology of Elworthy-
LeJan-Li [27] XV does not involve the ‘redundant noise’.) Furthermore consider
the special case that m˜ = m and also that X˜ and X are p-related, i.e.
Tup(X˜(u)e) = X(p(u))e, u ∈ N, e ∈ Rm.
Then ℓu is the projection of Rm onto [kerX(p(u))]⊥:
ℓu = Y (p(u))X(p(u))
giving
hu = X˜(u)Y (p(u)) (2.8)
In this case the ‘diffusion coefficients’ XV , above, is obtained from X˜ by restric-
tion to the ‘relevant noise’ for X .
2.3 Lifts of Cohesive Operators & Decomposition
Theorem
A diffusion generator L on a manifold is said to be cohesive if
(i) σLx , x ∈ X , has constant non-zero rank and
(ii) L is along the image of σL.
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Remark 2.3.1 From Theorem 2.1.1 in Elworthy-LeJan-Li [27] we see that if the
rank of σLx is bigger than 1 for all x then L is cohesive if and only if it has a
representation
L = 1
2
m∑
j=1
LXjLXj
where Ex = span{X1(x), . . . Xm(x)} has constant rank.
Proposition 2.3.2 Let B be a smooth diffusion operator on N over A with A
cohesive. The following are equivalent:
(i) B = AH
(ii) B is cohesive and Tup is injective on the image of σBu for all u ∈ N .
(iii) B can be written as
B = 1
2
m∑
j=1
LX˜jLX˜j + LX˜0
where X˜0, . . . , X˜m are smooth vector fields on N lying over smooth vector
fields X0, . . . , Xm on M , i.e. Tup(X˜j(u)) = Xj(p(u)) for u ∈ N for all j.
Proof. If (i) holds take smooth X1, . . .Xm with A = 1
2
∑m
j=1 LXjLXj + LX0 , by
Proposition 1.3.4, and set X˜j(u) = huXj(p(u)) to see (iii) holds. Clearly (iii)
implies (ii) and (ii) implies (i), so the three statements are equivalent.
Definition 2.3.3 If any of the equivalent conditions of the proposition holds we
say that B has no vertical part.
Recall that is S is a distribution, S0 denotes the set of annihilators of S.
Lemma 2.3.4 For ℓ ∈ H0u and k ∈ (VuTN)0, some u ∈ N we have:
A. ℓσB(k) = 0
B. σB(k) = σAH (k)
C. σAH (ℓ) = 0.
In particularHu is the orthogonal complement of V TuN∩Image(σBu ) in Image(σBu )
with its inner product induced by σBu .
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Proof. Set x = p(u). For part A and part B it suffices to take k = φ ◦ Tup some
φ ∈ T ∗xM . Then by (2.4), σBu (φ ◦ Tup) = hu ◦ σAx (φ) giving part A, and also part
B by Proposition 1.4.2 (iii)(a) since φ = h∗u(φ ◦ Tup), part C comes directly from
Proposition 1.4.2 (iii)(a).
Theorem 2.3.5 For B over A with A cohesive there is a unique decomposition
B = B1 + BV
where B1 and BV are smooth diffusion generators with BV vertical and B1 overA
having no vertical part. In this decomposition B1 = AH , the horizontal lift of A
to H .
Proof. Set BV = B−AH . To see that BV is semi-elliptic take u ∈ N and observe
that any element of T ∗uN can be written as ℓ+ k where ℓ ∈ H0u and k ∈ (V TuN)0
by Lemma 2.3.4 and
(ℓ+ k)σB(ℓ+ k) = ℓσB(ℓ) > 0.
Since BV (f ◦ p) = 0 any f ∈ C2(M ;R) Proposition 1.4.4 implies BV is vertical.
Uniqueness holds since the semi-connections determined by B and B′ are the
same by Remark 1.3.2(i) applied to BV and so by Proposition 2.3.2 we must have
B1 = AH .
For p a Riemannian submersion and B the Laplacian, Berard-Bergery and Bour-
guignon [7] define BV directly by BV f(u) = ∆Nx(f |Nx)(u) for x = p(u) and
Nx = p
−1(x) with ∆Nx the Laplace-Beltrami operator of Nx.
Example 2.3.6 1. Take N = S1 × S1 and M = S1 with p the projection on
the first factor. Let
B = 1
2
( ∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
) + tanα
∂2
∂x∂y
.
Here 0 < α < π
4
so that B is elliptic. Then A = 1
2
∂2
∂x2
and BV = 1
2
(1−(tanα)2) ∂2
∂y2
withAH = 1
2
( ∂
2
∂x2
+(tanα)2 ∂
2
∂y2
)+tanα ∂
2
∂x∂y
.
This is easily checked since, with this definition AH has Ho¨rmander form
AH = 1
2
(
∂
∂x
+ tanα
∂
∂y
)2
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and so is a diffusion operator which has no vertical part. Also BV is clearly
vertical and elliptic. Note that this is an example of a Riemannian sub-
mersion: several more of a similar type can be found in [7]. In this case
the horizontal distribution is integrable and if α is irrational the foliation it
determines has dense leaves.
2. Take N = R3 with Heisenberg group structure. This is defined by
(x, y, z) · (x′, y′, z′) = (x+ x′, y + y′, z + z′ + 1
2
(xy′ − yx′)).
Let X, Y, Z be the left-invariant vector fields which give the standard basis
for R3 at the origin. As operators:
X(x, y, z) =
∂
∂x
− 1
2
y
∂
∂z
, Y (x, y, z) =
∂
∂y
+
1
2
x
∂
∂z
Z(x, y, z) =
∂
∂z
.
Take B to be half the sum of the squares of X, Y , and Z. This is half the
left invariant Laplacian:
B = 1
2
(
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+ (1 +
1
4
(x2 + y2))
∂2
∂z2
+
1
2
(x
∂2
∂y∂z
− y ∂
2
∂x∂z
)
)
.
Take M = R2 and p : R3 → R2 to be the projection on the first 2 co-
ordinates. Then
A = 1
2
(
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
), AH = 1
2
(X2 + Y 2);
BV = 1
2
Z2 =
1
2
∂2
∂z2
.
Note that the horizontal lift σ˜, of a smooth curve σ : [0, T ] → M with
σ(0) = 0, is given by
σ˜(t) =
(
σ1(t), σ2(t),
1
2
∫ t
0
(
σ1(t)dσ2(t)− σ2(t)dσ1(t))) . (2.9)
Thus the “vertical” component of the horizontal lift is the area integral of
the curve. Equation (2.9) remains valid for the horizontal lift of Brown-
ian motion on R2 , or more generally for any continuous semi-martingale,
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provided it is interpreted as a Stratonovich equation ( or equivalently an
Ito equation in the Brownian motion case). This example is also that of
a Riemannian submersion. In this case the horizontal distributions are not
integrable. Indeed the Lie brackets satisfy [X, Y ] = Z and Ho¨rmander’s
condition for hypoellipticity: a diffusion operator L satisfies Ho¨rmander’s
condition if for some (and hence all) Ho¨rmander form representation such
as in equation (1.7) the vector fields Y 1, . . . , Y m together with their iter-
ated Lie brackets span the tangent space at each point of the manifold. For
an enjoyable discussion of the Heisenberg group and the relevance of this
example to “Dido’s problem” see [52]. See also [3],[9], and [36].
Recall that F ≡ ⊔uFu = ∪u(Tup)−1[Ep(u)], we can now strengthen Lemma
2.1.3 which states that Image[σBu ] ⊂ Fu.
Corollary 2.3.7 If B is over A with A cohesive, then B is along F .
Proof. Since Hu ∈ Fu and V TuN ⊂ Fu both B1 and BV are along F .
2.4 Diffusion Operators with Projectible Symbols
Given p : N → M as before, suppose now that we have a diffusion operator B
on M with a projectible symbol, c.f. Definition 2.1.5. This means that σB lies
over some positive semi-definite linear map η : T ∗M → TM . Assume that η has
constant rank. We will show that in this case we also have a decomposition of B.
To do this first choose some cohesive diffusion operator A on M with σA = η. In
general there is no canonical way to do this, though if η were non-degenerate we
could choose A to be a multiple of the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the induced
metric on M .
From above we also have an induced semi-connection with horizontal sub-
bundle H , say, of TN .
Definition 2.4.1 We will say that B descends cohesively (over p) if it has a pro-
jectible symbol and there exists a horizontal vector field, bH , such that
B − LbH
is projectible over p.
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The following is a useful observation. Its proof is immediate from the two lemmas
and proposition which are given after it:
Proposition 2.4.2 If B descends cohesively then for each choice of A satisfying
σAp(u) = Tupσ
B
u (Tup)
∗ there is a horizontal vector field bH such that B − LbH lies
over A.
Lemma 2.4.3 Assume that η has constant rank. If f is a function on M let f˜ =
f ◦ p. For any choice of A with symbol η the map
f 7→ B(f˜ )− A˜(f)
is a derivation from C∞M to C∞N where any f ∈ C∞M acts on C∞N by
multiplication by f˜ .
Proof. The map is clearly linear and for smooth f, g : M → R we have
˜η(df, dg) = σB(df˜ , dg˜)
so by definition of symbols:
B(f˜ g˜)− A˜(fg) = B(f˜)g˜ + B(g˜)f˜ − A˜(f)g˜ − A˜(g)f˜
as required.
Let D denote the space of derivations from C∞M toC∞N using the above action.
Note that for p∗TM → N the pull back of TM over p, the space C∞Γp∗TM of
smooth sections of p∗TM can be considered as the space of smooth functions
V : N → TM with V (u) ∈ Tp(u)M for all u ∈ N . We can then define
Θ : C∞Γp∗TM → D
by
Θ(V )(f)(u) = dfp(u)(V (u)).
Lemma 2.4.4 Assume that η has constant rank The map Θ : C∞Γp∗TM → D is
a linear bijection.
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Proof. Let d ∈ D. Fix u ∈ N . The map from C∞M to R given by f 7→ df(u)
is a derivation at p(u), here the action of any f ∈ C∞M on R is multiplication
by f(p(u)), and so corresponds to a tangent vector, V (u) say, in Tp(u)M . Then
df(u) = dfp(u)(V (u)). By assumption df(u) is smooth in u, and so by suitable
choices of f we see that V is smooth. Thus Θ(V ) = d and Θ has an inverse.
From these lemmas we see there exists b ∈ C∞Γp∗TM with the property that(
Bf˜ − A˜f
)
(u) = dfp(u)
(
b(u)
) (2.10)
for all u ∈ N and f ∈ C∞M . Assume that b has image in the subbundle E of
TM determined by η. Using the horizontal lift map h determined by B define a
vector field bH on N :
bH(u) = hu
(
b(u)
)
.
Proposition 2.4.5 Assume that η has constant rank and that b has image in the
subbundle E determined by η. The vector field bH is such that B − bH is over A.
Proof. For f ∈ C∞M ,
(B − bH)(f˜) = A˜f + df(b(−))− df ◦ Tp(bH(−)) = A˜f
using the fact that Tp
(
bH(−)) = b(−).
We can now extend the decomposition theorem:
Theorem 2.4.6 Let B be a diffusion operator on N which descends cohesively
over p : N → M . Then B has a unique decomposition:
B = BH + BV
into the sum of diffusion operators such that
(i) BV is vertical
(ii) BH is cohesive and Tup is injective on the image of σBHu for all u ∈ N .
With respect to the induced semi-connection BH is horizontal.
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Proof. Using the notation of the previous proposition we know that B − bH is
over a cohesive diffusion operator A. By Theorem 2.3.5 we have a canonical
decomposition
B − bH = B1 + BV ,
leading to
B = (bH + B1) + BV .
If we set BH = bH + B1 we have a decomposition as required. On the other hand
if we have two such decompositions of B we get two decompositions of B − bH .
Both components of the latter must agree by the uniqueness in Theorem 2.3.5, and
so we obtain uniqueness in our situation.
Extending Definition 2.3.3 we could say that a diffusion operator BH satisfying
condition (ii) in the theorem has no vertical part.
Note that if we drop the hypothesis that bH is horizontal, or equivalently that
b in Proposition 2.4.5 has image in E, we still get a decomposition by taking an
arbitrary lift of b to be bH but we will no longer have uniqueness.
2.5 Horizontal lift of paths & completeness of semi-
connections
A semi-connection on p : N →M over a sub-bundle E of TM gives a procedure
for horizontally lifting paths on M to paths on N as for ordinary connections but
now we require the original path to have derivatives in E; such paths may be
called E-horizontal.
Definition 2.5.1 A Lipschitz path σ˜ in N is said to be a horizontal lift of a path
σ in M if
• p ◦ σ˜ = σ
• The derivative of σ˜ almost surely takes values in the horizontal subbundle
H of TN .
Note that a Lipschitz path σ : [a, b] → M with σ˙(t) ∈ Eσ(t) for almost all
a 6 t 6 b has at most one horizontal lift from any starting point ua in p−1(σ(a)).
To see this first note that any such lift must satisfy
˙˜σ(t) = hσ˜(t)σ˙(t). (2.11)
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This equation can be extended to give an ordinary differential equation on all of
N . For example take a smooth embedding j : M → Rm into some Euclidean
space. Set β(t) = j(σ(t)). Let X(x) : Rm → Ex be the adjoint of the restriction
of the derivative Txj of j to Ex, using some Riemannian metric on E. Then σ
satisfies the differential equation
x˙(t) = X(x(t))(β˙(t)) (2.12)
and it is easy to see that the horizontal lifts of σ are precisely the solutions of
u˙(t) = hu(t)X(p(u(t)))(β˙(t))
starting from points above σ(a) and lasting until time b.
In the generality in which we are working there may not be any such solu-
tions, for example because of ”holes” in N . We define the semi-connection to
be complete if every Lipschitz path σ with derivatives in E almost surely, has a
horizontal lift starting from any point above the starting point of σ.
Note that completeness is assured if the fibres of N are compact, or if an X ,
with values in E, and β, can be found so that σ is a solution to equation (2.12) and
there is a complete metric on N for which the horizontal lift of X is bounded on
the inverse image of σ under p. In particular the latter will hold if p is a principal
bundle and we have an equivariant semi-connection as in the next chapter. It will
also hold if there is a complete metric on N for which the horizontal lift map
hu ∈ L(Ep(u);TuN) is uniformly bounded for u in the image of σ.
2.6 Topological Implications
Although our set up of intertwining diffusions with a cohesive A seems quite
general it implies strong topological restrictions if the manifolds are compact and
more generally. Here we partially extend the approach Hermann used for Rieman-
nian submersions in [37] with a more detailed discussion in Chapter 6 below.
For this let D0(x) be the set of points z ∈ M which can be reached by Lips-
chitz curves σ : [0, t] → M with σ(0) = x0 and σ(t) = z with derivative in E
almost surely. Its closure D′(x) relates to the propagation set for the maximum
principle for A, and to the support of the A- diffusion as in Stroock-Varadhan
[66], see Taira[70].
Theorem 2.6.1 For B and A as before with A cohesive take x0 ∈ M and z ∈
D0(x0). Assume the induced semi-connection is complete. Then if p−1(x0) is a
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submanifold of N so is p−1(z) and they are diffeomorphic. Also if z is a regular
value of p so is x.
Proof. Let σ; [0, T ] → M be a Lipschitz E-horizontal path from x to z. There
is a smooth factorisation σAx = X(x)X(x)∗ for X(x) ∈ L(Rm;TxM), x ∈ M .
Take the horizontal lift X˜ : R, → TN of X .
By the completeness hypothesis the time dependent ODE on N ,
dys
ds
= X˜(ys)X
(
σ(s)|[kerX(x0)]⊥
)−1
(σ˙(s))
will have solutions from each point above σ(0) defined up to time T and so a
flow giving the required diffeomorphism of fibres. Moreover, by the usual lower
semi-continuity property of the ”explosion time”, this holonomy flow gives a dif-
feomorphism of a neighbourhood of p−1(x) in N with a neighbourhood of the
fibre above z. The diffeomorphism commutes with p. Thus if one of x and z is a
regular value so is the other.
Corollary 2.6.2 Assume the conditions of the theorem and that E satisfies the
standard Ho¨rmander condition that the Lie algebra of vector fields generated by
sections of E spans each tangent space TyM after evaluation at y. Then p is a
submersion all of whose fibres are diffeomorphic.
Proof. The Ho¨rmander condition implies that D0(x) = M for all x ∈ M by
Chow’s theorem (e.g. see Sussmann [69] or [36]. In [36] Gromov shows that
under this condition any two points of M can be joined by a smooth E-horizontal
curve.
Corollary 2.6.3 Assume the conditions of the theorem and thatD0(x) is dense in
M for all x ∈M and p : N →M is proper. Then p is a locally trivial bundle over
M .
Proof. Take x ∈M . The set Reg(p) of regular values of p is open by our proper-
ness assumption. It is also non-empty, even dense in M , by Sard’s theorem, and
so sinceD0(x) is dense, there exists a regular value z which is inD0(x). It follows
from the theorem that x ∈ Reg(p), and so p is a submersion. However it is a well
known consequence of the inverse function theorem that a proper submersion is a
locally trivial bundle.
Note that we only need Reg(p) to be open, rather than p proper, to ensure that
p is a submersion. The density of D0(x) can hold because of global behaviour,
for example if M is a torus and E is tangent to the foliation given by an irrational
flow.
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Chapter 3
Equivariant Diffusions on Principal
Bundles
Let M be a smooth finite dimensional manifold and P (M,G) a principal fibre
bundle over M with structure group G a Lie group. Denote by π : P → M the
projection and Ra right translation by a. Consider on P a diffusion generator B,
which is equivariant, i.e. for all f ∈ C2(P ;R),
Bf ◦Ra = B(f ◦Ra), a ∈ G.
Set fa(u) = f(ua). Then the above equality can be written as Bfa = (Bf)a. The
operator B induces an operator A on the base manifold M . Set
Af(x) = B (f ◦ π) (u), u ∈ π−1(x), f ∈ C2(M), (3.1)
which is well defined since
B (f ◦ π) (u · a) = B ((f ◦ π)a) (u) = B ((f ◦ π)) (u).
3.1 Invariant Semi-connections on Principal Bun-
dles
Definition 3.1.1 Let E be a sub-bundle of TM and π : P → M a principal G-
bundle. An invariant semi-connection over E, or principal semi-connection
in the terminology of Michor, on π : P → M is a smooth sub-bundle HETP of
TP such that
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(i) Tuπ maps the fibres HETuP bijectively onto Eπ(u) for all u ∈ P .
(ii) HETP is G-invariant.
Notes.
1. Such a semi-connection determines and is determined by, a smooth hori-
zontal lift:
hu : Eπ(u) → TuP
such that (i). Tuπ ◦ hu(v) = v, for all v ∈ Ex ⊂ TxM ;
(ii). hu·a = TuRa ◦ hu.
2. The action of G on P induces a homomorphism of the Lie algebra g of G
with the algebra of left invariant vector fields on P : if A ∈ g,
A∗(u) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
u exp(tA), u ∈ P,
and A∗ is called the fundamental vector field corresponding to A.
Using the splitting (2.6) of Fu our semi-connection determines, (and is de-
termined by), a ‘semi-connection one-form’ ̟ ∈ L(H + V TN ; g) which
vanishes on H and has ̟(A∗(u)) = A.
3. Let F be an associated vector bundle to P with fibre V . An E semi-
connection on P gives a covariant derivative∇wZ ∈ Fx forw ∈ Ex, x ∈M
where Z is a section of F . This is defined, as usual for connections, by
∇wZ = u
(
d(Z˜)(hu(w))
)
,
u ∈ π−1(x). Here Z˜ : P → V is
Z˜(u) = u−1Z (π(u))
considering u as an isomorphism u : V → Fπ(u). This agrees with the
‘semi-connections onE’ defined in Elworthy-LeJan-Li [27] when P is taken
to be the linear frame bundle of TM and F = TM .
Theorem 3.1.2 Assume σA has constant rank. Then σB gives rise to an invariant
semi-connection on the principal bundleP whose horizontal map is given by (2.5).
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Proof. It has been shown that hu is well defined by (2.5). Next we show hu
defines a semi-connection. As noted earlier, h defines a semi-connection if (i)
Tuπ◦hu(v) = v, v ∈ Ex ⊂ TxM and (ii) hu·a = TuRa◦hu. The first is immediate
by Lemma 2.1.1 and for the second observe π ◦Ra = π. So Tπ ◦ TRa = Tπ and
(Tπ)∗ = (TRa)
∗ · (Tπ)∗ while the following diagram
T ∗uP
σBu ✲TuP
✻
(TuRa)
∗
T ∗u·aP
❄
TuaP✲
σBu·a
TuRa
commutes by equivariance of B. Therefore
TuRa ◦ hu = TuRa · σBu (Tuπ)∗ ◦
(
σAx
)−1
= TuRa · σBu ◦ (TuRa)∗ ◦ (Tu·aπ)∗ ◦
(
σAx
)−1
= σBu·a ◦ (Tu·aπ)∗ ◦
(
σAx
)−1
= hu·a.
Curvature forms and holonomy groups etc for semi-connections are defined
analogously to those associated two connections, we note the following:
Proposition 3.1.3 In the situation of Proposition 2.1.4 suppose A is elliptic, p1,
p2 are principal bundles with groups G1 and G2 respectively, and F is a homo-
morphism of principal bundles with corresponding homomorphism f : G1 → G2.
Let Γ1 and Γ2 be the semi-connections on N1, N2 determined by B1 and B2. Then
(i) Γ2 is the unique semi-connection on p2 : N2 → M such that TF maps the
horizontal subspaces of TN1 into those of TN2.
(ii) If ωj, Ωj are the semi-connection and curvature form of Γj , for j = 1, 2,
then
F ∗(ω2) = f∗ ◦ ω1
and
F ∗(Ω2) = f∗ ◦ Ω1
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for f∗ : g1 → g2 the homomorphism of Lie algebras induced by f .
(iii) Moreover f : G1 → G2 maps the Γ1 holonomy group at u ∈ N1 onto the
Γ2 holonomy group at F (u) for each u ∈ N1 and similarly for the restricted
holonomy groups.
Proof. Proposition 2.1.4 assures us that TF maps horizontal to horizontal. Unique-
ness together with (ii), (iii) come as in Kobayashi-Nomizu [41] (Proposition 6.1
on p79).
3.2 Decompositions of Equivariant Operators
Take a basis A1, . . . , An of g with corresponding fundamental vector fields {A∗i }.
Write the semi-connection 1-form as ̟ =
∑
̟k Ak so that ̟k are real valued,
partially defined, 1-forms on P .
In our equivariant situation we can give a more detailed description of the
decomposition in Proposition 2.3.5.
Theorem 3.2.1 Let B be an equivariant operator on P andA be the induced oper-
ator on the base manifold. Assume thatA is cohesive and let B = AH+BV be the
decomposition of Proposition 2.3.5. Then BV has a unique expression of the form∑
αijLA∗iLA∗j +
∑
βkLA∗
k
, where αij and βk are smooth functions on P , given
by αkℓ = ̟k
(
σB(̟ℓ)
)
, and βℓ = δB(̟ℓ) for ̟ the semi-connection 1-form on
P . Define α : P → g⊗ g and β : P → g by
α(u) =
∑
αij(u)Ai ⊗Aj , β(u) =
∑
βk(u)Ak. (3.2)
These are independent of the choices of basis of g and are equivariant:
α(ug) = (ad(g)⊗ ad(g))α(u)
and
β(ug) = ad(g)β(u).
Proof. Since every vertical vector field is a linear combination of the fundamental
vertical vector fields, Proposition 1.4.4, shows that
BV =
∑
αi,jLA∗iLA∗j +
∑
βkLA∗
k
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for certain functions αij , βk. For f, g : P → R setting σ := σB−AH ,
df (σ(dg)) =
1
2
∑
αi,jLA∗iLA∗j (fg)−
1
2
∑
gαi,jLA∗iLA∗j (f)
−1
2
∑
fαi,jLA∗iLA∗j (g)
=
∑
αi,jLA∗i (f)LA∗j (g)
=
∑
αi,jdf(Ai
∗)dg(Aj∗).
Since ̟(A∗k) = Ak, we see that ̟k(A∗ℓ) = δkℓ and
̟k(σ(̟ℓ)) =
∑
αi,jδikδjℓ = α
kℓ.
Since AH is horizontal σAH has image in the horizontal tangent bundle and so is
annihilated by ̟k. Thus
αkℓ = ̟k
(
σB(̟ℓ)
)
. (3.3)
Note that by the characterisation, Proposition 1.2.1,
δB
V
=
∑
αi,jLAi∗ιAj∗ +
∑
βkιAk∗ .
Since ̟ℓ(A∗ℓ) is identically 1, it follows that δBV (̟) = βℓ. Again δAH (̟ℓ) = 0
and so
βℓ = δB(̟ℓ) (3.4)
as required.
For the last part α and β can be considered as obtained from the extension
of the symbol σB and δB to g-valued two and one forms respectively: α =
̟(−)σB̟(−) and β = δB(̟(−)). To make this precise consider σBu as a bi-
linear form and so as a linear map
σBu : T
∗
uP ⊗ T ∗uP → R.
The extension is the trivial one given by
σBu ⊗ 1⊗ 1 : T ∗uP ⊗ T ∗uP ⊗ g⊗ g→ R⊗ g⊗ g ≃ g⊗ g
using the identification of T ∗uP ⊗ g with L(TuP ; g). Similarly the extension of δB
is
δBu ⊗ 1 : T ∗uP ⊗ g→ R⊗ g ≃ g.
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Thus
α(u)(ω ⊗ ω) = (σB ⊗ 1⊗ 1) (P23ω ⊗ ω)
where P23 : T ∗P⊗g⊗T ∗P⊗g→ T ∗P⊗T ∗P⊗g⊗g is the standard permutation
and βu(ω) = (δBu ⊗ 1)(ω).
The equivariance of ̟
(Rg)
∗̟ = ad(g−1)(̟), g ∈ G
is equivalent to the invariance of ̟ when considered as a section of T ∗M ⊗ g
under
TRg ⊗ ad(g) : T ∗M ⊗ g→ T ∗M ⊗ g, g ∈ G.
Remark 3.2.2 (a) For any equivariant operator of the formB =∑i,j αijLA∗iLA∗j+∑
βkLA∗
k
with (αij(u)) positive semi-definite for each u ∈ P we can de-
fine maps α and β by (3.2). Note that α(u) is essentially the symbol of B
restricted to the fibre Pπ(u) through u:
σBu |Ppi(u) : T ∗uPπ(u) → TuPπ(u)
with ̟u identifying TuPπ(u) with g. Similarly β determines δB on a basis
of sections of (V TP )∗.
(b) Let {ut : 0 6 t 6 ζ} be a B-diffusion on P . By (3.3), 2αkl(ut) is the
derivative of the bracket
〈∫ ·
0
̟kus ◦ dus,
∫ ·
0
̟lus ◦ dus
〉
of the integrals of
ωk and ωl along {ut : 0 6 t < ζ}. See chapter 4 below for a detailed
discussion. Thus α(ut) is the derivative of the tensor quadratic variation:
α(ut) =
1
2
d
dt
∫ t
0
(
̟ut ◦ dut ⊗̟ut ◦ dut
)
.
Moreover by (3.4) and Lemma 4.1.2 below ∫ t
0
β(us)ds is the bounded vari-
ation part of
∫ t
0
̟us ◦ dus.
(c) If we fix u0 ∈ P and take an inner product on g we can diagonalise α(u0)
to write
α(u0) =
∑
n
µnAn ⊗ An
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where {An : n = 1, . . .dim(g)} is an orthonormal basis. The µn are the
eigenvalues of α(u0)# : g→ g obtained using the isomorphism:
g⊗ g → L(g; g)
a⊗ b 7→ (a⊗ b)#,
where (a⊗ b)#(v) = 〈b, v〉a.
Note that for g ∈ G, α(u0·g) =
∑
n µn ad(g)An⊗ad(g)An. When the inner
product is ad(G)-invariant then {ad(g)An}dim(g)n=1 is still orthonomal and the
{µn}n are the eigenvalues of α(u0 · g)#. They are therefore independent of
the choice of u0 in a given fibre, (but depend on the inner product chosen).
3.3 Derivative Flows and Adjoint Connections
Let A on M be given in Ho¨rmander form
A = 1
2
m∑
j=1
LXjLXj + LA (3.5)
for some smooth vector fieldsX1, . . .Xm,A. As before letEx = span{X1(x), . . . , Xm(x)}
and assume dimEx is constant, denoted by p, giving a sub-bundle E ⊂ TM . The
vector fields {X1(x), . . . , Xm(x)} determine a vector bundle map
X : Rm → TM
with σA = X(x)X(x)∗.
We can, and will, consider X as a map X : Rm → E. Let Yx be the right
inverse [X(x)|kerX(x)⊥ ]−1 of X(x) and 〈, 〉x the inner product, induced on Ex by
Yx. Then X projects the flat connection on Rm to a metric connection ∇˘ on E
defined by
∇˘vU = X(x)d[y 7→ YyU(y)](v), U ∈ C1ΓE, v ∈ TyM, (3.6)
(In [27] we have studied the properties of this construction together with the SDE
induced by X , and there ∇˘ is referred as the LW connection for the SDE.) More-
over any connection ∇ on a subbundle E of TM has an adjoint semi-connection
∇′ on TM over E defined by
∇′UV = ∇V U + [U, V ], U ∈ ΓE, V ∈ ΓTM.
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Let π : GLM → M be the frame bundle of M , so u ∈ π−1(x) is a linear
isomorphism u : Rn → TxM . It is a principal bundle with group GL(n). If
g ∈ GL(n) and π(u) = x then u · g : Rn → TxM is just the composition of u
with g.
Any smooth vector field A on M determines smooth vector fields ATM and
AGL on TM and GLM respectively as follows: Let ηt : t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) be a (partial)
flow for A and Tηt its derivative. Then v 7→ Tηt(v) is a partial flow on TM and
u 7→ Tηt ◦ u one on GLM , Let ATM and AGL be the vector fields generating
these flows. In fact ATM is τ ◦ TA : TM → TTM where τ : TTM → TTM is
the canonical twisting map:
τ(x, v, w, v′) = (x, v, v′, w)
in local coordinates.
Using this, the choice of our Ho¨rmander form representation induces a diffu-
sion operator B on GLM by setting
B = 1
2
∑
L(Xj)GLL(Xj)GL + LAGL .
Then π intertwines B and A. For w ∈ Ex, set
Zw(y) = X(y)Yx(w).
Theorem 3.3.1 Assume the diffusion operator A given by (3.5) is cohesive and
let B be the operator on GLM determined by A. Let E be the image of σA, a
vector bundle.
(a) The semi-connection ∇ induced by B is the adjoint of ∇˘ given by (3.6).
Consequently ∇wV = LZwV for any vector field V and w ∈ Ex,
(b) For u ∈ GLM , identifying gl(n) with L(Rn;Rn),
α(u) =
1
2
∑(
u−1(−)∇˘u(−)Xp
)
⊗
(
u−1(−)∇˘u(−)Xp
)
,
β(u) = −1
2
∑
u−1∇˘∇˘u(−)XpXp −
1
2
u−1Ric#u(−) + u−1∇˘u(−)A.
Here Ric# : TM → E is the Ricci curvature of ∇˘ considered as an operator
from TM to E, defined by
Ric#(v) =
m∑
j=1
R˘
(
v,Xj(x)
)
Xj(x)
for R˘ the curvature operator of ∇˘.
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Proof. The first part can be deduced from the stochastic flow results in chapter 8
but we give a direct proof here. Let πet be the flow of X(·)(e). It induces a linear
map X˜(u) : Rm → TuGLM on the general linear bundle GLM :
X˜(·)e = [X(·)(e)]GL
X˜(u)(e) =
d
dt
(TSet ◦ u)|t=0, u ∈ GLM.
We can apply lemma 2.2.1 with R˜m = Rm and so ℓu = Y (p(u))X(p(u)). If
x = p(u) and e ⊥ ker[X(x)] then the horizontal lift map hu defined by Theorem
3.1.2 is
hu (X(x)(e)) = X˜(u) (ℓu(e)) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(Tπet ◦ u) . (3.7)
Note this will not hold in general if e ∈ ker[X(x)].
Let σ : [0, T ]→M be a C1 curve with σ˙(t) ∈ Eσ(t) each t. Then
Z σ˙(t)(x) := X(x)Yσ(t)σ˙(t).
Let Sσs,t be the flow, from time s to time t, of the time dependent vector field Z σ˙(t).
Now Sσs,t(σ(s)) = σ(t) for 0 6 s 6 t 6 T . Also, for any torsion free connection
and any v ∈ Tσ(s)M
D
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=s
TSσs,t(v) = ∇Z σ˙(t)
(
TSσs,t(v)
) |t=s = ∇vZ σ˙(s).
Thus
D
dt
TSσ0,t(v) = ∇TSσ0,tZ σ˙(t).
If ̟ is the connection form of this torsion free connection then
̟
(
D
dt
TSσ0,t ◦ u0
)
= [e 7→ (TSσ0,t ◦ u0)−1 DdtTSσ0,t(u0(e))]
= [e 7→ (TSσ0,t ◦ u0)−1∇TSσ0,tu0(e)Z σ˙(t)]
= ̟
(
hTSσ0,t◦u0(σ˙(t))
)
by (3.7), showing that the vertical parts of d
dt
(
TSσ0,t ◦ u0
)
and hTSσ0,t◦u0(σ˙(t))
equal.
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On the other hand, using this auxiliary connection, the horizontal parts of
d
dt
(
TSσ0,t ◦ u0
)
and hTSσ0,t◦u0(σ˙(t)) are both equal to the horizontal lift of σ˙(t).
Thus
d
dt
(
TSσ0,t ◦ u0
)
= hTSσ0,t◦u0(σ˙(t))
and so {TSσ0,t ◦ u0 : 0 6 t 6 T} is the horizontal lift of {σ(t) : 0 6 t 6 T}
with respect to the semi-connection induced by B. However by Lemma 1.3.4 in
Elworthy-LeJan-Li [27], TSσ0,t(v) of Sσ0,t is the parallel translation of v along σ by
the adjoint semi-connection ∇ˆ of the LeJan-Watanabe connection onE associated
to X and {TSσ0,t ◦ u0 : 0 6 t 6 T} is the horizontal lift of {σ(t) : 0 6 t 6 T}
with respect to ∇ˆ. This proves the first claim. And ∇wV = LZwV by Lemma
1.3.4 of Elworthy-LeJan-Li [27].
For the last part let ̟ : H ⊕ V TGLM → g = L(Rn;Rn) be the semi-
connection 1-form. For u0 ∈ GLM , set ut = Tξt ◦ u0 where {ξt} is a local flow
for the stochastic differential equation
dxt = X(xt) ◦ dBt + A(xt)dt (3.8)
on M where {Bt} is a Brownian motion on Rm. (This defines the derivative flow
on GLM .)
As for ordinary connections
̟(◦dut) = u−1t
Dˆ
dt
(ut−) ∈ L(Rn;Rn).
Here, on the right hand side ut is differentiated as a process of linear maps ut ∈
L(Rn;TxtM) over (xt). [It suffices to check the equality for C1 curves (ut) with
xt = π(ut) having x˙t ∈ Ext , t > 0. For this we can write ut = x˜t · gt for x˜t a
horizontal lift of {xt} and gt ∈ G. Then observe that Dˆdt(ut−) = x˜t ddt(x˜−1t ut−).]
However as in [27],
u−1t
Dˆ
dt
(ut−) = u−1t ∇˘ut−X ◦ dBt + u−1t ∇˘ut−Adt.
From this the formula for α(u) follows by Remark 3.2.2(b). For β(u) we need
to identify the bounded variation part of
∫ t
0
̟(◦dut). For this write
u−1t ∇˘ut−X ◦ dBt = u−10 Tx0ξ−1t /ˆ/t ◦ /ˆ/t
−1∇˘Tξt◦u0X ◦ dBt
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where /ˆ/t is the parallel translation along {ξs(x0) : 0 6 s 6 t} using our semi-
connection, which is the adjoint of ∇˘ by Theorem 3.3.1. As in [27]
/ˆ/t
−1∇˘Tξt◦u0X ◦ dBt = /ˆ/t
−1∇˘Tξtu0XdBt −
1
2
/ˆ/t
−1
Ric#(Tξt ◦ u0−)dt
while
u−10 Tξ
−1
t /ˆ/t = u
−1
0 −
∫ t
0
u−10 Tξ
−1
s ∇˘/ˆ/s−X ◦ dBs −
∫ t
0
u−10 Tξ
−1
s ∇˘/ˆ/s−Ads
giving the formula claimed for β.
Example: Gradient Brownian SDE
An isometric immersion j : M → Rm of a Riemannian manifold M determines
a stochastic differential equation on M :
dxt = X(xt) ◦ dBt
where X(x) : Rm → TxM is the orthogonal projection and B. is a Brownian
motion on Rm. More precisely
X(x)(e) = ∇[y 7→ 〈j(y), 〉](x).
It is well known that the solutions of the SDE are Brownian motions on M , see
[21],[63], [22], and the equation is often called a ”gradient Brownian SDE” .
Moreover the LW connection given by equation (3.6) is the Levi-Civita connection
, (by the classical construction of the latter), see [27]. Since the adjoint of the Lev-
Civita connection is itself, Theorem 3.3.1, shows that our connection induced on
GLM by the derivative flow of a gradient Brownian system is also the Levi-Civita
connection. Almost by definition,
〈∇vXp, w〉Rm = 〈a(v, w), ep〉Rm (3.9)
where a : TM × TM → Rm is the second fundamental form of the immersion
with
∇vX(e) = A(v, nxe) v ∈ TxM,x ∈M, e ∈ Rm (3.10)
for nx : Rm → TxM⊥ the projection and A : TM ⊕ TM⊥ → TM the shape
operator given by
〈A(v, e), w〉Rm = 〈a(v, w), ep〉Rm.
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Here TM⊥ refers to the normal bundle of M and TxM⊥ to the normal space at x
to M , though we are considering its elements as being in the ambient space Rm.
Thus the vertical operator in the decomposition of the generator of the derivative
flow on GLM for gradient flows is given by Theorem 3.3.1 with
α(u) =
1
2
m−n∑
j=1
u−1A(u−, lj)⊗ u−1A(u−, lj)
β(u) = −1
2
m−n∑
j=1
A(A(u−, lj), lj)− 1
2
u−1Ric#(u−)
at a frame u over a point x. Here l1, ..., lm−n denotes an orthonormal base for
TxM
⊥
For the standard embedding of Sn in Rn+1 we have
a(u, v) = 〈u, v〉x
for u, v ∈ TxSn. Also the Ricci curvature is given by Ric#(v) = (n− 1)v for all
v ∈ TM . Thus for the standard gradient SDE on Sn, at any frame u we have
α(u) =
1
2
Id⊗ Id (3.11)
β(u) = −1
2
n Id. (3.12)
3.4 Associated Vector Bundles & Generalised Weitzenbo¨ck
Formulae
As before let π : P → M be a smooth principal G-bundle and ρ : G → L(V ;V )
a C∞ representation of G on some separable Banach space V . There is then the
(possibly weakly) associated vector bundle πρ : F → M where F = P × V/ ∼
for the equivalence relation given by (u, e) ∼ (ug, ρ(g−1)e) for u ∈ P , e ∈ V ,
g ∈ G. If [(u, e)] ∈ F denotes the equivalence class of (u, e) we can identify any
u ∈ P with a linear isomorphism
u¯ : V → Fπ(u)
by
u¯(e) = [(u, e)]. (3.13)
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Consider the set of smooth maps from P to V , equivariant by ρ:
Mρ(P ;V ) = {smooth Z : P → V, Z(ug) = ρ(g)−1Z(u), u ∈ P, g ∈ G}.
There is the standard bijective correspondence Fρ between Mρ(P, V ) and Γ(F ),
the space of smooth sections of F defined by
Fρ(Z)(x) = u¯[Z(u)], u ∈ π−1(x), Z ∈Mρ(P ;V ).
Via this map, an equivariant diffusion generator B on P induces a differential
operator Bρ ≡ Fρ(B) on Γ(F ), of order at most 2, by
Fρ(B)(Fρ(Z)) = Fρ[B(Z)], Z ∈Mρ(P ;V ). (3.14)
Here B has been extended trivially to act on V -valued functions. Note that the
definition makes sense since,
B(Z)(ug) = B (Z ◦Rg) (u) = B
(
ρ(g)−1Z
)
(u) = ρ(g)−1B(Z)(u).
For such a representation ρ let
ρ∗ : g→ L(V ;V )
be the induced representation of the Lie algebra g (the derivative of ρ at the iden-
tity).
Theorem 3.4.1 When B is a vertical equivariant diffusion generator the induced
operator on sections of any associated vector bundle is a zero order operator. With
the notation of Theorem 3.2.1, the zero order operator in Γ(F ) induced by B is
represented by λρ : P → L(V ;V ) for
λρ(u) = ρ∗(β(u)) + Comp ◦(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)(α(u)), u ∈ P (3.15)
for Comp : L(V ;V )⊗L(V ;V )→ L(V ;V ) the composition map A⊗B 7→ AB.
Proof. The operator Bρ is a zero order operator if Fρ(B)(S)(x0) = Fρ(B)(S ′)
whenever two sections S and S ′ of F agree at x0. This holds if B(fZ) = fB(Z)
for any invariant function f : P → R and V -valued function Z on P . But this
holds by Remark 1.4.5.
For the representation (3.15), suppose Z : P → V is equivariant:
Z(u ◦ g) = ρ(g)−1Z(u), g ∈ G.
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Then
LA∗j (Z)(u) =
d
dt
Z(u · eAjt))|t=0
=
d
dt
ρ(e−Ajt)Z(u)|t=0
= −ρ∗(Aj)Z(u).
Iterating we have
B(Z)(u) =
∑
αij(u)ρ∗(Aj)ρ∗(Ai)Z(u) +
∑
βkρ∗(Ak)Z(u)
proving (3.15).
From this theorem we easily have the following estimate, which combined
with the discussions below, when applied to the associated bundle ∧F to the or-
thonormal bundle, shows that the Weitzenbo¨ck curvature is positive if the curva-
ture is.
Corollary 3.4.2 If ρ is an orthogonal representation, ı.e. (ρ∗(α))∗ = −ρ∗(α) for
all α ∈ g, then λρ(v, v) 6 0 for all v ∈ V .
Proof. Write α =∑k µkAk ⊗Ak where {Ak} is as in Remark 3.2.2(c). Then for
v ∈ F ,
〈Comp ◦(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)(α(u))(v), v〉 = 〈
∑
µk[ρ∗Ak]2(v), v〉
= −
∑
µk〈ρ∗(Ak)(v), ρ∗(Ak)(v)〉 6 0,
since µk 6 0. The result follows from (3.15) since ρ∗(β(u)) is skew symmetric.
The situation of Corollary 3.4.2 arises when considering the derivative flow
for an SDE on a Riemannian manifold whose flow consists of isometries ; for
example canonical SDE’s on symmetric spaces as in [27].
Quantitative estimates can be obtained by some representation theory. For
example suppose G = O(n) with ρ the standard representation on Rn. Consider
the representation ∧kρ on ∧kRn.
We use the following conventions, as in [27]. Let V be an N dimensional real
inner product space. For 1 6 i 6 n,
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an = 1
n!
∑
π
sgn (π)aπ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ aπ(n),
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ιv(u1 ∧ · · · ∧ uq) =
q∑
j=1
(−1)j+1〈v, uj〉u1 ∧ · · · ∧ ûj ∧ · · · ∧ uq (3.16)
〈⊗ai,⊗bi〉 = n!Πi〈ai, bi〉, and 〈∧ai,∧bi〉 = det(〈ai, bj〉). Let ∧V stand for the
exterior algebra of V and a∗j the “creation operator”on ∧V given by a∗jv = ej ∧ v
for (e1, . . . , eN ) an orthonormal basis for ∧V . Let aj be its adjoint, the “annihila-
tion operator” given by aj = ıej . Note the commutation law:
aia
∗
j + a
∗
jai = dij (3.17)
For linear forms we have the corresponding operators: (aj)∗φ(v) = φ(ajv)
and (ajφ)(v) = φ(a∗jv). In particular ajφ(v) = φ(ej ∧ v) and (aj)∗φ(v) = e∗j ∧φ.
If A : V → V is a linear map on V , there are the operators ∧A and (dΛ)(A)
on ∧V , which restricted to ∧pV are:
(dΛ)(A) (u1 ∧ · · · ∧ up) =
p∑
1
u1 ∧ · · · ∧ uj−1 ∧Auj ∧ uj+1 ∧ · · · ∧ up,
and also
(∧A)(u1 ∧ · · · ∧ up) = Au1 ∧ · · · ∧Aup.
Note that since α(u) is symmetric, (ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u) : V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V has
(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)(v1 ∧ v2) =
∑
i,j
αij(u)ρ∗(Ai)⊗ ρ∗(Aj)(v1 ∧ v2) (3.18)
=
∑
ij
αij(u)Aiv
1 ∧Ajv2. (3.19)
and so (ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u) restricts to a map of ∧2V to itself.
Corollary 3.4.3 Take the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product on so(n) and let 0 6
µ1(x) 6 · · · 6 µ(x) 1
2
n(n−1) be the eigenvalues of α on the fibre p−1(x), x ∈ M ,
as described in Remark 3.2.2(c). Then for all V ∈ ∧kRn,
−1
2
k(n− k)µ 1
2
n(n−1)(x) 6
〈
λ∧
k
(u)V, V
〉
6 −1
2
k(n− k)µ1(x).
Proof. Following Humphreys [38], §6.2, consider the bilinear form β on so(n)
given by
β(A,B) = trace
(
(d∧k)(A), (d∧k)(B)
)
=
(n− 2)!
(k − 1)!(n− k − 1)! trace(AB)
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by a short calculation using elementary matrices. By Remark 3.2.2(c) since our
inner product on so(n) is ad(O(n))-invariant we can write
α(u) =
1
2
n(n−1)∑
l=1
µl(x)Al(u)⊗ Al(u)
with x = p(u) and {Al(u)}l an orthonormal base for so(n) at each u ∈ P .
For each u ∈ P , set
A′l(u) =
(k − 1)!(n− k − 1)!
(n− 2)! Al(u)
to ensure β(A′l(u), Aj(u)) = δlj for each u.
Then〈
Comp ◦(ρ∧k∗ ⊗ ρ∧
k
∗ )(α(u)V, V
〉
=
∑
µl(x)
〈
(d∧k)Al(u) ◦ (d∧k)Al(u)V, V
〉
=
[(k − 1)!(n− k − 1)!
(n− 2)!
]−1〈
(d∧k)Al(u) ◦ (d∧k)A′l(u)V, V
〉
≤ − (n− 2)!
(k − 1)!(n− k − 1)!
〈
c∧kV, V
〉
,
where
c∧k = (d∧k)Al(u) ◦ (d∧k)A′l(u),
the Casimir element of our representation d∧k of so(n). Since the representation
is irreducible, (for example see [10] Theorem 15.1 page 278),
this element is a scalar, and we have, see Humphreys [38]
c∧k =
dim so(n)
dim∧kRn =
1
2
n(n− 1)/n(n− 1) . . . (n− k + 1)
k!
.
Thus λ∧k(u) 6 −1
2
k(n−k)µ1. The lower bound follows in the same way.
When B has an equivariant Ho¨rmander form representation the zero order op-
erator Fρ(V ) can be given in a simple way by (3.20) below. This was noted for
the classical Weitzenbo¨ck curvature terms using derivative flows in Elworthy [23].
Proposition 3.4.4 Suppose B lies over a cohesive operator A and has a smooth
Ho¨rmander form: B = 1
2
∑LY jLY j +∑ βkLY 0 with the vector fields Y j , j =
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1, . . . , m, being G-invariant. Let (ηjt ) be the flow of Y j . For a representation ρ
of G with associated vector bundle πρ : F → M the zero order operator Fρ(BV )
corresponding to the vertical component of B is given by
Fρ(BV )(x0) = 1
2
m∑
j=1
D2
dt2
ηjt (u0)
∣∣∣
t=0
◦ (u¯0)−1 + D
dt
η0t (u0)
∣∣∣
t=0
◦ (u¯0)−1 (3.20)
for any u0 ∈ π−1(x0).
Proof. Set ujt = ηjt (u0) ∈ P and σ(t) = π(ujt) so u¯jt ∈ L(V ;Fσ(t)). From Remark
3.2.2(b)
α(u0) =
1
2
m∑
j=1
̟(Y j(u0))⊗̟(Y j(u0))
and so
(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u0) = 1
2
m∑
j=1
(u¯0)
−1D
dt
u¯jt
∣∣∣
t=0
⊗ (u¯0)−1D
dt
u¯jt
∣∣∣
t=0
as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1.
Also from equation (3.4)
β(u0) =
1
2
m∑
j=1
LY j
(
̟(Y j(−)
)
(u0) +
1
2
(
̟(Y 0(−)
)
(u0).
Let (//t) denotes parallel translation in F along σ. Then
ρ∗LY j
(
̟(Y j(−)
)
(u0) =
d
dt
ρ∗̟
(
Y j(ujt)
)∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
(
(u¯jt)
−1D
dt
u¯jt
)∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
(
(//−1t u
j
t)
−1//−1t
D
dt
ujt
)∣∣∣
t=0
= −u¯−10
D
dt
ujt
∣∣∣
t=0
◦ u¯−10
D
dt
ujt
∣∣∣
t=0
+ u¯−10
D2
dt2
ujt
∣∣∣
t=0
leading to the required result via Theorem 3.4.1.
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To examine particular examples we will need to have detailed information
about the zero order operators determined by a vertical diffusion generator. For
this suppose B is vertical and given by
B = 1
2
∑
αijLA∗iLA∗j +
∑
βkLA∗k
for α : P → g⊗ g and β : P → g as in Theorem 3.2.1 and (3.2).
Motivated by the Weitzenbo¨ck formula for the Hodge-Kodaira Laplacian on
differential forms, see Corollary 3.4.8 below, [64], [15], we shall examine in more
detail the case of the exterior power ∧ρ : G → L(∧V ;∧V ) of a fixed represen-
tation ρ showing that λ∧ρ has expressions in terms of annihilation and creation
operators which are structurally the same as these of the Weitzenbo¨ck curvature
(which are shown to be a special case in Corollary 3.4.8).
Lemma 3.4.5 If B is a vertical operator on P and (ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , N) is an
orthonormal basis of V , the zero order operator on the associated bundle ∧F →
M is represented by λ∧ρ : P → L(∧pV ;∧pV ) with
λ∧ρ(u) =
1
2
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
〈((ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)) (ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ek〉 a∗i aja∗kal
+
N∑
i,j=1
〈(ρ∗β(u))ej, ei〉a∗i aj, u ∈ P
Proof. Recall that if A ∈ L(V ;V ) then
dΛ(A) =
N∑
i,j=1
〈Aej, ei〉a∗i aj, (3.21)
e.g. see Cycon-Froese-Kirsch-Simon [15]. Consequently
dΛ(ρ∗β(u)) =
N∑
i,j=1
〈ρ∗β(u)ej, ei〉a∗i aj (3.22)
On the other hand by Theorem 3.2.1 and (3.2), we can represent α as:
α(u) =
∑
n,m
an,m(u)An ⊗Am
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where {Ai}Ni=1 is a basis of g. So
Comp ◦(∧ρ∗ ⊗ ∧ρ∗)(α(u))
= Comp ◦
∑
m,n
an,m(u) dΛ(ρ∗Am)⊗ dΛ(ρ∗An)
=
∑
m,n
an,m(u)dΛ(ρ∗Am) ◦ dΛ(ρ∗An)
=
∑
m,n
an,m(u)
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
〈ρ∗Amej , ei〉〈ρ∗Anel, ek〉a∗iaja∗kal
=
1
2
∑
m,n
an,m(u)
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
〈(ρ∗Am ⊗ ρ∗An) (ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ek〉 a∗i aja∗kal
=
1
2
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
〈(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)(ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ek〉 a∗i aja∗kal,
since our convention for the inner product on tensor products gives
〈u1 ⊗ v1, u2 ⊗ v2〉 = 2〈u1, u2〉〈v1, v2〉.
The desired conclusion follows.
Theorem 3.4.6 Let R(u) : ∧2V → ∧2V be the restriction of (ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u) :
V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V , then
λ∧ρ(u) = −
∑
i<k,j<l
〈R(u)(ej ∧ el), ei ∧ ek〉 a∗i a∗kajal
+
1
2
N∑
i,j,l=1
〈(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)(ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ej〉 a∗ial +
∑
i,j
〈ρ∗β(u)ej, ei〉 (ai)∗aj.
This can be rewritten as:
λ∧ρ(u) = −
∑
i<k,j<l
〈R(u)(ej ∧ el), ei ∧ ek〉 a∗ia∗kajal+
1
2
d∧(Zρ(u))+d∧(ρ∗β(u)).
(3.23)
where Zρ(u) ∈ L(V ;V ) is defined by
〈Zρ(v1), v2〉 =
N∑
j=1
〈
(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)(α(u))(ej ⊗ v1), v2 ⊗ ej
〉
V⊗V .
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.4.5 since
1
2
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
〈(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)(ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ek〉 a∗i aja∗kal
= −1
2
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
〈(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)(ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ek〉 a∗ia∗kajal
+
1
2
N∑
i,j,l=1
〈(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)(ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ej〉 a∗i al
= −
N∑
j<l;i<k
〈R(u)(ej ∧ el), ei ∧ ek〉 a∗ia∗kajal
+
1
2
N∑
i,j,l=1
〈(ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)α(u)(ej ⊗ el), ei ⊗ ej〉 a∗i al.
Remark 3.4.7 (a) Note that the second term in (3.23) in general depends on
the symmetric part of (ρ∗ ⊗ ρ∗)(α(u)) as well as on R.
(b) If we write
α(u) =
∑
µk(u)Ak(u)⊗ Ak(u)
as in Remark 3.2.2(c), Then Zρ(u) in (3.23) has
Zρ(u) = 2
∑
k
µk(u)
(
ρ∗(Ak(u))ρ∗(Ak(u))
)
.
Corollary 3.4.8 For the derivative process in GLM of a cohesive generator A
given in Ho¨rmander form without a drift, the zero order operator induced by the
vertical diffusion on the exterior bundles ∧TM is the generalized Weitzenbo¨ck
curvature given by:
−1
2
d ∧q (Ric#)(V )−
∑
16i6k6n
16j<l6p
Rikjla
∗
l a
∗
jakaiV (3.24)
for all V ∈ ∧qTM . Here Rikjl = 〈R(ei, ek)el, ej〉 , 1 6 i, k 6 n, 1 6 j, l 6 p for
R the curvature tensor of the associated connection.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.3.1,
α(u) =
1
2
∑(
u−1∇u(−)Xp
)⊗ (u−1∇u(−)Xp) , u ∈ GLM.
By Corollary C.5 in [27] the restriction of α to anti-symmetric tensors is 1
2
R.
By the relation between the curvature tensor and the curvature oeprator:
〈R(u ∧ v), w ∧ z〉 = 〈R(u, v)z, w〉,
the first term in λρ(u) of Lemma 3.4.5 is:
−2
N∑
i<k,j<l
〈R(u)(ej ∧ el), ei ∧ ek〉 a∗i a∗kajal = −2
N∑
i<k,j<l
Rjlkia
∗
i a
∗
kajal.
By (ii) of Remark 3.4.7, the second term is
1
2
d ∧q
(
m∑
p=1
u−1∇∇u(−)XpXp
)
.
The required result follows since
β(u) = −1
2
m∑
p=1
u−1
(
∇∇u(−)XpXp
)
− 1
2
u−1
(
Ric#u(−)) .
Corollary 3.4.8 reflects the results in [27], Theorem 2.4.2, concerning Weitzenbo¨ck
formula for Ho¨rmander form operators on differential forms. In particular it gives
another approach to the result that when ∇˘ is the Levi-Civita connection, as holds
for gradient stochastic differential equations, the generator induced on differential
forms by the derivative process is the Hodge-Kodaira Laplacian up to a first order
term.
Note that if B is the operator on GLM determined by the Ho¨rmander form
(3.5) of A then for a representation ρ : GL(M) → L(V ;V ) with associated
πρ : GL(n) → L(V ;V ) the induced operator Fρ(B) on sections of πρ is also
given by the ‘Ho¨rmander form’ 1
2
∑
j LXjLXj + LA, where for any C1 vector
field Y on M and any C1 section U of πρ the Lie derivative LYU ∈ ΓF is given
by
(LY U)(x) = u¯ d
dt
(
TηYt ◦ u
)−1
U
(
ηYt (x)
)∣∣∣
t=0
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for x ∈M , u a frame at x, and (ηYt ) the flow of Y , using the notation of (3.13).
Indeed by (3.13), for Z(u) = u¯U(π(u)), so U = Fρ(Z),
Fρ(B)(U) = Fρ
[(1
2
∑
j
L(Xj)GLL(Xj)GL + LAGL
)
(Z)
]
while L(Xj)GL(Z)(u) = ddtZ(TηX
j
t ◦ u)
∣∣∣
t=0
so that
Fρ
[
L(Xj)GL(Z)
]
(x) = u¯
d
dt
Z(TηX
j
t ◦ u)
∣∣∣
t=0
= LXj(U)(x).
This representation of Fρ(B) was noted in the case of the operator induced on
differential forms by a stochastic flow indexflow!on differential forms in [27], and
for the case of the Hodge-Kodaira Laplacian in Elworthy [23].
Example 3.4.9 Let P be the orthonormal frame bundle for a Riemannian metric
on M . Let C : Rn → Rn be a symmetric map, define
α =
∑
i,j
trace〈C(Ai−), Aj−〉Ai ⊗ Aj,
where {Ai =
√
2ei ∧ ej} is an orthonormal basis of so(n). Then
Comp ◦α = −1
4
(traceC)id +
1
4
(2− n)C.
Let Ric# : TM → TM be the Ricci curvature (for the Levi-Civita connection,
say). When applied to C(u) = uRic#π(u)(u−1−) for u ∈ P with Ric positive, we
see it defines a vertical operator on the orthonormal frame bundle with coefficients
α as given above, β = 0. Its associated zero order term on vertical fields is then
1
4
(2− n) Ric#π(u)−14k, where k is the scalar curvature.
Proof. First observe that
α =
1
2
(
d⊗2 C)(∑
i
Ai ⊗ Ai
)
.
Then we use the elementary fact about elementary matrices {Eij}:
EijCEi′j′ = Cji′Eij′
and take the basis of g to be {√2ei∧ej , i < j}. Recall that ei∧ej = 1/2(Eij−Eji).
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Remark 3.4.10 We have seen in Corollary 3.4.8 that there is zero order operator
on the associated bundle ∧F → M represented by the Weitzenbo¨ck curvature of
a given connection. On the other hand given a curvature operator R of a metric
connection, or more generally an operator which has the same symmetry proper-
ties as a curvature tensor, is there a canonical vertical diffusion operator on GLM
which induces zero order operators on differential forms which have the form of
the Weitzenbo¨ck curvatures of R? A vertical operator with such a zero order term
always exist since we can take R in a diagonal form:
R(u) =
N∑
n=1
An(u) ∧ An(u), (3.25)
for some An : GLM → gl(n) which are ad(G)-invariant, e.g. by taking an
isometric embedding (e.g. see [27]. In this case let (ej) be a basis of Eπ(u) define
α(u) = 1
2
∑N
n=1An(u)⊗An(u),
β(u) = −1
2
∑N
n=1(An(u))
2 − 1
2
∑p
j=1R(−, ej)ej ,
(3.26)
see Remark 3.4.7(b). Then α is positive and we can define an operator with its
coefficients α and β given as above.
For a discussion of the representation ofR in the form of (3.25) see Kobayashi-
Nomizu [41] (Notes 17 and 18). In particular there is a discussion there of the
number N required and of a rigidity theorem originating from Chern, See also
Berger-Bryant-Griffiths [8].
When M is Riemannian with positive semi-definite curvature operator R :
∧2TM → ∧2TM there is a canonical construction. For this take the orthonormal
frame bundle π : OM → M , with G = O(n). We will use the isomorphism
of ∧2Rn with so(n) under which ep ∧ eq corresponds to 12(E[p,q] − E[q,p]) for
e1, . . . , en a fixed basis ofRn and E[p,q] the elementary matrix so E[p,q](v) = vqep.
Set A[p,q] = 1√2 [E[p,q] − E[q,p]] so {A[p,q] : 1 6 p < q 6 n} forms an orthonormal
basis for so(n). Define
α : OM → so(n)× so(n)
by
α(u) =
∑
16p6q6n,16p′6q′6n
〈
R(∧2(u)(ep∧eq)),∧2(u)(ep′∧eq′))
〉
π(u)
A[p,q]⊗A[p′,q′].
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Our representation ρ is just the identity map and, by (3.19) and Bianchi’s identity,
the restriction of α(u) : Rn ⊗ Rn → Rn ⊗ Rn to ∧2Rn is just R itself. In the
notation of (3.23) we see
〈Zρ(v1), v2〉 = −4Ric(v1, v2).
If we take β = 0, we obtain from (3.23) that
λ∧
ρ
(u) = −
∑
i<k,j<l
Rjlika
∗
ia
∗
kajal − 2 (d∧)Ric#.
To get the full Weitzenbo¨ck term, extend α over GLM by equivariance and define
β(u), for u ∈ GLM , by β(u) = 3
2
u−1Ric#(u−) as in (3.26).
Chapter 4
Projectible Diffusion Processes
Let M+ be the Alexandrov one point compactification of a smooth manifold M .
Consider the space Cy0M+ of processes (yt) with life time ζ on N+ such that
t → yt is continuous with yt = ∆ when t > ζ . Let L be a diffusion operator on
M and let {Py0, y0 ∈ M+} be the family of L-diffusion measures in the sense
of [39], i.e. the solution to the martingale problem on C(M+) so the canonical
process (yt, 0 6 t < ζ) with the system of diffusion measures {PLy0, y0 ∈ N+}
is a strong Markov process on M+. Denote by E mathematical expectation with
respect to the measure Py0 . We may add to these notations the relevant subscripts
or superscripts indicating the diffusion operator or the Markov process concerned,
e.g. {PLy0}, ζL, EL,y0 or even Ey0 .
For y0 ∈M and f ∈ C∞c M , the space of smooth functions onM with compact
support, let
Mdft := M
df,L
t := f(yt∧ζ)− f(y0)−
∫ t∧ζ
0
Lf(ys)ds (4.1)
Then (Mdft : 0 6 t < ∞) is a martingale on the probability space (C(M),PLy0)
with respect to the {Fy0t }, where Fy0t = σ{ys; 0 6 s 6 t}. Moreover it has
bracket
〈Mdf 〉t = 2
∫ t∧ζ
0
σL((df)ys, (df)ys)ds.
This definition extends to the case of C2 functions f but then Mdft is only defined
for 0 6 t < ζL and is a local martingale.
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4.1 Integration of predictable processes
Proposition 4.1.1 Let τ be a stopping time with τ < ζ and let {αt : 0 6 t < τ}
be a Fy0∗ predictable process in T ∗M such that αt ∈ T ∗ytM for each t ∈ [0, τ), and
for each compact subset of M we have∫ τ
0
χK(ys)αs(σ
Lαs) ds <∞
almost surely.
Then there is a unique local martingale {Mαt : 0 ≤ t < τ} such that for all
f ∈ C∞c M , 〈
Mα,Mdf
〉
t
= 2
∫ t
0
σL (αs, (df)ys) ds, t < ζ. (4.2)
Proof. We can write
αt =
m∑
j=1
gjt · dfj(yt), (4.3)
where the functions gj are predictable real valued processes, e.g. by taking (f1, . . . , fm) :
M → Rm to be an embedding and gjt = αt ◦Xj , for X(x) =
∑m
i=1X
i(x)ei the
projection from Rm to TxM . Using a partition of unity, at the cost of having an
infinite, but locally finite sum, we can assume that the fj in the representation are
all in C∞c M . Define
Mαt :=
∑
j
∫ t
0
gjsdM
dfj
s . (4.4)
Clearly (4.2) holds. For uniqueness suppose K is a local martingale orthogonal to
Mdf for all f ∈ C∞c M .
Then K vanishes since the martingale problem for L is well posed by an argu-
ment attributed to Dellache´rie (see Rogers-Williams [63], the end of the proof of
theorem 2.5.1). In fact it it were not zero we could take a suitable stopping time τ
to ensure (1 +K0τ∧t)P
L
x0 solves the martingale problem up to time t since
K0τ∧tM
df
s ≡ K0τ∧t
(
f(xs)− f(x0)−
∫ s
0
Lf(xs)ds
)
, 0 6 s 6 t
is a uniformly integrable martingale.
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We will often write
Mαt =
∫ t
0
αs d{ys} (4.5)
bringing out the fact it is the martingale part of the Stratonovitch integral
∫ t
0
αs ◦
dys of (αt) along the diffusion process (yt) when that integral is defined e.g. when
(αt) is a continuous semi-martingale. Indeed
Lemma 4.1.2 Let α be a C2 1-form then
Mαt =
∫ t
0
αys ◦ dys −
∫ t
0
(
δLα
)
(ys)ds, 0 6 t < ζ. (4.6)
Proof. This is clear for an exact 1-form. Suppose λ : M → R is C2 and α is
exact, then for t < ζ ,
Mλαt =
∫ t
0
λ(ys)dM
α
s =
∫ t
0
λ(ys) ◦ dMαs −
1
2
〈∫ ·
0
dλ(ys)dys,M
α
·
〉
t
=
∫ t
0
λ(ys)αys ◦ dys −
∫ t
0
λ(ys)
(
δLα
)
(ys)ds− 1
2
〈Mdλ· ,Mα· 〉t
=
∫ t
0
λ(ys)αys ◦ dys −
∫ t
0
δL(λα)(ys)ds
since Mdλ is the martingale part of λ(ys) and
〈Mdλ,Mα〉t = 2
∫ t
0
σL(dλs, αs)ds.
This proves the result for general α by taking a suitable representation.
Let Sx be the image of σLx in TxM and let S := ∪xSx. By a predictable S∗-
valued process (αt) over (yt : 0 6 t < ζ) we mean a process (αt : 0 6 t) such
that
(i) αt ∈ S∗yt for all 0 6 t < ζ
(ii) (αt ◦ σLyt , 0 6 t < ζ) is a predictable process in TM , canonically identified
with T ∗∗M .
Note that condition (ii) is equivalent to
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(ii)’ there exists a predictable (α¯t) in T ∗M over (yt) such that α¯t|Syt = αt for all
0 6 t < ζ .
That (ii’) implies (ii) is immediate. To see (ii) implies (ii’) first note that αt ◦σLyt ∈
Syt for each t since αt ◦ σLyt = σLyt(α˜t) for any extension α˜t of αt to T ∗ytM . We
can then choose a measurable selection α¯t in T ∗ytM with σLyt(α¯t) = αt ◦ σLyt . This
process α¯t will satisfy the requirements of (ii’) since
α¯tσ
L
yt = σ
L
ytα¯t = αtσ
L
yt . (4.7)
In fact (4.7) is a reflection of the fact that σLy extends to a linear isomorphism
σLy : S
∗
y → Sy canonically. In particular σLyt(αt) is well defined.
Definition 4.1.3 If (αt) satisfies (i) and (ii) we will say it is in L2L if∫ t
0
αsσ
L
ys(αs)ds < ∞
for all t > 0, and will say it is in L2L,loc if for any compact subset K of M
E
∫ t∧ζ
0
χK(ys)αs(σ
Lαs) ds <∞
for all t > 0.
Remark 4.1.4 Suppose the processes associated to diffusion operators L and L+
Lb are both non-explosive, where b is a locally bounded measurable vector field on
M . Assume that there exists a T ∗M- valued process b#. defined on the canonical
probabilty space Cy0M such that PL-almost surely:
1. 2σL(b#s ) = b(ys)
2.
∫ t
0
b#s σ
L(b#s )ds <∞
Then, by the GMCM-theorem, as in the Appendix section 9.1, we have on C([0, T ];M),
PL+Lb = ZtPL
where Zt = exp{M b#t −
∫ t
0
b#s σ
L(b#s )ds}. In an obvious notation, for suitable α,
as canonical processes we have, almost surely,∫ t
0
αsd{ys}L =
∫ t
0
αsd{ys}L+Lb −
∫ t
0
α(b(us))ds.
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Lemma 4.1.5 Suppose σL has image in a subset S of TM . Then (Mαt ) depends
only on the restriction of αs in L(TysM ;R) to Sys , 0 6 s < ζ . In particular (4.2)
defines uniquely a local martingale for each predictable S∗-valued process (αt)
over (yt)for which the right hand side of (4.2) is always finite almost surely.
Proof. For T ∗M-valued Fy0∗ predictable processes (α1t , 0 6 t < ζ) and (α2t , 0 6
t < ζ) over (yt, 0 6 t < ζ) which agree on S we see
〈Mα1 −Mα2 ,Mdf 〉t = 2
∫ t∧ζ
0
σ(α1s − α2s, (df)ys) ds = 0
for all f ∈ C∞c M . Therefore Mα1 = Mα2 . On the other hand this also shows
that if αs ∈ S∗ys for all s, we can use condition (ii)’ above to choose a predictable
process {α¯s : 0 6 s < ζ} with values in T ∗M over (yt) and set Mα· = M α¯·
without ambiguity.
Example 4.1.6 Canonical Brownian motion associated to a cohesive diffusion.
For simplicity assume that our L-diffusion from a given point y0 is non-explosive.
If L is cohesive with sub-bundleE of TM, take a metric connection Γ for E, using
the metric determined by 2σL. Let
αs(σ) := (//
σ
s )
−1 : Eσ(s) → Ey0
be the inverse of parallel translation, //σs , along σ from Eσ(0) to Eσ(s), for Py0
almost all paths σ in M . Each component of this with respect to an orthonormal
basis for Ey0 clearly lies in L2L. With the obvious extension of our notation to the
vector space valued case define an Ey0-valued process Bt : t > 0 by
Bt =M
α
t =
∫ t
0
(//)−1d{ys}.
It is easy to check from its quadratic variation that it is a Brownian motion on the
inner product space Ey0 . Moreover (as described in [27]) it has the same filtration
as the canonical process on Cy0M up to sets of measure zero. It is the martingale
part of the stochastic anti-development
∫ t
0
(//s)
−1dysof our L-diffusion from y0.
The use of a different metric connection would change it by a random rotation, so
this process is defined on the canonical probability space
{Cy0M,Fy0 ,Py0} and
up to such rotations depends only on it. We have, for α as usual:∫ t
0
αsd{ys} =
∫ t
0
(αs ◦ //s) dBs. (4.8)
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Using the definitions in the Appendix 9.3 we see that if our diffusion process y. is
a Γ-martingale then ∫ t
0
αsd{ys} =
(
Γ
) ∫ t
0
αsdys. (4.9)
Note that there is always some metric connection Γ on E for which a cohesive
diffusion process is a Γ-martingale, by section 2.1 of [27].
4.2 Horizontality and filtrations
We can characterise horizontality of a diffusion operator or process in terms of
filtrations using the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2.1 Suppose p : N → M is a smooth map, B a smooth diffusion
operator over a smooth diffusion operator A, and also
(i) σA and σB have constant rank and
(ii) the filtration generated by u· and p(u·) agree up to sets of PBu0-measure zero
for some u0 ∈ N .
Then rankσBu = rankσAp(u), all u ∈ N .
Proof. Set p = rankσAx and p˜ = rankσBu . By assumption p and p˜ do not depend
on x ∈ M and u ∈ N . Take connections on Image σB and Image σA which are
metric for the metrics induced by the symbols. Extend these connections to TN
and TM . The martingale part of the stochastic anti-development of (u·) will be a
Brownian motion stopped at ζB of dimension p˜ and that of (p(u·)) will be one of
dimension p. By (ii) these have the same filtration up to sets of measure zero. But
this implies p = p˜ by the martingale representation theorem, as required.
Proposition 4.2.2 The following are equivalent for B overAwhenA is cohesive:
(a) B = AH
(b) B is cohesive and the filtration generated by its associated diffusion (u·)
agrees with that of p(u·) up to sets of PBu0-measure zero for given u0 in N .
Proof. If (b) holds, Lemma 4.2.1 shows that Image[σBu ] = Hu for each u ∈ N ,
since by (2.4) we always have Hu ⊂ Image[σBu ]. Thus (b) implies criterion (ii) of
Proposition 2.3.2. Also (b) follows from (iii) of Proposition 2.3.2 by considering
the stochastic differential equation driven by horizontal lifts X˜0, . . . , X˜m.
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4.3 The Filtering Equation
Let p : N → M be a smooth surjective map. Suppose that B is over A. However
we do not assume σA of constant rank. Let {PBu0} and {PAx0} be, respectively, the
solutions to the martingale problem for B and A on the canonical spaces C(M+)
and C(N+). Denote by (ut) and (xt) the corresponding canonical processes with
life time ζN and ζM respectively. Note that ζB 6 ζA◦p almost surely with respect
to PBu0 . We shall assume that the paths of the diffusion onN do not explode before
their projections on M do, more precisely ζM ◦p = ζN almost surely with respect
to PBu0 for each u0, equivalently,
• Assumption S.
Cpu0M+ := {σ : [0,∞)→M+ : lim
t→ζB
p(ut) = ∆ when ζB <∞}
has full PBu0 measure for each u0 ∈ N .
Denote by the following the filtrations induced by the processes indicated:
Fu0t = σ(us, 0 6 s 6 t), Fu0 = σ(ys, 0 6 s <∞)
Fx0t = σ(xs, 0 6 s 6 t), Fx0 = σ(xs, 0 6 s <∞)
Fp(u0)t = σ(p(us), 0 6 s 6 t), Fx0 = σ(p(us), 0 6 s <∞).
Proposition 4.3.1 Under Assumption S, p∗(PBu0) = P
A
p(u0)
and P Bt (f ◦ p) =
PAt (f ◦ p) for all f ∈ C∞c (M).
Proof. If p(u0) = x0, f ∈ C∞K (M), we only need to show that Mdf,At is a martin-
gale with respect to p∗(PBu0). Using Assumption S,
Mdf,At (p(u)) = f(p(ut))− f(p(u0))−
∫ t
0
Af ◦ p(us))ds
= f(p(ut))− f(p(u0))−
∫ t
0
(B(f ◦ p)) (us)ds
= M
d(f◦p),B
t
is a martingale with respect to (Fu0t ) and PBu0 . Take s 6 t and let G be a Fx0s -
measurable function. Then
Ep∗(P
B
u0
)
{
Mdf,At G
}
= EP
B
u0
{
Mdf,At (p(u·))G(p(u·))
}
= EP
B
u0
{
M
d(f◦p),B
t G ◦ p
}
= EP
B
u0
{
Md(f◦p),Bs G ◦ p)
}
= Ep∗(P
B
u0
)
{
Mdf,As G
}
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and the result follows from the uniqueness of the martingale problem.
We will need the following elementary lemma:
Lemma 4.3.2 Let (Ω,F ,Ft,P} be a filtered probability space and G∗ a sub-
filtration of F∗ with the property that for all s > 0,
E{A|Gs} = E{E{A|Fs}|G}, ∀A ∈ F , (4.10)
where G = ∨sGs. Then
(i) (E{Mt|G}, t > 0) is a G∗-martingale whenever (Mt : t > 0) is an F∗-
martingale;
(ii) For all G-measurable and integrable H
E
{
H|Fs} = E{H|Gs};
(iii) E{E{A|Fs}|G} = E{E{A|G}|Fs}, ∀A ∈ F .
Proof. For (i) set Nt = E{Mt|G}, 0 6 t < ∞. By (4.10), (Nt) is Gt measur-
able. For s 6 t suppose that f is Gs-measurable and bounded. Then E(Ntf) =
E(Mtf) = E(Msf) = E(Nsf). For (ii), let H and F be bounded measurable
functions with G-measurable and Fs-measurable representations. Then
E
{
H|F} = E{H|E{F |G}} = E{H|E{F |Gs}} = E{H|E{F |G}}
using (4.10). Thus E{H|Fs} = E{H|Gs} as required. Part (iii) follows from (ii)
on taking H = E
{
E{A|G} and using equation (4.3.2).
Part (ii) of the following proposition says that the filtration Fp(u0)∗ is immersed in
the filtration Fu0∗ in the terminology of Tsirelson [71].
Proposition 4.3.3 (i) For fixed t > 0 let f be a bounded Fu0t -measurable func-
tion. Then
E
{
f |Fp(u0)} = E{f |Fp(u0)t } .
(ii) All Fp(u0)∗ martingales are Fu0∗ martingales. In fact if f = G ◦ p for G an
integrable functional on C(M+) with respect to PA, we have
Eu0{f |Fp(u0)t } = Eu0{f |Fu0t }.
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Proof. (i) Write f = F (us : 0 6 s 6 t) for F a bounded measurable function
on C(N+). Let G be bounded measurable functions of {p(us) : 0 6 s 6 t} and
g1, . . . , gk bounded Borel functions on M , with h1, . . . , hk positive real numbers.
By the Markov property of u· and of p(u·),
E
(
F (us : 0 6 s 6 t)Gg
1 ◦ p(ut+h1) · · · · · gk ◦ p(ut+h1+···+hk)
)
= E
(
F (us : 0 6 s 6 t)G P
A
h1
(
g1PAh2(g
2 . . . PAhkg
k)
)
(p(ut))
)
.
Therefore,
E
{
F (us : 0 6 s 6 t)|Fp(u)
}
= E
{
F (us : 0 6 s 6 t)|Fp(u)t
}
as required.
Part (ii) is immediate from (i) by Lemma 4.3.2.
As in §2.1 set Ex = Image σAx with hu : Ep(u) → TuN the horizontal lift
defined by (2.4), although now we have no constant rank assumption and so no
smoothness of h. Also let EBu = Image σBu . For an Fx0∗ -predictable E∗-valued
process φt := φt(σ·), 0 6 t < ζA along (σt : 0 6 t < ζA) let (p∗(φt) :
0 6 t < ζB) be the pull back restricted to be an (EB)∗-valued process along
(ut : 0 6 t < ζ
B) defined by
p∗(φt)(u·) = φt(p(u)) ◦ Tutp : EBut → R.
Since φt has a predictable extension φ¯t so does p∗(φt) and so the latter is pre-
dictable. Moreover p∗(φt)σB(p∗φt) = φtσA(φt) by Lemma 2.1.1 showing φ· is in
L2A if and only if p∗(φ·) is in L2B. For such φ we have the following intertwining:
Proposition 4.3.4 Let φ be a predictable L2A-valued process.
(1) For PBu0 almost surely all sample paths, MA,φt ◦ p = MB,p
∗(φ)
t for t < ζB.
(2) If α ∈ L2B with αt ◦ ht = 0 almost surely, then 〈Mαt ,Mdf◦Tpt 〉 = 0 and
EB,u0{Mαt |Fp(u0)} = 0 for all C1 functions f on M .
Proof. For φ = df , (1) follows from p∗(df)u = d(f ◦ p)u as in the proof of
Proposition 4.3.1. For general φ, taking a predictable extension if necessary, write
φt(x) =
∑m
1 g
i
t(x·)(df
j)xt for smooth functions f j : M → R and real valued
predictable {gjt : 0 6 t < ζA}. Therefore
MA,φt ◦ p =
m∑
j=1
∫ t
0
gjs (p(u·)) dM
B,p∗(dfj )
t = M
B,p∗(φ)
t
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for all t < ζB, giving (1). For (2) let F : N → R be a smooth measurable
function with respect to Fp(u0). Then F = f(p(u·)) for some measurable function
f : M → R.
EB,u0 (Mαt f(p(u·))) =
1
2
EB,u0〈Mαt ,Mdf◦Tpt 〉 =
1
2
EB,u0
∫ t
0
σB(αs, df ◦ Tp(us))ds.
If αthut = 0 almost surely for all t, we apply (2.4) to see
σB(αs, df ◦ Tp(us)) = αsσBus
(
T ∗p(df)
)
= αshusσ
A
p(us)df = 0
and thus EB,u0(Mαt f(p(u·))) = 0 giving (2).
For α ∈ L2B define βs ≡ EB,u0{αs ◦ hus|p(u·) = x·}, 0 6 s < ζ to be the
unique, up to equivalence, element of L2A such that
EB,u0
(
αa ◦ husσA(φs(p(u·)))
)
= EA,p(u0)
(
βsσ
A(φs)
)
. (4.11)
for any φ ∈ L2A. To see such an element exists and is unique recall that
αs ◦ husσAp(us) = αsσBus(tusp)∗
which is an Fu0∗ -predictable process with values in Ep(us) ⊂ Tp(us)M at each time
s, and by Proposition 4.3.3, (4.11) is equivalent to
βs(p(u·))σAp(us) = E
B,u0
{
αsσ
B
us(Tusp)
∗|Fp(u0)
}
(4.12)
in the sense of Elworthy-LeJan-Li [27]. The predictable projection theorem and
the results of [27] shows that there is a unique, up to indistinguishability, Fp(u·)-
predictable TM versiob {γt : 0 6 t < ζ} say, over {p(ut) : 0 6 t < ζ}, of
the right hand side of (4.12). By applying the uniqueness part of this projection
theorem to {φs(γs) : 0 6 s < ζ} when φ· is Fp(u·)∗ -predictable, T ∗M-valued
over p(u·) and φt vanishes on Ep(ut) for all 0 6 t < ρ with probability 1, we see
γt ∈ Ep(uu) for all 0 6 t < ζ almost surely. Now set βs(p(u·)) = [σAp(us)]−1γs in
E∗p(us).
Proposition 4.3.5 For any α· in L2B we have
EB,u0 {Mαt | p(u·) = x·} =
∫ T
0
EB,u0 {αs ◦ hus | p(u·) = x·} d{xs}.
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Proof. Set Nt = E{Mαt | Fp(u0)} and write Nt(u) = N¯t(p(u)) for {N¯t} a Fx0t -
measurable function. By Proposition 4.3.3, (Nt) is an Fp(u·)∗ -martingale and we
see (N¯t) is an Fx∗ martingale. Take g ∈ C∞c M then by Proposition 4.3.4,
〈N¯,MA,dg〉t ◦ p(u) = EB,u0
{
〈Mα,Md(g◦p)〉t|Fp(u0)t
}
(u)
= EB,u0
{
σBut (αt, (Tutp)
∗(dg)) |Fp(u0)t
}
= EB,u0
{
αt ◦ hutσAp(ut)(dg)|Fp(u0)t
}
by equation (2.4). By Proposition 4.1.1 and the definition above of the conditional
expectation, N¯t(p(u·)) = MA,β for β ◦ p(u·) = EB,u0
{
αt ◦ hut |Fp(u0)
}
and so
N¯t(x·) =
∫ t
0
E {αs ◦ hus|p(u·) = x·} d{xs}
as required.
4.4 A family of Markovian kernels
For a probability measure µ0 on N+ let the measures µt on N+ be the flow of ut
under PBµ0 and set νt = p∗(µt) on M
+
. Let ηµ0 be the law of u· 7→ (p(u·), u0) on
C(M+)×N+ under PBµ0 so
ηµ0(A,Γ) =
∫
y∈M+
PAy (A) ρ
y
µ0
(Γ) ν(dy), A ∈ B(M+),Γ ∈ B(N+)
where ρyµ0 arises from a disintegration of µ0
µ0(Γ) =
∫
y∈M+
ρyµ0(Γ) ν(dy), Γ ∈ B(N+).
For a measurable f : N+ → R, integrable with respect to µt set
πµ0,σt f(v) = E
B
µ0
{f(ut)|p(u0) = σ, u0 = v}. (4.13)
It is defined for ηµ0 almost all (σ, v) in C(M+)×N+. In particular for PAν0-almost
all σ it is defined for ρσ(0)µ0 -almost all v ∈ N+. We could use the convention that
πµ0,σt f(v) = 0
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if p(v) 6= σ(0). With this convention, if we define θtσ(s) = σ(t + s) we see that
for PAv0-almost all σ the map y 7→ πµt,θtσt f(y) is defined for µt-almost all y in N+.
Further for u0 ∈ N and f : N+ → R bounded measurable define
πtf(u0) : Cp(u0)M+ → R,
PAp(u0)-almost surely, by
πtf(u0)(σ) = E
{
f(ut)|p(u·) = σ
}
= π
δu0 ,σ
t f(u0). (4.14)
This can be extended, as in [27], to the case of predictable process in vector bun-
dles over N , and to define
πt(α ◦ hu·)(u0) : Cp(u0)M+ → R
as EB,u0{αshus|p(u·) = x·}, defined above.
4.5 The filtering equation
Theorem 4.5.1 (1) If f is C2cN , or more generally if f is C2 with Bf and
σB(df, df) ◦ h bounded, then
πtf(u0) = f(u0)+
∫ t
0
πs(Bf)(u0)ds+
∫ t
0
πs(df ◦hu·)(u0)d{xs}. (4.15)
In particular {πtf(u0) : t > 0} is a continuous Fp(u0)∗ semi-martingale.
(2) For bounded measurable f :M+ → R and PAv0 almost all σ in C(M+), for
each s, t > 0
Sµ0,σt+s f(v) = π
µ0,σ
t π
θtσ, µt
s f(v) (4.16)
for ρσ(0)µ0 almost all v in N+.
(3) Moreover there exists a family of probability measures Qµ0,σν on C(N+)
define for ηu0-almost surely all (σ, v) such that if F : C(N+)→ R is of the
form
F (u·) = f1(ut1) . . . fn(utn)
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some 0 6 t1 < t2 < . . . tn and bounded measurable fj : N+ → R,
j = 1, 2, . . . , n then∫
u∈C(N+)
F (u)Qµ0,σv (du) = S
µ0,σ
t1
(
f1S
µt1 ,θt1σ
t2−t1
(
f2 . . . S
µtn ,θtn−1σ
tn−tn−1 fn
)
(v)
= EBµ0{F (u·)|p(u·) = σ0}
ηµs-almost surely in (σ, v).
Proof. (1). By definition of Mdf we have
f(ut) = f(u0) +
∫ t
0
Bf(us)ds+Mdft
so
πtf(u0) = f(u0) +
∫ t
0
πsBf(u0)ds+ E
{
Mdf,Bt | p(u·) = x
}
(4.17)
and part (1) follows from Proposition 4.3.5.
(2). We observed above that the right hand side of (4.16) is well defined for
PAµ0 almost all σ. The equation then follows from the Markov property.
(3). The existence of regular conditional probabilities in our situation implies
the existence of the probabilities Qµ0,σν as required, together with a standard use
of the Markov property.
Remark 4.5.2 A description of the Qµ0,σv is given in the next section, in the case
where A is cohesive.
Recall we have the decomposition Fu = Hu + V TuN for each u ∈ N , and
F = ⊔Fu. If ℓ ∈ F ∗u there is a corresponding decomposition
ℓ = ℓH + ℓV ∈ F ∗u ,
where ℓH vanishes on V TuN and ℓV on Hu. For ℓ ∈ T ∗uN write ℓV = (ℓ|Fu)V
and ℓH = (ℓ|Fu)H .
Corollary 4.5.3 SupposeA is cohesive. If f is C3cN then there is the Stratonovitch
equation
πtf(u0)(x·) = f(u0) +
∫ t
0
πs(BV f)(u0)ds+
∫ t
0
πs(dfu0 ◦ huo) ◦ dxs.
(4.18)
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Proof. We use (4.17). By Proposition 4.3.5,
E{Mdft | p(u·) = x·} = E{Mdf
H
t | p(u·) = x·}.
Note that
Mdf
H
t =
∫ t
0
(dfH)us ◦ dus −
∫ t
0
δB(dfH)(us)ds
by Lemma 4.1.2. Furthermore
δB(dfH) = δB
V
(dfH) + δA
H
(dfH) = δA
H
(dfH) = δA
H
(df) = AH(f)
since dfH vanishes on vertical vectors and df = dfH + dfV while dfV vanishes
on horizontal vectors, so δAH (dfV ) = 0. This gives
πtf(u0)(x·) = f(u0)+
∫ t
0
πs(BV f)(u0)(x·)ds+E
{∫ t
0
(df)Hus ◦ dus
∣∣ p(u·) = x·}
Finally (4.18) follows since dfHu = p∗(df◦hu) = df◦hu◦Tup and Tup◦dut = ◦dxt.
4.6 Approximations
Assume now that the law of ut under PAu0 is given by
PAt (u0, A) =
∫
A
PAt (u0, v)dv, A ∈ B(M)
for pAt (u0, v) a smooth density with respect to some fixed, smooth, strictly positive
measure on M to which ‘dv’ refers. This is the case if A is hypoelliptic.
Consider the conditional probability
qu0,bt (V ) = P
B
u0
{ut ∈ V |p(ut) = b}, V ∈ B(N)
defined for pAt (u0,−) almost sure all b in M . There is the disintegration of
pBt (u0,−)
pBt (u0, V ) =
∫
b∈M
qu0,bt (V )p
A
t (p(u0), db)
and the formula
µµ0,bt (V ) = lim
ǫ↓0
(pAt (p(u0), b)]
−1
∫
V
pBt−ǫ(u0, dv)p
A
ǫ (p(v), b).
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Take a nested sequence {Πℓ}∞l=1 of partitions of [0, t]
Πl = {0 = tl0 < tl1 < · · · < tlkl = t},
say, with union dense in [0, t]. For any continuous bounded f : N+ → R there is
the following approximation scheme to complete πtf(u0):
Proposition 4.6.1
πtf(u0)(σ) = lim
l→∞
∫
q
u0,σ(tl1)
tl1
(dv1)q
v1,σ(tl2)
tl2−tl1
(dv2) . . . q
vkl−1,σ(t)
tlk−tlk−1 (dvkl)f(vkl)
= lim
l→∞
EBu0
{
f(ut) | p(ultj ) = σ(tlj), 1 6 j 6 kl}.
Proof. The two versions of the right hand sides are equal before taking limits. For
l = 1, 2, . . . ,, set
Slf(σ) = Eu0
{
f(ut) | p(utlj) = σ(t
l
j), 1 6 j 6 kl}.
It is defined for PAx0-almost all σ in C(M+), where x0 = p(u0). Let Ql be the
σ-algebra on C(M+) generated by σ 7→ (σ(tl1), . . . , σ(tlj)). Directly from the
definitions we see
πltf = E{πt(f)(u0) | Ql},
and so {Slf}∞l=1 is an Q∗-martingale. it is bounded and so converges PAx0-almost
surely. Since ∨lQl is the Borel σ-algebra the limit is πtf(u0) as required.
4.7 Krylov-Veretennikov Expansion
Suppose A = ∑mj=1LXjLXj + LA for smooth vector fields {Xj}mj=1 and A. We
will now take {xt : 0 6 t < ζ} to be the solution to the stochastic differential
equation
dxt = X(xt) ◦ dBt + A(xt)dt, (4.19)
with x0 given, for a Brownian motionB· on Rm, rather than the canonical process.
Here X(x) : Rm → TxM is the map given by
X(x)(a1, . . . , am) =
m∑
j=1
ajXj(x), x ∈ M.
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Let {Pt : t > 0} be the sub-Markovian semi-group generated by B. Let f ∈
C∞c N . Assume Ptf ∈ C∞N .
As in the proof Theorem 4.5.1, from
Pt−sf(us) = Ptf(u0) +
∫ s
0
d(Pt−rf)urd{ur}, 0 6 s 6 t
we obtain
πsPt−s(f)(u0)(x·) = Ptf(u0) +
∫ s
0
E {d(Pt−rf)ur ◦ hur | p(u·) = x·} d{xr}
= Ptf(u0) +
∫ s
0
E {d(Pt−rf)ur ◦ hur | p(u·) = x·}X(xr)dBr
so that πsPt−sf(u0), 0 6 s 6 t, is a continuous Fx0∗ semi-martingale. Therefore
πtf(u0)− Ptf(u0) =
∫ t
0
ds(πsPt−sf(us))
=
∫ t
0
E {d(Pt−rf) ◦ hur | p(u·) = x·}X(xr)dBr
=
∫ t
0
Sr
[
d(Pt−rf) ◦ h− ◦Xk(p(−))
]
(u0)dB
k
r
giving a ‘Clark-Ocone’ formula for πtf(u0). Iterating this procedure formally,
πtf(u0) = Ptf(u0) +
∫ t
0
Sr
[
d(Pt−rf) ◦ h− ◦X(p(−))
]
(u0)dBr
+
∫ t
0
∫ r
0
πs
[
dPr−s
[
d(Pt−rf) ◦ h− ◦Xk(p(−))
]
h− ◦Xj(p(−)
]
dBjsdB
k
r
= . . . ,
we obtain the Wiener chaos expansion of πtf(u0)(x·).
4.8 Conditional Laws
It will be convenient to extend the notation of section 4.3. For 0 6 l < r < ∞
let C(l, r;N+) and C(l, r;M+) be respectively the space of continuous paths u :
[l, r] → N+ and x : [l, r] → M+ which remain at ∆ from the time of explo-
sion; and Cu0(l, r;N+) and Cx0(l, r;M+) the paths from u0 ∈ N+ and x0 ∈ M+
respectively, Let {P(l,r),Bu0 } and {P(l,r),Ax0 } be the associated diffusion measures.
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The conditional law of {us : l 6 s 6 r} given {p(us) : l 6 s 6 r} will
be given by probability kernels σ 7→ Ql,rσ,u0 defined P(l,r);A almost surely from
Cp(u0)(l, r;M+) to Cpu0(l, r;N+) for each u0 ∈ N , where Cpu0(l, r;N+) is the sub-
space of Cu0(l, r;N+) whose paths satisfy Assumption S. The defining property
is that for integrable f : Cu0(l, r;N+)→ R
E {f(u·) | p(us) = σs, l 6 s 6 r} =
∫
y∈Cu0 (l,r;N+)
f(y)dQl,rσ,u0(y). (4.20)
To obtain the conditional law take the decompositionB = AH+BV of Proposition
2.3.5. Represent the diffusion corresponding to A by a stochastic differential
equation
dx′t = X(x
′
t) ◦ dBt +X0(x′t)dt. (4.21)
Take a connection ∇V on V TN and let
(∇V ) dzt = V (zt)dWt + V 0(zt)dt (4.22)
be an Itoˆ equation whose solutions are BV -diffusions. Here (Wt) is the canonical
Brownian motion on Rm for some m, independent of (B·), the map V : M ×
Rm → TM takes values in ker[Tp], and V and V 0 are locally Lipschitz. For such
a representation of BV diffusions see the Appendix B. Let X˜ : N ×Rm → H and
X˜0 : N → H be the horizontal lifts of X and X0 respectively using Proposition
2.1.2. The solution to
(∇V ) dyt = X˜(yt) ◦ dBt + X˜0(yt)dt+ V (yt)dWt + V 0(yt)dt,
yl = u0, u0 ∈ N, l 6 t 6 r.
has law P(l,r),Bu0 . Noting that X˜(u) = huX(p(u)) for u ∈M ,
(∇V ) dyt = hyt ◦ dx′t + V (yt)dWt + V 0(yt)dt, (4.23)
yl = u0, l 6 t 6 r,
where x′t = p(yt) so that (x′t) is a solution to (4.21) starting from p(u0) at time
l. Without changing the law of y· we can replace x′ by the canonical process x·.
Then
Theorem 4.8.1 Consider the solution (yt) as a process defined on the probability
space Cp(u0)(l, r;M+)× C0Rm with product measure,
y : [l, r]× Cp(u0)(l, r;M+)× C0Rm → N+,
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and define Ql,rσ,u0 to be the law of y(σ,−) : C0Rm → Cu0(l, r;N+). For bounded
measurable f : Cu0(l, r;N+),
E {f(u·) | p(us) = σs, l 6 s 6 r} =
∫
y∈Cu0 (l,r;N+)
f(y)dQl,rσ,u0(y).
Proof. Take a measurable function α : Cp(u0)(l, r;M+)→ R. Then
EP
B
u0
(
α(p(u))
∫
y∈Cu0 (l,r;N+)
f(y) dQl,rp(u),u0(y)
)
= E
PA
p(u0)
(
α(x)
∫
y∈Cu0 (l,r;N+)
f(y) dQl,rx,u0(y)
)
= E
PA
p(u0)
(
α(x)
∫
C0Rm
f(y(x, ω)) dP(ω))
)
=
∫
Cp(u0)(l,r;M
+)×C0Rm
(
α(x)f(y(x, ω)) dPAp(u0)dP(ω))
)
= Ef(u)α(p(u)),
as required.
Note that Theorem 4.8.1 is equivalent to the statement that ω 7→ Ql,rp(ω),u0 ,
ω ∈ Cu0(l, r;N+), is a regular conditional probability of P(l,r),Bu0 given p.
Remark 4.8.2 Let (ξlt(·, ·), l 6 t < ∞) be a measurable flow for (4.21) and
(ηlt(σ, ·, ), 0 6 t < ∞) one for (4.23) with x′ replaced by σ ∈ Cp(u0)(l, r;M+).
For ω ∈ Ω, the underlying probability space for the Brownian motion B, define
Ql,rω , from the space of bounded measurable functions on N+ to itself, by
Ql,rω (f)(u0) = Ef
(
ηlr(ξ
l
r(p(u0), ω), u0)
)
.
A direct calculation shows that
Ql,rω Q
r,s
ω = Q
l,s
ω
for 0 6 l 6 r 6 s < ∞. Thus their adjoints on a suitable dual space would form
an evolution.
More generally, letting Borel(X) stand for the Borel σ-algebra of a topological
space X:
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Proposition 4.8.3 Let ϕ be a measurable map from Cx0(l, r;M+) to some mea-
sure space, and let
P(l,r),ϕx0 : Cx0(l, r;M+)× Borel(Cx0(l, r;M+))→ [0, 1]
be a regular conditional probability for P(l,r)x0 given ϕ. For u0 with p(u0) = x0 set
Ql,r,ϕ◦pu0 (ω,A) =
∫
Cx0 (l,r;M
+)
Ql,rσ,u0(A)P
(l,r),ϕ
x0
(p(ω), dσ)
for ω ∈ Cu0(l, r;N+) and A ∈ Borel (Cu0(l, r;N+)). Then Ql,r,ϕ◦pu0 is a regular
conditional probability of P(l,r),Bu0 given ϕ ◦ p.
Proof. By definition
Ql,r,ϕ◦pu0 (ω,A) = E
(l,r),A,x0
{
Q
l,r
p(−),u0(A)|ϕ
}
p(ω)
= E(l,r),A,x0
{
E(l,r),B,u0{χA|p = −}|ϕ
}
p(ω)
= E(l,r),B,u0{χA|ϕ ◦ p}(ω).
Corollary 4.8.4 For ϕ as in Theorem 4.8.3 suppose that the canonical process
on M+ with law P(0,T ),ϕx0 (σ,−) is a semi-martingale for almost all σ, in its own
filtration Fx0t , 0 6 t 6 T , for P(0,T ),Ax0 almost all σ. Then the solution y(σ,−) to
the equation
(∇V ) dyt = hyt ◦ dσt + V (yt)dWt + V 0(yt)dt, (4.24)
yl = u0, 0 6 t 6 T
where σt, 0 6 t 6 T is run with law P(0,T ),ϕx0 (σ,−), is a version of the B-diffusion
from u0 conditioned by ϕ ◦ p.
Proof. That the law of the solution is as required follows from the discussion at
the beginning of this section together with Proposition 4.8.3 and Fubini’s theorem.
Conditions under which conditioned processes are semi-martingales are dis-
cussed by Baudoin [2]. In particular bridge processes derived from elliptic diffu-
sions are, so we obtain the following version of Carverhill’s result [12]:
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Corollary 4.8.5 Suppose A is elliptic and let bt : 0 6 t 6 T be a version of the
A-bridge going from x0 to z in time T , some z ∈M . Then the solutions to
(∇V ) dyt = hyt ◦ dbt + V (yt)dWt + V 0(yt)dt, (4.25)
y0 = u0, 0 6 t 6 T
give a version of the B diffusion from u0 conditioned on p(uT ) = z.
4.9 Equivariant case: skew product decomposition
In the equivariant case, when N is the total space P of a principal bundle
π : P → M as in §5, a version of Theorem 4.8.1 is given in [25] which reflects
the additional structure. In particular the following is proved there:
Proposition 4.9.1 Let B be an equivariant diffusion operator on P which induces
a cohesive diffusion operator A on M . Let {yt : 0 6 t < ζ} be a B-diffusion on
P ∗. Then
yt = x˜t · gx˜·t ,
where
(i) {x˜t : 0 6 t < ζ} is the horizontal lift of p(y·), starting at y0, using the
semi-connection induced by B
(ii) {gσt : 0 6 t < ζ(σ)} is a diffusion independent of {p(yt) : 0 6 t < ζ} on
G starting at the identity with time dependent generator Lσt given by
Lσt f(g) =
∑
i,j
αij(σ(t) · g)LA∗iLA∗j f(g) +
∑
βk(σ(t)g)LA∗
k
f(g),
for any σ ∈ GP+, 0 6 t < ζ(σ), where A∗1, . . . , A∗k are the left invariant
vector fields on G corresponding to a basis of g and the αij and βk are the
coefficients for BV as in Theorem 3.2.1.
Note that for each t the operator Lσt is conjugate to the restriction of BV to the
fibre through σ(t) by the map
g 7→ p−1(p(σ(t)))
g 7→ σ(t)g.
It is a right invariant operator.
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Remark 4.9.2 Note that by the equivariance of Lσ· there will be no explosion
of the process (gσt ) before that of σ·. Consequently Assumption S of §4.3 holds
automatically.
Below we give the equivariant version of Proposition 4.8.1. We shall use the
notation of §4.8. However we replace the one point compactification P+ of P
by P¯ = P ∪ ∆ with the smallest topology agreeing with that of P and such that
π : P¯ →M+ is continuous. Also let G+ be the one point compactification G∪∆
of G with group multiplication and action of G extended so that
u ·∆ = ∆,∆ · g = g ·∆ = ∆, ∀u ∈ P¯ , g ∈ G¯.
For 0 6 l < r < ∞ if y ∈ C(l, r; P¯ ), we write ly = l and ry = r. Let C(∗, ∗; P¯ )
be the union of such spaces C(l, r; P¯ ). It has the standard additive structure under
concatenation: if y and y′ are two paths with ry = ly′ and y(ry) = y′(ly′) let y+y′
be the corresponding element in C(ly, ry′ ; P¯ ). The basic σ-algebra of C(∗, ∗, P¯ )
is defined to be the pull back by π of the usual Borel σ-algebra on C(∗, ∗;M+).
Given an equivariant diffusion operatorB on P consider the laws {P(l,r),Ba : a ∈ P}
as a kernel from P to C(l, r; P¯ ). The right action Rg by g in G+ extends to give a
right action, also written Rg, of G+ on C(∗, ∗, P¯ ). Equivariance of B is equivalent
to
P(l,r),Bag = (Rg)∗P
(l,r),B
a
for all 0 6 l 6 r and a ∈ P . Therefore π∗(P(l,r),Ba ) depends only on π(a),
l, r and gives the law of the induced diffusion A on M . We say that such a
diffusion B is basic if for all a ∈ P and 0 6 l < r < ∞ the basic σ-algebra on
C(l, r; P¯ ) contains all Borel sets up to P(l,r),Ba negligible sets, i.e. for all a ∈ P
and Borel subsets B of C(l, r; P¯ ) there exists a Borel subset A of C(l, r,M+) s.t.
P
(l,r),B
a
(
π−1(A)∆B
)
= 0.
For paths in G it is more convenient to consider the space C˜id(l, r;G+) of
cadlag paths σ : [l, r] → G+ with σ(l) = id such that σ is continuous until it
leaves G and stays at ∆ from then on. It has a multiplication
C˜id(s, t;G+)× C˜id(t, u;G+) −→ C˜id(s, u;G+)
(g, g′) 7→ g × g′
where (g × g′)(r) = g(r) for r ∈ [s, t] and (g × g′)(r) = g(t)g′(r) for r ∈ [t, u].
Given probability measures Q, Q′ on C˜id(s, t;G+) and C˜id(t, u;G+) respec-
tively this determines a convolution Q ∗Q′ of Q with Q′ which is a probability
measure on C˜id(s, u;G+).
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Theorem 4.9.3 Given the laws {P(l,r),Ba : a ∈ P, 0 6 l < r <∞} of an equivari-
ant diffusion B over a cohesiveA there exist probability kernels {PH,l,ra : a ∈ P}
from P to C(l, r; P¯ ), 0 6 l < r < ∞ and y 7→ Ql,ry , defined Pl,r a.s. from
C(l, r; P¯ ) to C˜id(l, r;G+) such that
(i) {PH,l,ra : a ∈ P} is equivariant, basic and determining a cohesive generator.
(ii) y 7→ Ql,ry satisfies
Q
ly,ry′
y+y′ = Q
ly ,ry
y ∗Q
ly′ ,ry′
y′
for Ply,ry ⊗Ply′ ,ry′ almost all y, y′ with ry = ly′ .
(iii) For U a Borel subset of C(l, r; P¯ ),
Pl,ra (U) =
∫
C(l,r;P¯ )
∫
C˜(l,r;G+)
χU(y· · g·)Ql,ry (dg)PH,l,ra (dy).
The kernels PH,l,ra are uniquely determined as are the {Ql,ry : y ∈ C(l, r; P¯ )},
PH,l,ra a.s. in y for all a in P . Furthermore Ql,ry depends on y only through its
projection π(y) and its initial point yl.
The proof of this theorem is as that of Theorem 2.5 in [25] (although there the
processes are assumed to have no explosion).
Stochastic differential equations can be given for (x˜t) and (gσt ) as in §4.8,
from which the decomposition can be proved via Itoˆ’s formula; see Theorem 8.2.5
below for details of a special case.
Proposition 4.9.1 extends results for Riemannian submersions by Elworthy-
Kendall [24] and related results by Liao[48]. A rich supply of examples of skew-
product decomposition of Brownian motions, with a general discussion, is given
in Pauwels-Rogers[58].
For a special class of derivative flows, considered as GLM-valued process as
in §3.3 there is a different decomposition by Liao [49], see also Ruffino [65].
4.10 Induced processes on vector bundles
In the notation of §3.4 let ρ : G → L(V, V ) be a C∞ representation with Πρ :
F → M the associated bundle. A B-diffusion {yt : 0 6 t < ζ} on P determines
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a family of {ψt : 0 6 t < ζ} of random linear map Wt from Fx0 → Fxt , where
xt = π(yt). By definition,
ψt[(y0, e)] = [(yt, e)].
Assuming A is cohesive we have the parallel translation //t : Fx0 → Fxt along
{xt : 0 6 t < ζ} determined by our semi-connection. This is given by
//t[(y0, e)] = [(x˜t, e)]
where x˜· is the horizontal lift of x, starting at y0.
When taken together with Corollary 3.4.8 the following extends results for deriva-
tive flows in Elworthy-Yor[29], Li[47], Elworthy-Rosenberg [28], and Elworthy-
LeJan-Li[27].
Theorem 4.10.1 Let ρ : G → L(V ;V ) be a representation of G on a Banach
space V and Πρ : F → M the associated vector bundle. Let {yt : 0 6 t < ζ}
be a B-diffusion for an equivariant diffusion operator B over a cohesive diffusion
operator A. Set xt = p(yt) and let Ψt : Fx0 → Fxt , 0 6 t < ζ be the induced
transformations on F . Then the local conditional expectation {Ψ¯t : 0 6 t < ζ},
for Ψ¯t = E{Ψt|σ{xs : 0 6 s < ζ} exists and is the solution of the covariant
equation along {xt : 0 6 t < ζ}:
D
∂t
Ψ¯t = Λ
ρ ◦ Ψ¯t
with Ψ0 the identity map, Λρ : F → F given by λρ in Theorem 3.4.1 and where
D
∂t
refers to the semi-connection determined by B.
Proof. From above and Proposition 4.9.1 we have
Ψt[(y0, e)] = [(x˜t ◦ gx˜t , e)] = [(x˜t, ρ(gx˜t )−1e]
and so //−1t ψt[(y0, e)] = [(y0, ρ(gx˜t )−1e)]. Now from the right invariance of Gσt , for
fixed path σ and time t, we can apply Baxendale’s integrability theorem for the
right action
G× L(V ;V ) → L(V ;V )
(g, T ) 7→ ρ(gσt )−1 ◦ T
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to see E|ρ(gσt )−1|L(V ;V ) < ∞ for each σ, t and we have E(σ)t ∈ L(V ;V ) given
by
E(σ)te = Eρ(gσt )−1e.
By considering (1 + E|ρ(gσt )−1//−1t ψt for σ = x·. We see the local conditional
expectation Ψ¯t exists in L(Fx0 ;Fxt) and
Ψ¯t[(y0, e)] = [(x˜t, E(x·)te)].
The computation in Theorem 3.4.1 shows that
d
dt
//−1t Ψ¯t[(y0, e)] =
d
dt
[(y0, E(x·)te)] = [(y0, λρ(x˜t)E(x·)te)]
giving
D
dt
Ψ¯t[(y0, e)] = [(x˜t, λ
ρ(x˜t)E(x·)te)] = Λρ(x·)Ψ¯t[(y0, e)]
as required.
Remark 4.10.2 Theorem 4.10.1 could also be used to identify the generator of the
operator induced on sections of F ∗, reproving Theorem 3.4.1, since if φ ∈ γF ∗
then Eφ ◦ Ψtχt<ζ = Eφ ◦ Ψ¯tχt<ζ if the expectations exist, by Corollary 3.3.5 of
[27]. The extra information in Theorem 4.10.1 is the existence of the conditional
expectation. Baxendales’ integrability theorem used for this applies in sufficiently
generality to give corresponding results for infinite dimensional G, for example in
the situation arising in chapter 8 below.
Chapter 5
Filtering with non-Markovian
Observations
So far we have considered smooth maps p : N → Mwith a diffusion process u.
on N mapping to a diffusion process x. = p(u.) on M . From the point of view
of filtering we have considered u. as the signal and x. as the observation process.
However the standard set up for filtering does not assume Markovianity of the
observation process. Classically we have a signal z., a diffusion process on Rd or
a more general space, and an observation process x. on some Rn given by an SDE
of the form
dxt = a(t, xt, zt)dt+ b(t, xt, zt)dBt (5.1)
where B. is a Brownian motion independent of the signal. To fit this into our
discussion we will need to assume that the noise coefficient of the observation
SDE does not depend on the signal other than through the observations, as well
as the usual cohesiveness assumptions. We can take N = Rd ×Rn and M = Rn
with p the projection and ut = (zt, xt). To reduce to our Markovian case we can
use the standard technique of applying the Girsanov-Maruyama theorem. Here
we first carry this out in the general context of diffusions with basic symbols, as
discussed in Section 2.4 and then show how it fits in with the classical situation.
For simplicity we shall assume that the signal is a time homogeneous diffusion,
and that the coefficients in the observation SDE are also independent of time. The
state spaces are taken to be smooth manifolds and the standard non-degeneracy
assumptions on the observation process somewhat relaxed.
For other discussions about filtering with processes which have values in a
manifold see [18], [59], and [32].
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5.1 Signals with Projectible Symbol
Using the notation and terminology of Section 2.4 suppose that our diffusion op-
erator B on N is conservative and descends cohesively over p : N → M so that
for a horizontal vector field bH on N the diffusion operator B˜ := B − bH lies over
some cohesive A. Choose such an A so that B˜, and so A, is also conservative:
we assume that this is possible. Also choose a locally bounded one-form b# on N
with 2σB(b#) = bH . This is possible since bH is horizontal, and we can, and will,
choose b# to vanish on vertical tangent vectors and satisfy
b#y (b
H(y)) = 2σBy (b
#
y , b
#
y ) = |bH(y)|2y y ∈ N (5.2)
where |bH(y)|y refers to the Riemannian metric on the horizontal tangent space
induced by 2σAH . This can be achieved by first choosing some smooth b˜ : N →
T ∗M such that, in the notation of equation (2.10), σAp(y)(b˜(y)) = b(y) for y ∈ N ;
and then taking b# to be the pull back of b˜ by p:
b#y (v) = b˜(y)(Typ(v)) y ∈ N
Now set
Zt = exp{−Mαt −
1
2
〈Mα〉t}
for αt(u.) = b#ut where u ∈ C([0, T ];N), our canonical probability space fur-
nished with measures P := PB and P˜ := PB˜ and corresponding expectation
operators E and E˜.
Here and below we are using the notation of proposition 4.1.1 with Mα etc
referring to taking martingale parts with respect to P while M˜α and
∫ t
0
αsd{ys}
are with respect to P˜.
From the Girsanov-Maruyana-Cameron-Martin theorem (see the Appendix, Sec-
tion 9.1), we know that Z. is a martingale under P and the two measures are
equivalent with
dPB˜y0
dPBy0
= ZT .
Suppose f : N → R is bounded and measurable. We wish to find πt(f) : N →
R, 0 6 t 6 T where
πt(f)(y0) = Ey0
{
f(ut)|p(us), 0 6 s 6 t
}
.
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Following the approach due to Zakai, consider the unnormalised filtering process
πˆt(f) : N → R given by
πˆt(f)(u0) = E˜u0
{
f(ut)Z
−1
t | p(us), 0 6 s 6 t
}
.
For completeness we state and prove the Kallianpur-Striebel formula , a version
of Bayes’ formula:
Lemma 5.1.1
πt(f)(u0) =
πˆt(f)(u0)
πˆt(1)(u0)
Pu0 − as.
Proof. Set x0 = p(u0). Let g : Cu0([0, T ];N)→ R be Fx0t -measurable. Then
Eu0{f(ut)g(u.)} = E˜{
1
Zt
f(ut)g(u.)}
= E˜{E˜{ 1
Zt
f(ut)|Fu0t }g(u.)}
= E{ZtE˜{ 1
Zt
f(ut)|Fu0t }g(u.)}. (5.3)
Thus
πt(f)(u0) = E{Zt|Fu0t }πˆt(f)(u0).
Taking f constant shows that E{Zt|Fuot }πˆt(1)(u0) = 1 and the result follows.
We can now go on to obtain the analogue of the Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai (DMZ)
equation for the unnormalized filtering process, using the results of Section 4.8 on
conditional laws:
Theorem 5.1.2 For any C2 function f : N → R, under P˜,
πˆtf(u0) = f(u0) +
∫ t
0
πˆs
(Bf)(u0) ds+ ∫ t0 πˆs(fb#(−)h−)(u0)d{xs}
+
∫ t
0
πˆs
(
df−h−
)
(u0)d{xs}; (5.4)
πˆtf(u0) = f(u0) +
∫ t
0
πˆs
(Bf)(u0) ds+ ∫ t0 〈πˆs(fb)(u0), d{xs}〉xs
+
∫ t
0
πˆs
(
df−h−
)
(u0)d{xs}. (5.5)
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where xs = p(us), 0 6 s 6 ∞ is the projection to M of the canonical process
from u0 on N , and h the horizontal lift map for the induced semi-connection.
Using an alternative notation:
πˆtf = πˆ0f +M
π
(
fb#◦hu.
)
,A
t +M
πˆ.
(
df◦hu.
)
,A
t +
∫ t
0
πˆs(Bf)ds. (5.6)
Proof. Since we are working with P˜ we will write M b# for M b#,B˜, etc. Also Z−1t
satisfies:
dZ−1t = Z
−1
t dM
b#
t
while
df(ut) = dM
df
t + B˜(f)(ut)dt
giving
d
(
Z−1t f(ut)
)
= Z−1t dM
df
t + Z
−1
t B˜(f)(ut)dt
+f(ut)Z
−1
t dM
b#
t + Z
−1
t + dfut(b
H(ut))dt
since dMdft dM b
#
t = σ
B˜(dfut, b#) = dfu.(bH(ut)). Thus
d
(
Z−1t f(ut)
)
= Z−1t dM
df
t + Z
−1
t B(f)(ut)dt+ f(ut)Z−1t dM b
#
t + Z
−1
t .
We can now take conditional expectations using proposition 4.3.5 since B − LbH
is over the cohesive operator A to complete the proof.
Lemma 5.1.3 There are the following formulae for angle brackets:
d〈πˆ(1)〉t = 〈πˆt(b), πˆt(b)〉Extdt (5.7)
d〈πˆ(1), πˆ(f)〉t = 〈πˆt(fb), πˆt(b)〉Extdt+ πˆt(df ◦ hu.) ◦ πˆt(b(u.))dt (5.8)
Proof. From the previous theorem
〈πˆ(1), πˆ(f)〉dt = (dM πˆ(fb#◦h),At + dM πˆ.(df◦hu. ),At )dMπ(b#◦h),At
= 2σA
(
πˆt(fb
# ◦ h), πˆt(b# ◦ h)
)
dt+ 2σA
(
πˆt(df ◦ hu.), πˆt(b# ◦ h)
)
dt
= 〈πˆt(fb), πˆt(b)〉xtdt+ πˆt(df ◦ hu.) ◦ πˆt(b(u.))dt
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since for any one form φ on M we have:
σA
(
φ, πˆt(b
# ◦ h)) = πˆt(〈φ|E, b# ◦ h〉E∗. )
=
1
2
πˆt
(
φ(b)
)
=
1
2
φ(πˆt(b)).
This gives the second formula, from which comes the first.
We can now give a version of Kushner’s formula in our context:
Theorem 5.1.4 In terms of the probability measure P˜
πtf = π0f +
∫ t
0
πsB(f)ds+
∫ t
0
πs
(
df ◦ hu.
)
[d{xs} − πs(b(u.))sds] (5.9)
+
∫ t
0
〈πs(fb)− πs(f)πs(b), d{xs} − πs(b)〉xs.
Proof. From the definition and then Ito’s formula:
dπt(f) = d
(
πˆt(f)
πˆt(1)
)
=
dπˆt(f)
πˆt(1)
− πˆt(f)dπˆt(1)
(πˆt(1))2
− dπˆt(f)dπˆt(1)
(πˆt(1))2
+
πˆt(f)dπˆt(1)dπˆt(1)
(πˆt(1))3
.
Now substitute in the second formula of Theorem 5.1.2 and use the previous
lemma.
Note that πˆt(f), b, and P˜, depend on the choice of A. We would like to have
a version of formula 5.9 which is independent of such choices. First note that if
B − bH1 is over A1, and B − bH2 is over A2, then the difference of the two vector
fields on N descends to a vector field on M : if g : M → R is smooth and
g˜ = g ◦ p : N → R then
(bH2 − bH1 )g˜ = (B − bH1 )f˜ − (B − bH1 )g˜ = (A1 −A2)g.
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Therefore if we set b0(z) = Typ(bH2 (y) − bH1 (y)) for p(y) = z, z ∈ M then
A1 = A2 + Lb0 , and by Remark 4.1.4
d{xs}A2 = d{xs}A1 + b0ds (5.10)
From this we see immediately that the symbols d{xs} − πs(b)ds, and πs(fb) −
πs(f)πs(b) in formula 5.9 are in fact independent of the choice we made of A. To
relate to now classical concepts we next discuss the first of these in more detail.
5.2 Innovations and innovations processes
Keeping the notation above, for α ∈ L2A, so αt ∈ T ∗xtM for 0 6 t < ∞, define a
real valued process Iαt : 0 6 t <∞, the α-innovations process by
Iαt =
∫ t
0
αs
(
d{xs}A − πsb(u.)ds
) (5.11)
A generalisation of a standard result about innovations processes is:
Proposition 5.2.1 The process Iα. is independent of the choice ofA. Under PB,u0
it is an Fx0∗ martingale.
Proof. The observations just made show it is independent of the choice of A. It
is clearly also adapted to Fx0∗ . To prove the martingale property note first that by
Proposition 4.3.4 and formula (5.10)∫ t
0
αsd{xs}A =
∫ t
0
p∗(αs)d{us}B−LbH
=
∫ t
0
p∗(αs)d{us}B −
∫ t
0
p∗(αs)b
H(us)ds
=
∫ t
0
p∗(αs)d{us}B −
∫ t
0
αs(b(us))ds.
From this we see that if 0 < r < t and Z ∈ σ{xs : 0 6 s 6 r} then
EBχZ
{∫ t
r
αs
(
d{xs}A − πsb(u.)
)
ds
}
= EBχZ
{∫ t
r
αs (b(us)− πsb(u.)) ds
}
= 0
giving the required result.
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If we fix a metric connection, Γ, on E, as described in Example 4.1.6 we can take
the canonical Brownian motion, BΓ,A say, on Ex0 determined by A and Γ. Then,
by equation (4.8), we can write d{xs}A− πs(b(u.))ds = //sdBΓ′A − πs(b(u.))ds.
In terms of the the P Brownian motion, BΓ, on Ex0 , which is the martingale part
under P of the Γ- stochastic anti-development of x. we can define an Ex0-valued
process, zΓt : 0 6 t <∞, by
zΓt = B
Γ
t +
∫ t
0
(//s)
−1(b(us)− πs(b(u.))ds. (5.12)
A candidate for the innovations process of our signal -observation system is
the stochastic development , νΓ. say, of zΓ. . under Γ. This can be defined by using
the canonical sde on the orthonormal frame bundle of E, namely
dν˜t = X(ν˜t)(ν˜0)
−1 ◦ dzt
for a fixed frame ν0 for Ex0 . Here
X(µ)(e) = hΓµ(µ(e)).
for µ : Rp → Em a frame in at some point m ∈ M , and e ∈ Rp, for p the fibre
dimension of E. The process νΓ. is then the projection of ν˜. on M . For example
see [22]. It will satisfy the Stratonovich equation
dνΓt = //t ◦ dzt (5.13)
where the parallel translation is now along the paths of νΓ. . Let Θ : C0(M) →
C0(M) be the map given by Θ(σ)t = νΓ(σ)t, treating zΓ. as defined on C0(M).
Let D = DΓ : C0(Tx0M → Cx0M be the stochastic development using Γ with
inverse D−1. We will continue to assume that there is no explosion so that these
maps are well defined. For example,
z(x.) = D−1Θ(x.).
We define a semi-martingale, on M to be a Γ-martingale if it is the stochastic
develoment using Γ of a local martingale, see the Appendix, Section9.3.
Theorem 5.2.2 For each metric connection Γ on E the innovations process νΓ is
a Γ-martingale. If Γ is chosen so that the A-diffusion process is a Γ-martingale
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under PA then for α : [0, τ)×Cx0M → T ∗M which is predictable and lives over
x., provided the integrals exist,
Iα ◦Θ(x.) =
(
Γ
) ∫ .
0
α(νΓ(x.).)sdν
Γ(x.)s −
∫ .
0
α(x.)sb(x.)sds (5.14)
where b(−)s : Cx0 → TM is the conditional expectation,
bs = E{b(us)|p(u.) = x.},
and has b(x.)s ∈ Txs almost surely for all s.
Proof. The fact that νΓ is a Γ-martingale is immediate from the definition and
Proposition 5.2.1. To prove the claimed identity note that our extra assumption on
Γ implies that //−1s d{xs}A = d(D−1(x.))s. Therefore
Iα(x.) =
∫ .
0
αs(x.)//sdD−1(x.)s −
∫ .
0
αs(x.)b¯(x.)sds (5.15)
while by definition(
Γ
) ∫ .
0
αsdν
Γ
s (x.) =
∫ .
0
αs(ν
Γ
s (x.))//
νΓ. (x.)
s d
(D−1(νΓ(x.)))s (5.16)
where the superscript on the parallel translation symbol indicates that it is along
the paths νΓ. (x.). Our identity follows.
Remark 5.2.3 (1) For Γ such that the A-process is a Γ martingale we can eas-
ily see that Θ has an adapted inverse. Indeed its inverse is defined almost
surely by
Θ−1 = D ◦MartPA ◦ D−1
where MartPA denotes the operation of taking the martingale part under the
probability measure PA.
(2) If we are given a connection Γ on E we could make our choice of A so that
its diffusion process gives a Γ martingale. This specifies A uniquely and
might be more natural sometimes, for example in the classical case with
M = Rn.
(3) The results and earlier discussion still hold if Γ is not a metric connection.
However then BΓ,A. cannot be expected to be a Brownian motion. The con-
nection could even be on TM rather than on E in which case BΓ,A. will be a
local martingale in Tx0M . This will be a natural procedure when N = Rn,
using the standard flat connection.
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5.3 Classical Filtering
For an example of the situation treated above consider a signal process (zt, 0 6
t 6 T ) on Rd satisfying an SDE
dzt = V (zt, xt)dWt + β(zt, xt)dt (5.17)
with (xt, 0 6 t 6 T ), the observation process, taking values in Rn and satisfying:
dxt = X
(1)(xt)dBt +X
(2)(xt)dWt + b(zt, xt)dt. (5.18)
Here B. and W. are independent Brownian motions of dimension q and p respec-
tively. We then take N = Rd×Rn and M = Rn, with p : N → M the projection.
We set ut = (zt, xt) so that
Bf(z, x) = 1
2
D21,1f(V
i(z, x), V i(z, x)) +D1f(β(z, x))
+1
2
D22,2f(X
(1),i(x), X(1),i(x)) + 1
2
D22,2f(X
(2),j(x), X(2),j(x))
+D2f(z, x)(b(z, x)) +D
2
1,2f(z, x)(V
i(z, x), X(1),i(z, x))
(5.19)
using the repeated summation convention where i goes from 1 to p and j from 1
to q, with the V j referring to the components of V and similarly for X(1),i and
X(2),j . Also D2l,m refers to the second partial Frechet derivative, mixed if l 6= m,
etc.
The filtering problem would be to find E{g(zt) | xs : 0 6 s 6 t} for suitable
g : Rd → R. This would fit in with the discussion above by defining f : Rd ×
Rn → R by f(z, x) = g(z). Note that we have allowed feedback from the signal
to the observation; usually only the special case where V and β are independent
of x is considered. Also we have allowed the noise driving the signal to also affect
the observations (“correlated noise”). This can give a non-trivial connection, in
which case the terms involving horizontal derivatives of f will not vanish even for
f independent of x. This vanishing would occur otherwise (i.e. for uncorrelated
noise) so that in that case the formula in Theorem 5.1.2 reduces to the usual DMZ
equation, for example as in [56] or [57].
Our basic assumptions are smoothness of the coefficients, non-explosion (for
simplicity of exposition), and the cohesiveness of our observation process. By the
latter we mean that for all x ∈ Rn and z ∈ Rd the image of the map (e1, e2) 7→
X1(x)(e1)+X2(X)(e2) from Rq×Rp to Rn contains b(z, x) and has dimension
independent of x. Some bounds are needed on b to ensure the existence of its
conditional expectations.
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To carry out the procedure for the signal and observation given above we must
first identify the horizontal lift operator determined by B. For this for each x ∈M
let Yx : Rn → Rp+q be the inverse of the restriction of the map (e1, e2) 7→
X1(x)(e1)+X2(X)(e2), from Rq×Rp to Rn , to the orthogonal complement of its
kernel. Then from Lemma 2.2.1 we see that the horizontal lift hu : Rn → Rd×Rn
is given by
hu(v) = (V (z, x) ◦ Yx(v), v) u = (z, x) ∈ Rd ×Rn. (5.20)
A natural choice of A is
A(f)(x) = 1
2
D22,2f
(
X(1),i(x), X(1),i(x)
)
+
1
2
D22,2f
(
X(2),j(x), X(2),j(x)
)
.
Having done that the ‘b’ of our general discussion is just the drift b : Rd ×Rn →
Rn of our observation’s stochastic differential equation. Moreover for suitable
T ∗M-valued processes α. we have the α-innovations process
Iαt =
∫ t
0
α(xs)
(
X(1)(xs)dBs +X
(2)(xs)dWs
)
+
∫ t
0
α(xs)
(
b(zs, xs)− b¯(x)s
)
ds,
where b¯(σ) = EB{b(zs, xs) | xr = σr 0 6 r 6 s}.
From Theorem 5.9 , Kushner’s formula , given smooth g : Rd → R, one has
πtg = g(z0) +
∫ t
0
(
πs
1
2
D21,1g(−)(V i(−), V i(−)) + πsD1g(−)(β(−))
)
ds
+I
πs
(
dg(−)V (−)◦Y
)
t + I
〈g¯bs−g¯sb¯s,−〉xs
t .
This can be compared, for example, with the formula given in the remark on page
85 of [57], following the proof of Proposition 2.2.5 there. Alternatively see [56].
Using the standard flat connection of Rn we get the innovations process given by
νt = x0 +
∫ t
0
(
X(1)(xs)dBs +X
(2)(xs)dWs
)
+
∫ t
0
(
b(zs, xs)− b¯(x)s
)
ds.
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5.4 Examples
Consider the stochastic partial differential equation on L2([0, 1];Rp):
dut(x) = ∆ut(x) +
m∑
i=1
Φi(x, ut(x))dB
i
t
where (Bit) are independent Brownian motions. For p > 1 it can be considered
as a system of equations. One natural question is to find the law of ut given that
of us(x0), 0 6 s 6 t for some given point x0, or to find the conditional law of ut
given us(x0), 0 6 s 6 t. Here we indicate briefly how the approach we have been
following may sometimes be applied to this or similar problems. For simplicity
we take p = 1, so our “observations” process is one dimensional; M = R.
Let yt = ut(x0). It satisfies:
dyt = (∆ut)(x0)dt+
m∑
i=1
Φi(x0, yt)dB
i
t.
Because of the drift term we cannot expect this to be Markovian so we will have
to remove the term (∆ut)(x0)dt by a Girsanov transformation.
Let (ei) be the standard orthonormal base of Rm. Define
Φ : L2([0, 1];R)×Rm → L2([0, 1];R)
and
Φ˜ : R→ L(Rm;R)
by
Φ(u)(e)(x) =
m∑
i=1
Φi(x, u(x))〈e, ei〉
and
Φ˜(z)(e) :=
m∑
i=1
Φi(x0, z)〈e, ei〉,
respectively. Consider TzR, identified with R and furnished with the metric in-
duced by Φ˜(z):
〈v1, v2〉z = v1v2∑m
i=1(Φ˜i(z))
2
.
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To have cohesivity and to be able to apply the Girsanov-Maruyama-Cameron-
Martin theorem this must be well defined, i.e. the denominator must never vanish,
and it must determine a non-explosive Brownian motion. If these conditions hold,
we still have to be sure that the Girsanov transformed S.P.D.E has solutions ex-
isting for all time and that we can apply the martingale method approach used in
the proof of 9.1.3. Alternatively we can try to apply one of the standard tests to
show that the local martingale which arises is a true martingale. First we apply
Lemma 2.2.1 to obtain the horizontal lift map. For this we need the dual map
Φ˜∗(z) : R→ Rm is given by:
Φ∗(z)(1) =
1∑m
i=1(Φi(x0, z))
2
m∑
j=1
Φj(x0, z)ej .
Then from equation (2.8) the horizontal lift hu : Tu(x0)R → L2([0, 1];R) at a
function u is given by
hu(1)(x) = Φ(x, u(x)) ◦ Φ˜∗(u(x0)).
In particular a natural choice of drift bh to remove by the Girsanov-Maruyama-
Cameron-Martin theorem, namely bh(u) = hu(△u(x0)), is given by
bh(u)(x) =
∑m
j=1Φj(x0, u(x0))Φj(x0, u(x))∑n
k=1(Φk(x0, u(x0)))
2
△u(x0). (5.21)
Making the change of probability to P˜ we see that our SPDE becomes
dut(x) = ∆ut(x)−
∑m
j=1Φj(x0, ut(x0))Φj(x, ut(x))∑n
k=1(Φk(x0, ut(x0)))
2
△ut(x0)+
m∑
i=1
Φi(x, ut(x))dB˜
i
t
for new, independent Brownian motions B˜1, ...B˜m and has the decomposition
dut(x) = [
∑m
j=1Φj(x0, ut(x0))Φj(x, ut(x))∑n
k=1(Φk(x0, ut(x0)))
2
Φi(x0, ut(x0))B˜
i
t ]
+[
(
△ut(x)−
∑m
j=1Φj(x0, ut(x0))Φj(x, ut(x))∑n
k=1(Φk(x0, ut(x0)))
2
△ut(x0)
)
dt
+
m∑
i=1
(
Φi(x, u(x)t)−
∑m
j=1Φj(x0, ut(x0))Φj(x, ut(x))∑n
k=1(Φk(x0, ut(x0)))
2
Φi(x0, ut(x0))
)
dB˜it].
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In this decomposition the term in the first square brackets relates to the horizontal
lift of theA-process , while that in the second is the vertical component. They are
independent (under P˜), given u at x0.
We could continue by applying the Kallianpur -Striebel formula, Lemma 5.1.1
or go directly to our version of Kushner’s formula, Theorem 5.9. In that formula
the operator B will be the infinite dimensional diffusion operator on L2([0, 1];R)
which is the generator of the solution of our SPDE, so there are extra analytical
problems. However there are cases where the situation is fairly straightforward.
For example:
(1) Φi(z, u) = φi(z), where the vector {φ1(z), . . . , φm(z)} never vanishes for
any z. In this case yt is basically Gaussian.
(2) Φ(z, u) = u with one dimensional noise Bt, in which case the solution of
the SPDE is ut(x) = 1√2πte
−x2
2t eBt−
t2
2 .
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Chapter 6
The Commutation Property
In certain cases the filtering is in a sense trivial: the process decomposes into the
observable and an independent process. From the geometric point of view this
means the commutation of the vertical operator BV and the horizontal operator
AH . See Theorem 6.2.8 below.
For p a Riemannian submersion (defined in Chapter 7 below) with totally geodesic
fibres and B the Laplacian, Berard-Bergery & Bourguignon [7] show thatAH and
BV commute. Their proof is based on the result of R.Hermann [37]
Theorem 6.0.1 [R.Hermann] A Riemannian submersion p : N → M has totally
geodesic fibres iff the Laplace-Beltrami operator of N commutes with all Lie
derivations by horizontal lifts of vector fields on M .
From this, and the Ho¨rmander form representation of AH , it follows immediately
thatAH with BV will commute in their situation. In this section we consider some
extensions of this and their consequences.
First, for p : N →M with a diffusion operator B over a cohesive A, as usual,
we will say that a vector field on N is basic if it is the horizontal lift of a sec-
tion of E. From our Ho¨rmander form representation of AH we get the following
extension of Berard-Bergery& Bourguignon’s result:
Theorem 6.0.2 For a diffusion operator B over a cohesive diffusion operator A
the following are equivalent:
• [i] BV commutes with all Lie derivations by smooth basic vector fields of
N ;
• [ii]the operators B, BV , and AH commute (on C4 functions);
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• [iii] the operator BV commutes with the horizontal lifts of the vector fields
which appear in one Ho¨rmander form representation of A.
Proof. It is clear that [i] implies [iii], and [iii] implies [ii]. To show [ii] implies [i]
observe that every section of E has the form σA (
∑m
1 λ
jdfj) since every one form
on M has can be written as
∑m
1 λ
jdfj for λj : M → R and fj : M → R and
some integer m. By definition of the connection this shows that every basic vector
field on N has the form
∑m
1 λ
j p˙σA
H
(p∗dfj). It will therefore suffice to show that
if [ii] holds then BV commutes with Lie differentiation by λp˙σAH (p∗df) for all
smooth λ, f : M → R.
For this assume [ii] holds and take a smooth g : N → R. By definition of the
symbol and Remark 1.4.5:
2BV dg
(
λp˙σA
H
(p∗df)
)
= 2λp˙BV dg
(
σA
H
(p∗df)
)
= λp˙BV (AH(f p˙g)− f p˙AH(g)− gAH(f p˙))
= λp˙
(AH(f p˙)BV g − f p˙AHBV g − (Af)p˙BV g)
= 2λp˙d(BV g)σAH(p∗df)
= 2d(BV g)σAH(λp˙p∗df)
as required.
For the special case of an equivariant diffusion on a principal bundle as consid-
ered in Chapter 3 we can obtain a working criterion for commutativity: see also
Example 6.2.12.
Corollary 6.0.3 In the notation of Theorem 3.2.1 commutativity of BV and AH
holds if and only if both α and β are constant along all horizontal curves. This
holds if and only if AH(αi,j) = 0 and AH(βk) = 0 for all i, j, k.
Proof. First note that each vector field A∗k commutes with all basic vector fields.
Indeed if V is basic it is equivariant and so
(Rexp tAk)⋆(V ) = V t > 0.
Differentiating in t at t = 0 gives the required commutativity. Thus the operators
LA∗
k
are invariant under flows of basic vector fields and so for BV to commute with
basic vector fields the coefficients α and β must be constant along their flows. By
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the theorem this gives the first result since any horizontal curve can be considered
as an integral curve of a (possible time dependent) basic vector field.
Clearly, from the Ho¨rmander form of AH , if this holds both α and β are AH-
harmonic. The converse holds since from above AH commutes with all of the
vertical vector fields L∗Ak .
The Corollary is applied to derivative flows in Example 6.2.12 of Section 6.2
below.
Hermann proved that a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres
has the natural structure of a fibre bundle with group the isometry group of a
typical fibre.
Theorem 6.0.4 (Hermann) If N is a complete Riemannian manifold and φ :
N → M is a C∞ Riemannian submersion then φ is a locally trivial fibre space.
If in addition the fibres of φ are totally geodesic submanifolds of N , φ is a fibre
bundle with structure group the Lie group of isometries of the fibre.
An analogous result given the hypothesis of theorem 6.0.2 together with some
completeness and hypoellipticity conditions is proved in Theorem 6.2.8 below.
Before that we consider when the associated semi-groups commute.
6.1 Commutativity of Diffusion Semigroups
It is well known that in general the commutativity of two diffusion generators (on
C4 functions) does not imply that of their associated semi-groups. One reference
is [61] page 273 where an example they ascribe to Nelson is given. Here is a
minor modification of that construction:
Cut R2 along the positive x-axis. Take a copy A, say, of (0,∞)×(−∞, 0] and
glue it along the cut to the upper part of the cut plane, identifying (0,∞)×{0} in
A with the positive x-axis. Similarly glue a copy ,B, of (0,∞)× (0,∞) along the
cut to the lower part of the cut plane. This gives a version of the plane but with
two copies of the upper and lower quadrants, and with the origin missing. On this
we have naturally defined vector fields X1 given by ∂
∂x
and X2 given by ∂
∂y
. These
certainly commute. However their associated semi-groups do not, as can be seen
by starting at the point (−1,−1) moving along the X1-trajectory for time 2 and
then along the X2 trajectory for the same amount of time. We end up at the point
(1, 1) of copy B. However if we had changed the order of the vector fields we
would be at (1, 1) of copy A. A more geometrically satisfying construction would
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be, as Nelson, to use the double covering of the punctured plane as state space
with similarly behaved vector fields. Here is an easy positive result:
Proposition 6.1.1 Let A1 and A2 be diffusion operators with associated semi-
groups {P 1t }t>0 and {P 2t }t>0 acting as strongly continuous semi-groups on a Ba-
nach space E of functions which contains the C2 functions with compact support.
Let G1 and G2 be the corresponding generators , (closed extensions of the restric-
tions of A1 and A2 to the space of C2 functions with compact support). Assume
there is a core C2 for G2 consisting of bounded C∞ functions such that for f ∈ C2:
[i] For all t > 0 the function P 1t f is C4.
[ii] A2 1t (P 1t f − f) is uniformly bounded in t ∈ (0, 1) and in space, and it
converges pointwise to A2A1P 1t fas t→ 0+.
[iii] A2P 1t f is uniformly bounded in t ∈ (0, 1) and in space.
Then commutativity of P 1t with P 2s , 0 6 s, 0 6 t follows from commutativity of
A1 with A2 on C2 functions. Moreover if this holds the semi-group {PA1+A2t }t>0
associated to A1 + A2 satisfies
PA1+A2t = P
1
t P
2
t .
Proof. Let f : M → R be in C2.
We show first that
A2P
1
t f = P
1
t A2f (6.1)
For this set Vt = A2P 1t f . Then, by hypothesis [ii],
∂
∂t
Vt = A2A1P
1
t f
= A1Vt (6.2)
by commutativity. By assumption [ii] we know Vs is bounded uniformly in s ∈
[0, t] for any t > 0. However there is a uniqueC2 and uniformly bounded solution,
P 1V0, to any diffusion equations such as (6.2) with given smooth bounded initial
condition V0 (as is easily seen by the standard use of Itoˆ’s formula applied to Vt−s
acting on a diffusion process with generator A1). This gives
A2P
1
t f = P
1
t V0 = P
1
t A2f
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as required. Now suppose f ∈ Dom(G2). By assumption there is a sequence
{fn}n of functions in C2 converging in G2-graph norm to f . Then P 1t A2fn →
P 1t G2f and P 1t fn → P 1t f . Equation (6.1) therefore shows that P 1t f ∈ Dom(G2)
and we have
G2P 1t ⊃ P 1t G2. (6.3)
Next, for f ∈ Dom(G2), and our fixed t > 0 set Ws = P 1t P 2s f . Since the
convergence of 1
ǫ
{P 2s+ǫf − P 2s f} to G2P 2s f is in E we see, using equation (6.3),
∂
∂s
Ws = P
1
t G2P 2s f = G2P 1t P 2s f = G2Ws
since P 2s f ∈ Dom(G2). In particular Ws ∈ Dom(G2).
Although now it is not clear that W is C2 we see from this that ∂
∂u
P 2uWs−u = 0
for 0 < u < s, giving
P 1t P
2
s f = P
2
0Ws = P
2
sW0 = P
2
s P
1
t f
for 0 6 s 6 t. For s > t it is now only necessary to use the semigroup property
of P 2, to commute with P 1t portion by portion.
Finally since P 2t f ∈ Dom(G2) the above gives
∂
∂t
P 1t P
2
t f = A1P
1
t P
2
t f + P
1
t A2P
2
t f
= (A1 + A2)P
1
t P
2
t f
and we can repeat the second arguement showing uniqueness of solutions of the
diffusion equation to obtain PA1+A2t f = P 1t P 2t f .
Remark 6.1.2 Condition [i] does not always hold. A simple example is when the
state space is R2 − {(0, 1)} and the operator is ∂2
∂x2
. The standard positive result
for degenerate operators on Rn is due to Oleˇinik, [54].
6.2 Consequences for the Horizontal Flow
For our standard set up of p : N → M with diffusion operator B over a cohesive
A, let P V and PH denote the semi-groups generated by the vertical and horizontal
components ofB, and let pVt (u,−), t 6 0, u ∈ N , be the transition probabilities of
P V . If we setNx = p−1(x) for x ∈M then pVt (u,−)will be a probability measure
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on N+p(u), the union of Np(u) with ∆. For and For PAx0-almost all σ ∈ Cx0M+ for
each x0 ∈M there are measurable maps
//σt : N
+
x0
→ N+σt
such that for each u ∈ Nx0 the process (t, σ) 7→ //σt (u) is an AH-diffusion and
is over σ. These can be obtained, for example, by taking a stochastic differential
equation, as equation (4.21),
dxt = X(xt) ◦ dBt + A(xt)dt
for ourA-diffusion. Let Yx : Ex → Rm be the adjoint (and right inverse) of X(x),
each x ∈M . Then consider the SDE on N
dyt = X˜(yt)Y (σt) ◦ dσt
and let (t, σ) 7→ //σt be the restriction of its flow to Nx0 , augmented by mapping
the coffin state, ∆, to itself. This SDE is canonical since it can be rewritten as
dyt = hyt ◦ dσt
for h the horizontal lift map of Proposition 2.1.2.
We will often need to assume that the lifetime of this diffusion is the same as
that of its projection on M :
Definition 6.2.1 The semi-connection induced by B is said to be stochastically
complete if
Cpu0M+ := {σ : [0,∞)→M+ : limt→ζ p(ut) = ∆ when ζ(u) <∞}
has full PAHu0 measure for each u0 ∈ N or equivalently if the lifetimes satisfy
ζ(u) = ζ(p(u))
for PAHu0 -almost all paths u.
The semi-connection is said to be strongly stochastically complete if also we
can choose a version of //σt : Nσ(0) → Nσ(t) which is a smooth diffeomorphism
whenever σ(0) is a regular value of p and t < ζ(σ).
Note that strong stochastic completeness of the connection will hold whenever
the fibres of p are compact by the basic properties of the domains of local flows of
SDE, [43], [21]. This also holds if the stochastic horizontal differential equation
is strongly p-complete in the sense of Li [47] for p = dim(N)− dim(M).
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Proposition 6.2.2 Suppose the semi-groups P V and PH commute and stochastic
completeness of the connection holds. Then the horizontal flow preserves the
vertical transition probabilities in the sense that for all positive s and 0 < t < ζ(σ),
(//σt )∗p
V
s (u0,−) = pVs (//σt (u0,−) (6.4)
for all u0 ∈ Nσ for PA-almost all σ. Equivalently for any bounded measurable
h : N → R we have PA-almost surely;
P Vs (h ◦ //σt ) (u0) = P Vs h(//σt (u0)) (6.5)
Proof. It suffices to show that given any finite sequence 0 6 t1 6 t2 6 · · · 6
tk < t, bounded measurable fj : M → R, j = 1, ..., k and bounded measurable
h : N → R, if u0 ∈ Nx0 then
Ex0{f1(σt1)...fk(σtk)χt<ζ(σ)P Vs (h ◦ //σt )(u0)}
= Ex0{f1(σt1)...fk(σtk)χt<ζ(σ)P Vs (h)(//σt (u0))}. (6.6)
where χZ denotes the indicator function of a set Z. To see this set f˜j = fj ◦ p :
N → R. Then the left hand side of (6.6) is
Ex0{f˜1(//σt1(u0))...f˜k(//tk(u0))χt<ζ(σ)P Vs (h ◦ φt)(u0)}
= Ex0{P Vs
(
f˜1(//
σ
t1
(u0))...f˜k(//
σ
tk
(u0))χt<ζ(σ)h(//
σ
t (u0))
)
}
= P Vs
(
PHt1 f˜1...P
H
tk−tk−1 f˜kP
H
t−tkh
)
(u0)
=
(
PHt1 f˜1...P
H
tk−tk−1 f˜kP
H
t−tkP
V
s h
)
(u0)
which reduces to the right hand side of (6.6).
Remark 6.2.3 Assuming strong stochastic completeness of our semi-connection
let {zt : 0 6 t < ζ(p(u.)} be a semi-martingale in N with p(zt) = xt := p(ut) :
0 6 t < ζ(p(u.)). If x0 is a regular value of p we have the Stratonovich equation:
d//−1t zt = T//
−1
t ◦ T//−1t (hzt ◦ dxt) (6.7)
where //t refers to //x.t . To see this, for example set bt = //−1t zt and observe that
dzt = d(//tbt) = T//t ◦ dbt + h/tbt ◦ dxt.
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Now assume that our induced semi-connection is strongly stochastically com-
plete. For a regular value x0 of p and u0 ∈ Nx0 define a process αu0 : [0,∞) ×
Cu0N+ → N+x0 by
αu0t (u) = αt(u) = (//
p(u)
t )
−1ut (6.8)
if u ∈ CuoN with t < ζ(u) and define αu0t (u) = △ if t > ζ(u). Note that αt may
not go out to infinity in Nx0 as t increases to its extinction time.
Also define
//∗s (BV )(f) = BV (f ◦ //s) ◦ //−1t
to obtain a random time dependent diffusion operator //∗s (BV ) on each fibre over
a regular value of p.
Lemma 6.2.4 In the notation of equation (4.23) we have the Itoˆ equation for
αt := α
u0
t :
∇V dαt = T//−1t V (//tαt)dWt + T//−1t V 0(//tαt)dt. (6.9)
In particular for f : N → R in C2
Mdf,αt := f(αt)−
∫ t
0
//∗s (BV )(f)(αs)ds (6.10)
is a local martingale.
Proof. Formula ( 6.9) is immediate from equations (4.23) and (6.7). That Mdf,α.
is a local martingale follows immediately using the properties of pull-backs un-
der diffeomorphisms of Lie derivatives when V is C1, and by going to local co-
ordinates otherwise.
Lemma 6.2.5 At all points above regular values of p we have:
d
ds
E{//∗s (BV )}|s=0 = [AH,BV ]
Proof. This is an exercise in the use of Ito’s formula. For example write A in the
Ho¨rmander form
A = 1
2
m∑
j=1
LXjLXj + L
0
X
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so that //s is the flow of the SDE
dzs =
m∑
j=1
X˜j(zs)dB
j + X˜0(zs)
using the horizontal lifts of the vector fields Xj . From the Ito formula in lemma
9B Chapter VII of [21] we have
d
ds
E{//∗s (BV )}|s=0 =
1
2
m∑
j=1
d2
ds2
(//js )
∗(BV )}|s=0 + d
ds
(//0s )
∗BV |s=0
where //i is the flow of the vector field X˜j . Since
d
ds
(//js ) ∗ (BV ) = [LfXj , (//js )∗BV ]
we have the result.
Definition 6.2.6 For a regular value x0 of p. We say BV is stochastically holon-
omy invariant at x0 if on Nx0 we have //∗t (BV ) = BV for all 0 6 t < ζx. with
probability one. If this holds for all all regular values x0 then we say BV is
stochastically holonomy invariant. Similarly we say BV is holonomy invariant
at x0 if the corresponding result holds for parallel translation along any piecewise
C1 curve starting at x0 in M , and is holonomy invariant if this holds for all regular
values x0.
Remark 6.2.7 1. If the A-diffusion on M is represented by a stochastic dif-
ferential equation we can lift that equation to N and obtain a local flow
ηHt : 0 6 t < ζ
H(−) where ζH(y) : y ∈ N gives its explosion times;
so that with probability one ηt is defined and smooth on the open set {y ∈
N : t 6 ζH(y), see [43] or [21]. We can say that BV is invariant under the
horizontal flow if for all C2 functions f : N → R we have
BV (f) ◦ ηt = BV (f ◦ ηt)
on {y ∈ N : t 6 ζH(y), almost surely, for all t > 0. This does not require
strong stochastic completeness of the semi-connection, nor do we have to
restrict attention to fibres over regular values. On the other hand if it holds,
and given such strong stochastic completeness, if x0 is a regular value it
follows that Nx0 lies in {y ∈ N : t 6 ζH(y) for all t < ζM(x0) and that we
have stochastic holonomy invariance at x0.
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2. Assume completeness of the semi-connection. If A satisfies the standard
Ho¨rmander condition, or more generally if the space D0(x0), as in Section
2.6 is all of M , then holonomy invariance at x0 implies holonomy invari-
ance. This follows since concatenation of paths gives composition of the
corresponding parallel translations and the conditions imply that any two
points can be joined by a smooth path with derivatives in E. Moreover
by Theorem 2.6.1 every point is a regular value and so given also strong
stochastic completeness of the connection from the theorem below we see
that holonomy invariance of BV at one point implies it is invariant under the
horizontal flow induced by any SDE on M which gives one point motions
with generator A. The same holds for stochastic holonomy invariance: see
Theorem 6.2.8 below.
Theorem 6.2.8 Suppose the induced semi-connection is complete and strongly
stochastically complete, and x0 is a regular value of p. Then the following are
equivalent:
[ix0] For all u0 ∈ Nx0 and for any Fα-stopping time τ with τ(α(u)) < ζ(p(u)),
the process {αt : 0 6 t < τ} is independent of Fx0;
[iix0] BV is stochastically holonomy invariant at x0;
[iiix0] BV is holonomy invariant at x0;
[ivx0] BV and AH commute at all points of D0(x0);
[vx0] P V. and PH. commute at all points of D0(x0).
If the above hold at some regular value x0 they hold for all elements in D0(x0).
Moreover αu0. is a Markov process on Nx0 with generator BV .
Proof. We will show that [ix0] is equivalent to [iix0] which implies [ivx0]. Then
[iv] implies [iiiy] for all y ∈ D0(x0) which implies [v]. Finally we show [v]
implies [iiy] for all y ∈ D0(x0).
Assume [ix0] holds. Let f : Nx0 → R be smooth with compact support.
Then the local martingale Mdf,α given by formula (6.10) is a martingale and from
equation (6.9) we see that
E{Mdf,α|Fx0} = f(u0).
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Therefore for Px0-almost all σ in Cx0M
E{f(αt)} = E{f(αt)|p(u.) = σ} = f(u0) +
∫ t
0
E{(//σs )∗(BV )(f)(αs)}ds.
(6.11)
Also, in the notation of equation (6.9), with the obvious notation for the filtrations
generated by our processes, we have Fα.t ⊂ FW.t ∧ Fx0t and FW.t ⊂ Fα.t ∧ Fx0t
so our assumption implies that FW.t = Fα.t , for all positive t, after stopping W.
at the explosion time of α.. From this, and equation (6.9) we see that if we set
M¯df,αt = E{Mdf,αt |Fαt} we obtain a martingale with respect to Fα∗ and
f(αt) = M¯
df,α
t +
∫ t
0
//∗sBV (f)(αs)ds (6.12)
where //∗sBV = E{//∗sBV }. Thus by the usual martingale characterisation of
Markov processes we see that α. is Markov with (possibly time dependent) gen-
erator //∗sBV at time s. However equation (6.11) then implies, for example by
[62] Proposition(2.2), Chapter VII, that the generator is given by (//σs )∗(BV ) for
arbitrary σ in a set of full measure in Cx0M . Thus [ix0] implies the stochastic
holonomy invariance [iix0].
Conversely if [iix0] holds, equation (6.10) gives
f(αt) = M
df,α
t +
∫ t
0
BV (f)(αs)ds.
Then Mdf,α. is an Fα.∗ -martingale and again we see that α. is Markov, with gener-
ator BV . It is therefore independent of x. giving [ix0]. Moreover, in an obvious
notation, if 0 6 s 6 t, by the flow property of parallel translations, on Nx0 ,
BV = //∗t (BV ) = //∗s (//st )∗(BV ),
and so, almost surely, at all points of Nxs we have
(//st )
∗(BV ) = (//∗s )−1BV = BV .
Since (//st )∗(BV ) has the same law as //∗t−s(BV )and is independent of Fx0s this
shows that [iiy] holds for pAs (x0,−)-almost all y ∈M for all s > 0.
On the other hand [iiy] implies that BV and A commute on Ny by Lemma
6.2.5. Thus by continuity of [BV ,AH], and the support theorem we see that [iix0]
implies [iv].
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Furthermore as in Theorem 6.0.2 we see that [iv] implies that BV commutes
with basic vector fields at all points over D0(x0). From this the holonomy invari-
ance [iiiy] holds for all y ∈ D0(x0).
Now assume [iiix0] and so by Remark 6.2.7(2.) we have [iiiy] for all y ∈
D0(x0). Since //σt (u0) stays above D0(x0) for any suitable piecewise smooth σ
we find the solution to the martingale problem of BV for any point u0 of Nx0 is
holonomy invariant at u0, i.e. along piecewise smooth curves σ in M starting at
x0,
P Vt (f ◦ //σs −)(u0) = P Vt (f)(//σs u0).
By Wong-Zakai approximations we see that stochastic holonomy invariance
of P BV holds over x0 and hence on taking expectations we get [vx0]. As observed
we also get [vy] for all y ∈ D0(x0) and hence by continuity for all y ∈ D0(x0).
Thus [iiix0] implies [v].
Finally assuming [v] we can apply Proposition 6.2.2, observing that the proof
still holds since it only involves points in D0(x0). Differentiating equation (6.5)
in s at s = 0 gives the stochastic holonomy invariance [iiy] for all y ∈ D0(x0)
Remark 6.2.9 From the proof and Theorem 6.0.2 we see that the stochastic com-
pleteness of the connection is not needed to ensure that [ivx0] and [iiix0] are equiv-
alent.
We can now go further than our Theorem 2.6.1 in extending Hermann’s result,
Theorem6.0.1. For this we will need some extra hypoellipticity conditions to deal
with the case of non-compact fibres. Take a Ho¨rmander form A corresponding to
a smooth factorisation
σAx = X(x)X(x)
∗
with X(x) ∈ L(Rm : TxM for x ∈ M . Let H denote the usual Cameron -Martin
space of finite energy paths H = L2,10 ([0, 1];Rm). For h ∈ H and x ∈ M let
φht (x), 0 6 t 6 1 be the solution at time t ∈ [0, 1] to the ordinary differential
equation
z˙(t) = X(z(t))(h˙) (6.13)
with φh0(x) = x. In particular we assume such a solution exists up to time t =
1. For each x ∈ M this gives a smooth mapping φ−1 (x) : H → M , namely
h 7→ φh1(x). Let Ch,x : Ex → Ex be the deterministic Malliavin covariance
operator, see [9], given by
Ch,x = Thφ
−
1 (x)(Thφ
−
1 (x))
∗.
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Then φ−1 (x) is a submersion in a neighbourhood of h if and only if Ch,x is non-
degenerate. It is shown in [9] that this condition is independent of the choice of
Ho¨rmander form for A, and follows from the standard Ho¨rmander condition that
X1, . . . , Xm and their iterated Lie brackets span TxM when evaluated at the point
x. A more intrinsic formulation of it can me made in terms of the manifold of
E-horizontal paths of finite energy, as described in [52].
Theorem 6.2.10 Consider a smooth map p : N → M with diffusion operator B
on N over a cohesive diffusion operator A. Suppose that the connection induced
by B is complete. Also assume that D0(x) is dense in M for all x ∈ M and that
either the fibres of p are compact or that the solutions to equation (6.13) exist up
to time 1 and there exists h0 ∈ H and x0 ∈M such that Ch0,x0 is non-degenerate.
Then p : N → M is a locally trivial bundle.
If also B and AH commute we can take Nx0 , the fibre over x0, to be the model
fibre and choose the local trivialisations
τ : U ×Nx0 → p−1(U)
to satisfy
τ(x,−)∗(BV |Nx) = BV |Nx0.
Proof. The local triviality given compactness of the fibres is a special case of
Corollary 2.6.3 so we will only consider the other case.
For this set y = φh01 (x0). Our assumption on the covariance operator together
with the smoothness of h 7→ φh1(x0) implies by the inverse function theorem that
there is a neighbourhood Uy of y in M and a smooth immersion s : Uy → H with
s(y) = h0 and φs(x)1 (x0) = x for x ∈ Uy.
We know from Theorem 2.6.1 that p is a submersion so all its fibres are sub-
manifolds ofN . Define τUy : Uy×Nx0 → p−1(Uy) by using the parallel translation
along the curves φs(x)t : 0 6 t ≤ 1 that is:
τUy(x, v) = //
φs(x).
1 (v) (x, v) ∈ (Uy ×Nx0). (6.14)
For a general point x of M we can find an x′ ∈ Uy ∩ D0(x) and argue as in
the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 to obtain open neighbourhoods Ux of x in M and U ′x′
of x′ in Ux0 and a fibrewise diffeomorphism of p−1(U ′x′) with p−1(Ux) obtained
from parallel translations. This can be composed with a restriction of τUx0 to give
a trivialisation near x. This proves local triviality. The rest follows directly from
Remark 6.2.9 since our trivialisations came from parallel translations.
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Remark 6.2.11 Set
G(BVx0) = {α ∈ Diff(Nx0) : α∗(BV |Nx0) = BV |Nx0}. (6.15)
Then assuming the commutativity in the theorem we can consider G(BVx0) as a
structure group for our bundle though unless the fibres of p are compact it is not
clear if we have a smooth fibre bundle with this as group in the usual sense, since
this requires smoothness into G(BVx0) of the transition maps between overlapping
trivialisations. See the next section and Michor [51] section 13.
Note that elements ofG(BVx0) preserve the symbol of BV and so if that symbol
has constant rank preserve the inner product induced on the image of σBV . In
particular if BV is elliptic they are isometries of the Riemannian structure induced
on the fibre Nx0 . This is the situation arising from Riemannian submersions as
in Hermann’s Theorem 6.0.4 and described in detail in Chapter 7 below. The
space of isometries of a Riemannian manifold with compact- open topology is
well known to form a Lie group, for example see [40]. However there appears
to be no detailed proof that the same holds in degenerate cases even when the
Ho¨rmander condition holds at each point. When Ho¨rmander’s condition holds the
Caratheodory metric on the manifold determines the standard manifold topology,
e.g. see [52] Theorem 2.3, which is locally compact, and the group of isometries
of a connected locally compact metric space is locally compact in the compact-
open topology, see [40], Chapter 1, Theorem 4.7. Thus in this case G(BVx0) will
be locally compact.
In general preserving the possibly degenerate Riemannian structure determined
by its symbol will not be enough to characterise G(BVx0). Even in the elliptic case
there may be a “drift vector” which needs to be preserved as well and this may lead
to G(BVx0) being very small. For example if Nx0 is R
2 and BV = 1
2
△− |x|2 ∂
∂x1
the group is trivial.
Example 6.2.12 1. As an example consider the situation described in Sec-
tion 3.3 of the derivative flow of a stochastic differential equation (3.8) on
M acting on the frame bundle GLM to produce a diffusion operator B on
GLM . Assume that M is Riemannian and complete, and that the one point
motions are Brownian motions, so that A = 1
2
△ . Assume also that the
connection induced is the Levi-Civita connection. Then if B and AH com-
mute, by Corollary co:equ-comm , we see that the co-efficients α and β of
BV described in Theorem 3.3.1 must be constant along horizontal curves.
However as pointed out in the proof of Corollary 3.4.8, the restriction of
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α(u) for u ∈ GLM to anti-symmetric tensors is essentially (one half of)
the curvature operator. It follows that the curvature is parallel , ∇R = 0. In
turn this implies, [40] page 303, that M is a local symmetric space and so
if simply connected, a symmetric space. In Section 7.2 we show how such
stochastic differential equations arise on any symmetric space. Also from
Example 3.3 we see that the standard gradient SDE for Brownian motion
on spheres also give derivative flows with this property.
2. For the apparently weaker property of commutativity for the derivative flow
Tξt of our SDE (3.8) acting directly on the tangent bundle TM recall first
that if the generator A is cohesive (and even if it just happens that the sym-
bol ofA has constant rank, see [27]) then for vt = Tξt(v0) some v0 ∈ Tx0M
we have the covariant SDE
Dˆvt = ∇˘vtXdBt −
1
2
R˘ic
#
(vt)dt+ ∇˘vtAdt. (6.16)
From this we see that if A is cohesive the process α. defined by αt =
/ˆ/t
−1
Tξt(v0) satisfies the SDE
dαt = /ˆ/t
−1
(
∇˘/ˆtαtXdBt −
1
2
R˘ic
#
(/ˆ/tαt)dt+ ∇˘/ˆtαtAdt
)
.
Suppose also that A = 0. We see that α. is independent of ξ.(x0) if and only
if both ∇˘−X and R˘ic# are holonomy invariant. If M is Riemannian and the
solutions of the SDE are Brownian motions and the induced connection is
the Levi-Civita connection we can deduce, as above, using Theorem 6.2.8,
that commutativity of the the vertical and horizontal diffusions operators on
TM holds only if M is locally symmetric .
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Chapter 7
Example: Riemannian Submersions
& Symmetric Spaces
7.1 Riemannian Submersions
Recall that when N and M are Riemannian manifolds a smooth surjection p :
N → M is a Riemannian submersion if for each u in N the map Tup is an
orthogonal projection onto Tp(u)M , i.e. restricted to the orthogonal complement
of its kernel it is an isometry. Note that if p : N → M is a submersion and
M is Riemannian we can choose a Riemannian structure for N which makes p
a Riemannian submersion. If a diffusion operator B on N which has projectible
symbol for p : N → M is also elliptic its symbol induces Riemannian metrics
on N and M for which p becomes a Riemannian submersion. A well studied
situation is when p is a Riemannian submersion and B is the Laplacian, or 1
2
△N ,
on N . The basic geometry of Riemannian submersions was set out by O’Neill in
[55]; he ascribes the term ‘submersion’ to Alfred Gray. In this section we shall
mainly be relating the work of Br´ard-Bergery & Bourguignon [7], Hermann, [37],
Elworthy& Kendall, [24], and Liao, [48], to the discussion above. The book [33]
shows the breadth of geometric structures which can be considered in association
with Riemannian submersions.
A simple example of a Riemannian submersion is the map p : Rn−{0} → ∞
given by p(x) = |x|. Then, for n > 1, Brownian motion on Rn−{0} is mapped to
the Bessel process on (0,∞) with generator A = 1
2
d2
dx2
+ n−1
2x
d
dx
. Thus in this case
1
2
△N is projectible but its projection is not 12△M . The well known criterion for
the latter to hold is that p has minimal fibres as we show below. See also [21],and
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[48].
To examine this in more detail we follow Liao,[48].Suppose that p is a Rie-
mannian submersion. The horizontal subbundle on N is just the orthogonal com-
plement of the vertical bundle. Working locally take an orthonormal family of
vector fields X1, . . . , Xn in a neighbourhood of of a given point x0 of M . Let
X˜1, . . . , X˜n be their horizontal lifts to a neighbourhood of some u0 above x0, and
let V 1, . . . , V p be a locally defined orthonormal family of vertical vector fields
around u0. Then near u0, using the summation convention over j = 1, . . . , n,
α = 1, . . . , p, we have
△N = X˜jX˜j + V αV α −∇NX˜jX˜j −∇V αV α (7.1)
while
△M = XjXj −∇NXjXj. (7.2)
Here ∇M , ∇N refer to the Levi-Civita connections on M and N , and we are
identifying the vector fields with the Lie differentiation in their directions.
Now X˜jX˜j lies over XjXj while V αV α is vertical. Also the horizontal com-
ponent of the sum∇V αV α at a point u ∈ N is the trace of the second fundamental
form of the fibre Np(u) of p through u, denoted by TV αV α in O’Neill’s notation,
while 1
2
△N lies over ∇XjXj by Lemma 1 of [55].
Thus we see that 1
2
△N is projectible if and only if the trace of the second
fundamental form, traceT , of each fibre p−1(x) is constant along the fibre in the
sense of being the horizontal lift of a fixed tangent vector, 2A(x) ∈ TxM . If so
1
2
△N lies over 12△M − A. In particular A = 0, or equivalently p maps Brownian
motion to Brownian motion, if and only if p has minimal fibres.
In general to relate to the discussion in Section 2.4 we can set bH(u) =
−1
2
traceT (u), with b(u) = TupbH(u) in Tp(U)M . Let △V be the vertical op-
erator on N which restricts to the Laplacian on each fibre, and let △H be the
horizontal lift of 1
2
△M . Our decomposition in Theorem 2.4.6 becomes
1
2
△N =
(
1
2
△H − 1
2
traceT
)
+
1
2
△V (7.3)
since the vertical part of∇V αV α is just∇VV αV α where∇V refers to the connection
on the vertical bundle which restricts to the Levi-Civita of the fibres, and also the
vertical part of X˜jX˜j vanishes because by Lemma 2 of [55] the vertical part of
X˜jX˜k is the vertical part of 1
2
[X˜j, X˜k].
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7.2 Riemannian Symmetric Spaces
Let K be a Lie group with bi-invariant metric and letM be a Riemannian manifold
with a symmetric space structure given by a triple (K,G, σ). This means that there
is a smooth left action K ×M → M, (k, x) 7→ Lk(x) of K on M by isometries
such that if we fix a point x0 of M and define p : K → M by p(k) = Lk(x0) then
p is a Riemannian submersion and a principal bundle with group the subgroup
Kx0of K which fixes x0. Write G for Kx0 . Thus M is diffeomorphic to K/G.
Moreover if g denotes the Lie algebra of G, and k that of K, (identified with the
tangent spaces at the identity to G and K respectively), there is an orthogonal and
adG- invariant decomposition
k = g+m
where m is a linear subspace of TidK. Further σ is an involution on K and g
and m are, respectively, the +1 and the −1 eigenspaces of the involution on TidK
induced by σ. See Note 7, page 301, of Kobayashi & Nomizu Volume I, [40], for
definitions and basic properties, and Volume II, [41], for a detailed treatment.
We shall also let σ denote the involutions induced by σ on k and on M , and by
differentiation on TM and OM . On M it is an isometry, so it does act on OM .
Note that on Tx0M it acts as v 7→ −v.
Since G fixes x0 the derivative of the left action Lk at x0 gives a representation
of G by isometries of Tx0M . The linear isotropy representation. We shall assume
it to be faithful, i.e. injective. As a consequence the action of K on M is effective,
so that K can be considered as a sub-group of the diffeomorphism group of M ,
and also the action of K on the frame bundle of M is free, i.e the only element of
K which fixes a frame is the identity element. See page 187 and the remark on
page 198 of [41] for a discussion of this, and how the condition can be avoided.
Taking a fixed orthonormal frame u0 : Rn → Tx0M , say, at x0, we can consider
G as acting by isometries on Rn by
g · e = u−10 TLgu0(e). (7.4)
Let ρ : G → O(n) denote this representation. We then have the well known
identification of K as a subbundle of the orthonormal frame bundle of M :
Proposition 7.2.1 Let Φ : K → OM be defined by Φ(k)(e) = TLk(u0e) for
e ∈ Rn. Then Φ is an injective homomorphism of principle bundles. Moreover Φ
is equivariant for the actions of σ on K and OM .
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Proof. To see that Φ is a bundle homomorphism it is only necessary to check that
Φ commutes with the actions of G. For this take e ∈ Rn and g ∈ G. Then, for
k ∈ K,
Φ(k · g)(e) = TLkTLgu0(e)
= Φ(k)TLgu0(e) = Φ(k)u0(g · e)
as required. For the equivariance with respect to σ observe that by definition,
σ(Lkx0) = Lσ(k)x0 so that acting on the frame Φ(k) we have
σ(Φ(k)) = σ(TLk ◦ u0)
= TLσ(k)u0 = Φ(σ(k)).
It is easy to see that p : K → M has totally geodesic fibres. We can therefore
take B = 1
2
△K to have B lying over 1
2
△M . Moreover in the decomposition
of B the vertical component 1
2
△V restricts to the one half the Laplacian of G
on the fibre p−1(x0). The induced connection has horizontal subspace m at the
identity element of K. It is clearly left K-invariant and so Hk = TLk[m] for
general k ∈ K. From the equivariance under the right action of G it is a principle
connection: TRg[Hk] = Hkg. Since Hkg = TLkTLg[m] = TRkTLkadg[m] this
holds because of the adG-invariance of m. This is the canonical connection.
The connnection on K extends to one on OM as described in Proposition
3.1.3.This is known as the canonical linear connection. Since the connection
on K is invariant under σ, by the equivariance of Φ so is the canonical linear
connection. As in [41] we have:
Proposition 7.2.2 The canonical linear connection is the Levi-Civita connection.
Proof. It is only necessary to check that its torsion T vanishes. By left invariance
it is enough to do that at the point x0. Let u, v ∈ Tx0M . However by invariance
under σ we see
T (u, v) = σT (σ(u), σ(v)) = −T (−u,−v) = −T (u, v),
as required.
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Let kt, t > 0 be the canonical Brownian motion on K starting at the identity,
id, and let Bt be the Brownian motion on the Euclidean space k given by the right
flat anti-development:
Bt =
∫ t
0
TR−1ks d{ks}.
Define ξt :M →M by ξt(x) = Lktx, for t > 0, x ∈M .
Proposition 7.2.3 The diffeomorphism group valued process ξt, t > 0 is the flow
of the sde
dxt = X(xt) ◦ dBt
where
X(x)α =
d
dt
Lexp tαx|t=0
Proof. Observe that k. satisfies the right invariant SDE
dkt = TRkt ◦ dBt
which is p-related to the given SDE on M .
Remark 7.2.4 The last two propositions relate to the discussion of connections
determined by stochastic flows in the next section, and to the discussion about
canonical SDE on symmetric spaces in [27]. In [27] it was shown that the connec-
tion determined by our SDE is the Levi-Civita connection. In Proposition 8.1.3
below, and in Theorem 3.1 of [25], it is shown that the connection determined by
a flow (in this case the canonical linear connection) is the adjoint of that induced
by its SDE. this is confirmed in our special case since the adjoint of a Levi-Civita
connection is itself.
We can also apply our analysis of the vertical operators and Weitzenbo¨ck for-
mulae to our situation, For this it is simplest to assume the symmetric space is
irreducible. This means that the restricted linear holonomy group of the canonical
connection on p : K → M is irreducible i.e. for every g ∈ G there is a null-
homotopic loop based at x0 whose horizontal lift starting at id ∈ K ends at the
point g. The definition in [41] is that [m,m] acts irreducibly on m via the adjoint
action, and it is shown there, page 252, that this implies that g = [m,m]. As a
consequence the linear isotropy representation of G on Tx0M is irreducible, and
equivalently so is our representation ρ.
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The vertical operators determined by BV on the bundles associated to p via
our representation ρ and its exterior powers ∧kρ are given in Theorem 3.4.1 by
the function λ∧kρ : K → L(∧kRn;∧kRn). By Corollary 3.4.8 and the discussion
above they correspond to the Weitzenbo¨ck curvatures of the Levi-Civita connec-
tion, and so in particular are symmetric. To calculate them using Theorem 3.4.1
first use the fact thatBV restricts to 1
2
△G on p−1(x0) to represent it as 12
∑
LA∗jLA
∗
j
for A∗j as in Section 3.2. The computation in the proof of Corollary 3.4.3 shows
that
λ∧
kρ(u) = − (n− 2)!
(k − 1)!(n− k − 1)!c∧k(u), (7.5)
for
c∧k(u) = (d∧k)Al(u) ◦ (d∧k)A′l(u)
the Casimir element of our representation ∧kρ of G.
If ∧kρ is irreducible then c∧k(u) is constant scalar. As remarked in Corollary
3.4.3 this happens when G = SO(n), given our irreducibility hypothesis on the
ρ and then it is just 1
2
n(n − 1)/n(n−1)...(n−k+1)
k!
. Thus for the sphere Sn(
√
2) of
radius
√
2, considered as SO(n+ 1)/SO(n) we have
λ∧
kρ(u) = −1
4
k(n− k). (7.6)
Chapter 8
Example: Stochastic Flows
Before analysing stochastic flows by the methods of the previous paragraphs we
describe some purely geometric constructions which will enable us to identify the
semi-connections which arise in that analysis.
8.1 Semi-connections on the Bundle of Diffeomor-
phisms
Assume that M is compact. For r ∈ {1, 2, . . . } and s > r + dimM/2 let Ds =
Ds(M) be the space of diffeomorphisms of M of Sobolev class Hs. See, for
example, Ebin-Marsden [20] and Elworthy [21] for the detailed structure of this
space. Elements of Ds are then Cr diffeomorphisms. The space is a topological
group under composition, and has a natural Hilbert manifold structure for which
the tangent space TθDs at θ ∈ Ds can be identified with the space of Hs maps
v : M → TM with v(x) ∈ Tθ(x)M , all x ∈ M . In particular TidDs can be
identified with the space HsΓ(TM) of Hs vector fields on M . For each h ∈ Ds
the right translation
Rh : Ds → Ds
Rh(f) = f ◦ h
is C∞. However the joint map
Ds+r ×Ds → Ds (8.1)
is Cr rather than C∞ for each r in {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
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For x0 ∈M fixed, define π : Ds → M by
π(θ) = θ(x0). (8.2)
The fibre π−1(y) at y ∈ M is given by: {θ ∈ Ds : θ(x0) = y}. Set Dsx0 :=
π−1(x0). Then the elements of Dsx0 act on the right as C∞ diffeomorphisms of
Ds. We can consider this as giving a principal bundle structure to π : Ds → M
with group Dsx0 , although there is the lack of regularity noted in equation (8.1).
A smooth semi-connection on π : Ds → M over a sub-bundle E of TM consists
of a family of linear horizontal lift maps hθ : Eπ(θ) → TθDs, θ ∈ Ds, which is
smooth in the sense that it determines a C∞ section of L(π∗E;TDs) → Ds. In
particular we have
hθ(u) : M → TM
with
hθ(u)(y) ∈ Tθ(y)M,
u ∈ Eθ(x0), θ ∈ Ds, y ∈M .
We shall relate semi-connections on Ds → M to certain reproducing kernel
Hilbert spaces. For this let E be a smooth sub-bundle of TM and H a Hilbert
space which consists of smooth section of E such that the inclusion H → C0ΓE
is continuous (from which comes the continuity into HsΓE for all s > 0). Such
a Hilbert space determines and is determined by its reproducing kernel k, a C∞
section of the bundle L(E∗;E)→M ×M with fibre L(E∗x;Ey) at (x, y), see [4].
By definition,
k(x,−) = ρ∗x : E∗x → H
where ρx : H → Ex is the evaluation map at x, and so
k(x, y) = ρyρ
∗
x : E
∗
x → Ey.
Assume H spans E in the sense that for each x in M , ρx : H → Ex is surjec-
tive. It then induces an inner product 〈, 〉Hx on Ex for each x via the isomorphism
ρxρ
∗
x : E
∗
x → Ex.
Using the metric on E the reproducing kernel k induces linear maps
k#(x, y) : Ex → Ey, x, y ∈M,
with k#(x, x) = id.
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Proposition 8.1.1 A Hilbert space H of smooth sections of a sub-bundle E of
TM which spans E determines a smooth semi-connection hH on π : Ds → M
over E by
hHθ (u)(y) = k
#
(
θ(x0), θ(y)
)
(u), θ ∈ Ds, u ∈ Eθ(x0), y ∈M, (8.3)
for k# derived from the reproducing kernel of H as above. In particular the hori-
zontal lift α˜ starting from α˜(0) = id, of a curve α : [0, T ] → M , α(0) = x0 with
α˙(t) ∈ Eα(t) for all t, is the flow of the non-autonomous ODE on M
z˙t = k
#
(
α(t), zt
)
α˙(t). (8.4)
The mappingH 7→ (hH, 〈, 〉H) from such Hilbert spaces to semi-connections over
E and Riemannian metrics on E is injective.
Proof. From the definition of k# we see hHθ (u)(y), as given by (8.3), takes values
in Tθ(y)M , is linear in u ∈ Eθ(x0) into TθDs, and is Dsx0-invariant. Moreover,
Tθπ ◦ hHθ (u) = hHθ (u)(x0) = k#
(
θ(x0), θ(x0)
)
(u) = u
for u ∈ Eθ(x0) and so hHθ is a ‘lift’.
To see that h is C∞ as a section of L(π∗E;TDs) → Ds note that for each
r ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} the composition map
TidDr+s ×Ds → TDs
(V, θ) 7→ TRθ(V )
is a Cr−1 vector bundle map overDs, being a partial derivative of the composition
Dr+s ×Ds → Ds. Therefore it induces a Cr−1 vector bundle map Z 7→ TRθ ◦Z,
for Z : Eθ(x0) →H and for H the trivial H-bundle over Ds, by composition
L(π∗E;H) ✲ L(π∗E;TDs)
Ds
◗
◗
◗
◗◗s
✑
✑
✑
✑✑✰
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On the other hand y 7→ k(y,−) can be considered as a C∞ section ofL(E;Hγ)→
M and so θ 7→ k(θ(x0),−) as a C∞ section of L(π∗E;Hγ). This proves the
regularity of h.
That the horizontal lift α˜ is the flow of (8.4) is immediate. To see that the claimed
injectivity holds, given hHθ observe that (8.3) determines k#: this is because given
any x in M there exists a C∞ diffeomorphism θ such that θ(x0) = x and for such
θ
k#(x, z)(u) = hHθ (u)(θ
−1z). (8.5)
Remark 8.1.2 We cannot expect surjectivity of the map H → hH into the space
of semi-connections on π : Ds → M . Indeed for k# defined by (8.5) to be the
reproducing kernel for some Hilbert space of sections of E we need
1) hHθ (u)(y) ∈ Eθ(y) for u ∈ Eθ(x0), y ∈M , and a metric 〈, 〉 on E with respect
to which the following holds:
2) for x, y ∈M ,
k#(x, y) =
(
k#(y, x)
)∗
,
3) For any finite set S of points of M and {ξa} ∈ Ea, a ∈ S∑〈
k#(a, b)ξa, ξb
〉
> 0.
For each frame u0 : Rn → Tx0M there is a homomorphism of principal bundles
Ψu0 : Ds → GLM
θ 7→ Tx0θ ◦ u0. (8.6)
As with connections such a homeomorphism maps a semi-connection on Ds over
E to one on GLM . The horizontal lift maps are related by
TθDs TθΨ
u0
✲ TΨu0 (θ)GLM
hθ hΨu0 (θ)
Eθ(x0)
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗◗❦
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑✑✸
and if α˜ : [0, T ]→ Ds is a horizontal lift of α : [0, T ]→M then
Ψu0(α˜(t)) = Tx0α˜(t) ◦ u0, 0 6 t 6 T
is a horizontal lift of α to GLM .
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Theorem 8.1.3 Let hH be the semi-connection on π : Ds → M over E deter-
mined by some H as in Proposition 8.1.1. Then the semi-connection induced on
GLM , and so on TM , by the homeomorphism Ψu0 is the adjoint ∇ˆ of the metric
connection which is projected on (E, 〈, 〉H) by the evaluation map (x, e) 7→ ρx(e)
from M × H → E, c.f. (1.1.10) in [27]. In particular every semi-connection on
TM with metric adjoint connection arises this way from some, even finite dimen-
sional, choice of H.
Proof. Let α : [0, T ] → M be a C1 curve with α˙(t) ∈ Eα(t) for each t. By
Proposition 8.1.1 its horizontal lift α˜ to Ds starting from θ ∈ π−1(α(0)) is the
solution to
dα˜
dt
= k#
(
α˜(t)(x0), α˜(t)−
)
α˙(t) (8.7)
α˜(0) = θ. (8.8)
The horizontal lift to GLM is t 7→ Tx0α˜(t)◦u0 and to TM through v0 ∈ Tθ(x0)M ,
i.e. the parallel translation {//t(v0) : 0 6 t 6 T} of v0 along α, is given by
//t(v0) = Tx0α˜(t) ◦ (Tx0θ)−1(v0) = Tα(0)
(
α˜(t) ◦ θ−1
)
(v0).
However this is Tα(0)πt(v0) for {πt : 0 6 t 6 T} the solution flow of
dzt
dt
= k#
(
α(t), z(t)
)
α˙(t)
which by Lemma 1.3.4 of [27] is the parallel translation of the adjoint of the
associated connection (in [27] k# is denoted by k).
The fact that all such semi-connections on TM arise from some finite dimen-
sional H comes from Narasimhan-Ramanan [53] as described in [27], or more
directly from Quillen [60]
8.2 Semi-connections Induced by Stochastic Flows
From Baxendale [5] we know that a C∞ stochastic flow {ξt : t > 0} on M , i.e.
a Wiener process on D∞ := ∩sDs, can be considered as the solution flow of a
stochastic differential equation on M driven by a possibly infinite dimensional
noise. Its one point motions form a diffusion process on M with generator A,
say. The noise comes from the Brownian motion {Wt : t > 0} on HsΓ(TM)
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determined by a Gaussian measure γ on HsΓ(TM). (In our C∞ case they lie on
H∞(TM) := ∩sHsΓ(TM).) We will take γ to be mean zero and so we may have
a drift A in H∞(TM). The stochastic flow {ξt : t > 0} can then be taken to be
the solution of the right invariant stochastic differential equation on Ds
dθt = TRθt ◦ dWt + TRθt(A)dt (8.9)
with ξ0 the identity map id. In particular it determines a right invariant generator
B on Ds.
For fixed x0 in M the one point motion xt := ξt(x0) solves
dxt = ◦dWt(xt) + A(xt)dt. (8.10)
We can write (8.10) as
dxt = ρxt ◦ dWt + A(xt)dt. (8.11)
Thus π(ξt) = ξt(x0) = xt. For a map θ in Ds, the solution ξt ◦ θ to (8.9)
starting at θ has π(ξt◦θ) = ξt(π(θ)), the solution to (8.11) starting from π(θ), and
we see that the diffusions are π-related (c.f. [21]), and A and B are intertwined
by π.
The measure γ corresponds to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, Hγ say, or
equivalently to an abstract Wiener space structure i : Hγ →HsΓ(TM) with i the
inclusion (although i may not have dense image). Then
σBθ : (TθDs)∗ → TθDs
is right invariant and determined at θ = id by the canonical isomorphism H∗γ ≃
Hγ through the usual map j = i∗
(HsΓ(TM))∗ j→֒ H∗γ ≃ Hγ
i→֒ HsΓ(TM),
i.e.
σBid = i ◦ j.
This shows Hγ is the image of σBid with induced metric. In this situation our cohe-
siveness condition on A becomes the assumption that there is a C∞ subbundle E
of TM such that Hγ consists of sections of E and spans E, and A is a section of
E. Let 〈, 〉y be the inner product on Ey induces by Hγ .
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The reproducing kernel k of Hγ is the covariance of γ and :
k#(x, y)v =
∫
U∈HsΓ(E)
〈
U(x), v
〉
x
U(y) dγ(U), v ∈ Ex; x, y ∈M.
Analogously to Lemma 2.2.1 we have the commutative diagram
(TθDs)∗
T ∗θ(xs)M → E∗θ(x0)
j ◦ (TRθ)∗
k(θ(x0),−)
✲ ✲
✲ ✲
✻ ✻
❄
Hγ
Hγ
TRθ ◦ i
ρθ(x0)
TθDs
Eθ(x0) →֒ Tx0M
(Tθπ)
∗ ℓθ Tθπ = ρx0
with ℓθ uniquely determined under the extra condition
ker ℓθ = kerρθ(x0).
Writing K : M → L(Hγ;Hγ) for the map giving the projection K(x) of Hγ
onto ker ρx for each x in M and letting K⊥(x) be the projection onto [ker ρx]⊥ we
have
ℓθ = K
⊥(θ(x0)),
(agreeing with the note following Lemma 2.2.1), and so
ℓθ(U) = k
#
(
θ(x0),−
)
U(θ(x0)), U ∈ Hγ.
Note that the formula
K⊥(y)(U) = k#(y,−)U(y)
for U in Hγ determines an extension K⊥(y) : ΓE → Hγ . We then define
K(y)U = U −K⊥(y)U . Note that ρy(K(y)U) = 0 for all U in ΓE.
The horizontal lift map determined by B as in Proposition 2.1.2 is therefore
given by
hθ : Eθ(x0) → TRθ(Hγ) ⊂ TθDs
hθ(u) = TRθ ℓθ
[
k#(θ(x0),−)u
]
,
(8.12)
for θ ∈ Ds. Consequently
hθ(u)(y) = k
#
(
θ(x0), θ(y)
)
(u). (8.13)
Comparing this with formula (8.3) we have
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Proposition 8.2.1 The semi-connection h determined on π : Ds → M by the
equivariant diffusion operatorB is just that given by the reproducing kernel Hilbert
space Hγ of the stochastic flow which determines B, i.e.
h = hHγ .
The horizontal lift {x˜t : t > 0} of the one point motion {xt : t > 0} with
x˜0 = id is the solution to
dx˜t = k
#
(
x˜t(x0), x˜t −
)
◦ dxt; (8.14)
which in a more revealing notation is:
dx˜t = TRx˜t
(
K⊥(x˜t(x0)) ◦ dWt
)
+ TRx˜t
(
K⊥(x˜t(x0))A
)
. (8.15)
Equivalently {x˜t : t > 0} can be considered as the solution flow of the non-
autonomous stochastic differential equation on M
dyt = k
#
(
xt, yt
) ◦ dxt
i.e.
dyt =
(
K⊥(xt) ◦ dWt
)
(yt) +K
⊥(xt)(A)(yt). (8.16)
The standard fact that the solution to such equation as (8.16) starting at x0 is
just {xt : t > 0}, i.e. that x˜t(x0) = xt reflects the fact that x˜· is a lift of x·. The
lift through φ ∈ Dsx0 is just {x˜t ◦ φ : t > 0}.
Remark 8.2.2 If our solution flow is that of an SDE
dxt = X(xt) ◦ dBt + A(xt)dt
for X(x) : Rm → TM arising, for example, from Ho¨rmander form representa-
tion of A as in §4.7 above the relationships with the notation in this section is as
follows: Hγ = {X(·)e : e ∈ Rm} with inner product induced by the surjection
Rm → Hγ . If Yx = [X(x)|kerX(x)⊥ ]−1 then k#(y,−) : Ey → Hγ is
k#(y,−)u = X(−)Yy(u), u ∈ Ey.
Also K⊥(y) : ΓE → Hγ is K⊥(y)U = X(−)Yy(U(y)).
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Remark 8.2.3 The reproducing kernel Hilbert space Hγ determines the stochas-
tic flow and so by the injectivity part of Proposition 8.1.1 the semi-connection
together with the generator A of the one-point motion determines the flow, or
equivalently the operator B. This is because the symbol of A again gives the met-
ric on E which together with the semi-connection determines Hγ by Proposition
8.1.1. The generator A then determines the drift A. A consequence is that the
horizontal lift AH of A to Ds determines the flow (and hence B, so BV really is
redundant).
To see this directly note that given any cohesiveA on M and Dsx0-equivariant
AH on Ds overA, with no vertical part, there is at most one vertical BV such that
AH + BV is right invariant. This follows from the following lemma
Lemma 8.2.4 SupposeB1 is a diffusion operator onDs which is vertical and right
invariant then B1 = 0.
Proof. By Remark 1.3.2 (i) the image Eθ, say, of σB′θ lies in V TθDs for θ ∈ Ds and
so if V ∈ Eθ. On the other hand, by right invariance Eθ = TRθ(Eid). Therefore
if V ∈ Eid then V (θx0) = 0 all θ ∈ Ds and so V ≡ 0. Thus Eid = {0} and by
right invariance, B1 must be given by some vector field Z on Ds. But Z must be
vertical and right invariant, so again we see Z ≡ 0.
Proposition 3.1.3 applies to the homomorphism Ψu0 : Ds → GL(M) of (8.6).
From this and Theorem 8.1.3 we see that the semi-connection ∇ on GLM de-
termined by the generator of the derivative flow in §3.3 is the adjoint ∇ˆ of the
connection ∇˘, so giving an alternative proof of Theorem 3.3.1 above. Proposition
3.1.3 also gives a relationship between the curvature and holonomy group of ∇ˆ
and those of the connection induced by the flow on Ds ρx0→ M .
We can summarize our decomposition results as applied to these stochastic
flows in the following theorem. The skew product decomposition was already
described in [25] for the case of solution flows of SDE of the form (4.19), and in
particular with finite dimensional noise: however the difference is essentially that
of notation, see Remark 8.2.2 above.
Theorem 8.2.5 Let {ξt : t > 0} be a C∞ stochastic flow on a compact manifold
M . Let A be the generator of the one point motion on M and B the generator
of the right invariant diffusion on Ds determined by {ξt : t > 0}. Assume A
is strongly cohesive. Then there is a unique decomposition B = AH + BV for
AH a diffusion operator which has no vertical part in the sense of definition 2.3.3
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and BV a diffusion operator which is along the fibres of ρx0 , both invariant under
the right action of Dsx0 . The diffusion process {θt : t > 0} and {φt : t > 0}
corresponding to AH and BV respectively can be represented as solutions to
dθt = TRθt
(
K⊥(θt(x0)) ◦ dWt
)
+ TRθt
(
K⊥(θt(x0))A
)
(8.17)
and
dφt = TRφt
(
K(z0) ◦ dWt
)
+ TRφt
(
K(z0)A
)
(8.18)
for z0 = φ0(x0) = φt(x0). There is the corresponding skew-product decomposi-
tion of the given stochastic flow
ξt = x˜tg
x·
t , 0 6 t <∞
where {x˜t : t > 0} is the horizontal lift of the one point notion {ξt(x0) : t > 0}
with x˜0 = idM and for PAx0-almost all σ : [0,∞) → M , {gσt : t > 0} is a
Dsx0-valued process independent of {x˜t : t > 0} and satisfying
dgσt = T σ˜
−1
t ρ(σ˜tg
σ
t −)
(
K(σt) ◦ dWt
)
+ T σ˜−1t ρ(σ˜tg
σ
t −)
(
K(σt)A
)
σ˜0 = idM
where σ˜ is the horizontal lift of σ˜ to Ds with σ˜· in the horizontal life of σ˜ to Ds
with σ˜0 = idM .
Remark 8.2.6 As in [27] we could rewrite the terms such as K(σt) ◦ dWt and
K⊥(σt) ◦ dWt above as Itoˆ differentials which can be written as
K(σt)dWt = /˜/t(σ·) dβt
K⊥(σt)dWt = /˜/t(σ·) dB˜t
where /˜/t(σ·) : Hγ → Hγ , 0 6 t < ∞, is a family of orthogonal transformations
mapping ker ρx0 → ker ρσt defined for PAx0-almost all σ : [0,∞) → M and
{βt : t > 0}, {B˜t : t > 0} are independent Brownian motions, (βt could be
cylindrical), on ker ρx0 and [ker ρx0 ]⊥ respectively.
Proof. Our general result give the decomposition B = AH + BV into horizontal
and vertical parts. We have just proved the representation (8.17) for AH . To show
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that B −AH corresponds to (8.18) take an orthonormal base {Xj} for Hγ . Then,
on a suitable domain,
B = 1
2
∑
j
LXjLXj + LA (8.19)
for Xj(θ) = TRθ(Xj) and A = TRθ(A), while, by (8.17),
AH =
1
2
∑
j
LYjLYj + LB (8.20)
for Yj(θ) = TRθ
(
K⊥(θ(x0)Xj
)
, B = TRθ(K
⊥(θ(x0))A).
Define vector fields Zj , C on Ds by
Zj(φ) = TRφ
(
K(φ(x0))X
j
)
, and
C(φ) = TRφ (K(φ(x0))A) , for φ ∈ Ds.
Then A = B+ C and Xj = Yj + Zj each j. Moreover∑
j
LYjLZj +
∑
j
LZjLYj = 0
by Lemma 8.2.7 which follows below. This shows that
BV = 1
2
∑
j
LZjLZj + LC. (8.21)
Thus the diffusion process from φ0 corresponding to BV can be represented by the
solution to
dφt = TRφt (K(φt(x0) ◦ dWt)) + TRφt (K(φt(x0)A)) dt. (8.22)
If we set zt = ρx0(φt) = φt(x0). We obtain, via Itoˆ’s formula
zt = ρzt (K(zt) ◦ dWt) + ρzt (K(zt)A) ,
i.e. dzt = 0. Thus φt(x0) = z0 and (8.18) holds.
The skew product formula is seen to hold by calculating the stochastic differ-
ential of x˜tgx˜t using (8.15) to see it satisfies the SDE (8.9) for {ξt : t > 0}.
Lemma 8.2.7 ∑
j
LYjLZj + LZjLYj = 0.
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Proof. Since, for fixed θ, we can choose our basis {Xj}, such that either Yj(θ) =
0 or Xj(θ) = 0, and since for f : Ds → R we can write
df
(
Zj(θ)
)
=
(
df ◦ TRθ
)(
K(θ(x0))X
j
)
and
df(Yj(θ)) = (df ◦ TRθ)
(
K⊥(θ(x0))Xj
)
, θ ∈ Ds,
it suffices to show that∑
j
{
(dK⊥)θ(x0)
(
Zj(θ)(x0)
)
Xj + (dK)θ(x0)
(
Yj(θ)(x0)
)
Xj
}
= 0, (8.23)
for all θ ∈ Ds.
Now K⊥(y)K(y) = 0 for all y ∈M . Therefore
(dK⊥)y(v)K(y) +K⊥(y)(dK)y(v) = 0, ∀v ∈ TxM,x ∈M.
Writing
Xj = K
(
θ(x0)
)
Xj +K⊥
(
θ(x0)
)
Xj
this reduces the right hand side of (8.23) to∑
j
(
dK⊥
)
θ(x0)
(
Zj(θ)(x0)
)(
K⊥(θ(x0))Xj
)
+(dK)θ(x0)
(
Yj(θ)(x0)
)(
K(θ(x0))X
j
)
= 0
with our choice of basis this clearly vanishes, as required.
8.3 Semi-connections on Natural Bundles
Our bundle π : DiffM → M can be considered as a universal natural bundles
over M , and a connection on it induces a connection on each natural bundle over
M . Natural bundles are discussed in Kolar-Michor-Slovak [42]), they include
bundles such as jet bundles as well as the standard tensor bundles. For example
let Grn be the Lie group of r-jets of diffeomorphisms θ : Rn → Rn with θ(0) = 0
for positive integer r. An ‘r-th order frame’ u at a point x of M is the r-jet at 0
of some ψ : U → M which maps an open set U of Rn diffeomorphically onto an
open subset of M with 0 ∈ U and ψ(0) = x. Clearly Grn acts on the right of such
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jets, by composition. From this we can define the rth order frame bundle GrnM of
M with group Grn.
If we fix an rth order frame u0 at x0 we obtain a homomorphism of principal
bundles
Ψu0 : Ds → GrnM
θ 7→ jrx0(θ) ◦ u0
as for GLM (which is the case r = 1) with associated group homomorphism
Dsx0 → Gn given by θ → u−10 ◦ jrx0(θ) ◦ u0. As for the case r = 1 there is a
diffusion operator induced by the flow on GrnM and we are in the situation of
Proposition 8.1.3. The behaviour of the flow induced on G2nM is essentially that
of j2x0(ξt) and so relevant to the effect on the curvature of sub-manifolds of M as
they are moved by the flow e.g. see Cranston-LeJan [14], Lemaire [46].
Alternatively rather having to choose some u0 we see that GrnM is (weakly)
associated to π : Ds → M by taking the action of Dsx0 on (GrxM)x0 by
(θ, α) 7→ jrx0(θ) ◦ α.
As a geometrical conclusion we can observe
Theorem 8.3.1 Any classifying bundle homomorphism
OM
Φ→ V (n,m− n)
M
→
Φ0 G(n,m− n)
for the tangent bundle to a compact Riemannian manifold M , (where G(n,m −
n) is the Grassmannian of n-planes in Rm and V (n,m − n) the corresponding
Stiefel manifold) induces not only a metric connection on TM as the pull back of
Narasimhan and Ramanan’s universal connection̟U , but also a connection onΠ :
Ds → M . The latter induces a connection on each natural bundle over M to form
a consistent family; that induced on the tangent bundle is the adjoint of Φ∗(̟U).
The above also holds with smooth stochastic flows replacing classifying bundle
homomorphisms, and the resulting map from stochastic flows to connections on
π : Ds →M is injective.
Proof. It is only necessary to observe that Φ determines and is determined by a
surjective vector bundle map X : M ×Rm → TM (e.g. see [27], Appendix 1).
This in turn determines a Hilbert space H of sections of TM as in Remark 8.2.2
so we can apply Proposition 8.1.1 and 8.1.3.
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Some of the conclusions of Theorem 8.3.1 are explored further in [30].
Remark 8.3.2 This injectivity result in Proposition 8.3.1 implies that all proper-
ties of the flow can, at least theoretically, be obtainable from the induced connec-
tion on Ds.
Flows on Non-compact Manifolds
In general if M is not compact we will not be able to use the Hilbert manifolds
Ds, or other Banach manifolds without growth conditions on the coefficients of
our flow. One possibility could be use the space DiffM of all smooth diffeomor-
phisms using the Fro¨licher-Kriegl differential calculus as in Michor [51]. In order
to do any stochastic calculus we would have to localize and use Hilbert manifolds
(or possibly rough path theory). The geometric structures would nevertheless be
on DiffM . This was essentially what was happening in the compact case. How-
ever it is useful to include partial flows of stochastic differential equations which
are not strongly complete, see Kunita [43] or Elworthy[21]. For the partial solu-
tion flow {ξt : t < τ} of an SDE as in Remark 8.2.2 we obtain the decomposition
in Theorem 8.2.5 but now only for ξt(x) defined for t < τ(x,−). This can be
proved from the compact versions by localization as in Carverhill-Elworthy [13]
or Elworthy [21].
Chapter 9
Appendices
9.1 Girsanov-Maruyama-Cameron-Martin Theorem
To apply the Girsanov-Maruyama theorem it is often thought necessary to verify
some condition such as Novikov’s condition to ensure that the exponential (local)
martingale arising as Radon -Nikodym derivative is a true martingale. In fact for
conservative diffusions this is automatic, and we give a proof of this fact here since
it is not widely appreciated. The proof is along the lines of that given for elliptic
diffusions in [21] but with the uniqueness of the martingale problem replacing the
uniqueness of minimal semi-groups used in [21]. See also [[45]]. On the way
we relate the expectation of the exponential local martingale to the probability
of explosion of the trajectories of the associated diffusion process: a special case
of this appeared in [50]. Let B be a conservative diffusion operator on a smooth
manifold N . For fixed T > 0 and y0 ∈ N let Py0. = PBy0 denote the solution to
the martingale problem for B on Cy0([0, T ];N+). Using the notation of chapter
4, let b be a vector field on N for which there is a T ∗N-valued process α in L2B,loc
such that
2σB(αt) = b(yt) 0 6 t 6 T
for Py0 almost all y. ∈ Cy0([0, T ];N+). Set
Zt = exp{Mαt −
1
2
〈Mα〉t} 0 6 t 6 T.
This exists by the non-explosion of the diffusion process generated by B, and is a
local martingale with EZt 6 1.
For bounded measurable f : N → R define Qtf(y0) = EBy0[Ztf(yt)] for
y0 ∈ N . Since the pair (y., Z.) is Markovian this determines a semi-group on the
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space of bounded measurable functions with corresponding probability measures
{Qy0}y0∈N .
Proposition 9.1.1 The family {Qy0}y0∈N is a solution to the martingale problem
for the operator B + b.
Proof. Let f : N → R be C∞ with compact support. We must show, for arbitrary
y0 ∈ N , that
f(yt)− f(y0)−
∫ t
0
(B + b)f(ys)ds 0 ≤ t 6 T
is a local martingale under Qy0 . For this first note that Z. satisfies the usual
stochastic equation which in our notation becomes:
Zt = 1 +M
Zα
t , 0 6 t 6 T
Now use Ito’s formula and the definition of Mα to see that
f(yt)Zt = f(y0) +M
Z(df)y.
t +M
fZα
t +
∫ t
0
Bf(ys)Zsds+
〈
Mdf ,MZα
〉
t
. (9.1)
Now 〈
Mdf ,MZα
〉
t
= 2
∫ t
0
df
(
σBys(Zsαs)
)
ds (9.2)
=
∫ t
0
df
(
Zsb(ys)
)
ds. (9.3)
Thus
f(yt)Zt − f(y0)−
∫ t
0
Bf(ys)Zsds−
∫ t
0
df
(
Zsb(ys)
)
ds, 0 ≤ t 6 T,
is a local martingale under PBy0 and so there is a sequence {τn}n of stopping times,
increasing to T , such that if φ : Cy0([0, T ];N+) → R is Fy0r -measurable and
bounded then, using the definition of Q and Fubini’s theorem, if 0 6 r 6 t 6 T ,
EQy0
[(
f(yt∧τn)−
∫ t∧τn
0
(B + b)(f)(ys)ds
)
φ
]
= EBy0
[(
f(yt∧τn)Zt∧τn −
∫ t∧τn
0
(B + b)(f)(ys)Zsds
)
φ
]
= EBy0
[(
f(yr∧τn)Zr∧τn −
∫ r∧τn
0
(B + b)(f)(ys)Zsds
)
φ
]
.
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giving the required martingale property.
Since Qt(1) = EZt we immediately obtain the following corollary and a theorem:
Corollary 9.1.2 . Suppose further that uniqueness of the martingale problem
holds for B + b, e.g suppose b is locally Lipschitz [39]. Then
EBy0Zt
is the probability that the diffusion process from y0 generated by B + b has not
exploded by time t.
Theorem 9.1.3 Suppose the diffusion operator B and its perturbation B + b by a
locally Lipschitz vector field b on N are both conservative. Assume that B + b is
cohesive or more generally that there is a locally bounded, measurable one-form
b# on N such that
2σBy (b
#
y ) = b(y), y ∈ N.
Then
exp
(
M b
#
t −
1
2
〈
M b
#〉
t
)
, 0 6 t 6 T
is a martingale under PB and for each y0 ∈ N the measures PBy0 and PB+by0 on
Cy0([0, T ];N) are equivalent with
dPB+by0
dPBy0
= exp
(
M b
#
T −
1
2
〈
M b
#〉
T
)
.
9.2 Stochastic differential equations for degenerate
diffusions
Let B be a (smooth) diffusion diffusion operator on N . If its symbol σB : T ∗N →
TN does not have constant rank there may be no smooth, or evenC2, factorisation
T ∗N X
∗→ Rm X→ TN
of σBx into X(x)X∗(x) for X : N × Rm → TN , as usual, for any finite di-
mensional m. []. A factorisation with X : N × H → TN , for H a separable
Hilbert space, can be found following Stroock and Varadhan, Appendix in [68].
, with the property that X is continuous and each vector field Xj is C∞, where
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Xj(x) = X(x)(ej) for an orthonormal basis (ej)∞j=1 of H . However it seems
unclear if such an X can be found with each x 7→ X(x)e, e ∈ H , smooth. The
following is well known:
Theorem 9.2.1 Let σ : Rd → L+(Rm;Rm) be a C2 map into the symmetric
positive semi-definite (m×m)-matrices then√σ : Rd → L+(Rm;Rm) is locally
Lipschitz .
For a proof see Freidlin [34], page 97 in [67] or Ikeda-Watanabe [39].
Corollary 9.2.2 For a C2 diffusion operator B on N there is a locally Lipschitz
X : Rm → TN with σB = XX∗ for some m.
Proof. Take a smooth inclusion TN i→ Rm+ as a sub-bundle (e.g. by embedding
N in Rm) and extend σB trivially to σBx : N → L
(
(Rm)∗;Rm
)
by
(Rm)∗
i∗x→ T ∗xN
σBx→ TxN ix→ Rm
identifying (Rm)∗ with Rm and take the square root.
Let ∇ be a connection on a sub-bundle G of TN and let X : Rm → G be a
locally Lipschitz bundle map. Let A be a locally Lipschitz vector field on N . As
in Elworthy [21] (p184) we can form the Itoˆ stochastic differential equation on N
(∇) dxt = X(xt)dBt + A(xt)dt
where (Bt) is a Brownian motion on Rm. For given x0 ∈ N there will be a unique
maximal solution {xt : 0 6 t < ζx0} as usual, where by a solution we mean a
sample continuous adapted process such that for all C2 functions f : N → R
f(xt) = f(x0) +
∫ t
0
(df)xsX(xs)dBs +
∫ t
0
(df)xsA(xs)ds
=
∫ t
0
m∑
j=1
∇Xj(xs)(df |G)Xj(xs)ds.
Indeed in a local coordinate (U, φ) system the equation is represented by
dxφt = Xφ(x
φ
t )dBt −
1
2
m∑
j=1
Γφ(x
φ
t )
(
Xjφ(x
φ
t )
)(
Xjφ(x
φ
t )
)
dt+ Aφ(x
φ
t )dt,
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where Xφ, X iφ, and Aφ are the local representations of X , X i and A, and Γφ is the
Christoffel symbol.
Note that the generator of the solution process has symbol σx = X(x)X(x)∗,
x ∈ N , and so a Lipschitz factorisation of σB together with a suitable choice of A
will give a diffusion process with generator B.
If in addition we have another generator G on N given in Ho¨rmander form
G =
p∑
k=1
LY kLY k + LY 0
for Y 0, Y 1, . . . , Y k vector fields of class C2 we can consider an SDE of mixed
type
(∇) dxt =
p∑
k=1
Y k(xt) ◦ dB˜kt +X(xt)dBt + (Y 0(xt) + A(xt))dt
for B˜1, . . . , B˜k independent Brownian motions on R independent of (Bt). For a
C2 map f : N → R, a solution {xt : 0 6 t < ζx0} will satisfy
f(xt) = f(x0) +
∫ t
0
(df)xsX(xs)dBs +
∫ t
0
n∑
k=1
(df)xs(X
k(xs))dB˜
k
s
=
∫ t
0
(B +G)f(xs)ds, t < ζx0,
giving the unique solution to the martingale problem for B + G. These SDE’s fit
into the general frame work of the ‘Itoˆ bundle’ approach of Belopolskaya-Dalecky
[6], see the Appendix of Brzezniak-Elworthy[11]; also see Emery [31](section
6.33, page 85) for a more semi-martingale oriented approach.
9.3 Semi-martingales & Γ-martingales along a Sub-
bundle
Several of the concepts we have defined for diffusions also have versions for semi-
martingales, and these are relevant to the discussion of non-Markovian observa-
tions in Chapter 5. Only continuous semi-martingales will be considered. Let S
denote a sub-bundle of the tangent bundle TM to a smooth manifold M .
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Definition 9.3.1 A semi-martingale ys, 0 6 s < τ is said to be along S if when-
ever φ is a C2 one-form on M which annihilates S we have vanishing of the
Stratonovich integral of φ along y.:∫ t
0
φys ◦ dys = 0 0 < t < τ.
For simplicity take y0 to be a point of M .
Proposition 9.3.2 The following are equivalent:
1. the semi-martingale y. is along S;
2. if αs : 0 6 s < τ is a semi-martingale with values in the annihilator of S in
T ∗M , lying over y. , then∫ t
0
αys ◦ dys = 0 0 < t < τ ;
3. for some, and hence any, connection Γ on S the process y. is the stochastic
development of a semi-martingale yΓs , 0 6 s < τ on the fibre Sy0 of S above
y0.
If L is a diffusion operator then the associated diffusion processes are all along
S if and only if L is along S in the sense of Section 1.3.
Proof. Let //. denote the parallel translation along the paths of y. using Γ. If (3)
holds then
dy. = //. ◦ dyΓ.
and it is immediate that (2) is true. Also (2) trivially implies (1).
Now suppose that (1) holds. Let Γ be a connection on E and Γ0 some exten-
sion of it to a connection on TM , so that the corresponding parallel translation
//0 will preserve S and some complementary sub- bundle of TM . Let yΓ0 be the
stochastic anti-development of y. using this connection. To show (3) holds it suf-
fices to show that yΓ0 takes values in Sy0 . For this choose a smooth vector bundle
map Φ : TM → M × Rm whose kernel is precisely S and let φ : TM → Rm
denote its principal part and φj , j = 1, ..., m the components of φ. These are
one-forms which annihilates S. Then, for each j
0 =
∫ t
0
φs ◦ dys =
∫ t
0
φs//
0
s ◦ dyΓ
0
s 0 < t < τ.
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By the lemma below we see that yΓ0s ∈ Sy0 for each s, almost surely, and the result
follows .
Finally suppose that y. is a diffusion process with generator L. By lemma
4.1.2 we have
Mαt =
∫ t
0
αys ◦ dys −
∫ t
0
(
δLα
)
(ys)ds, 0 6 t < ζ. (9.4)
for any C2 one form α. Suppose α annihilates S. Then if y. is along S both the
martingale and finite variation parts of
∫ .
0
αys ◦ dys vanish and so
(
δLα
)
(ys) = 0
almost surely for almost all 0 6 s < τ . If this is true for all starting points we see
L is along S. On the other hand if L is along S and α annihilates S we see that
Mα vanishes by its characterisation in Proposition 4.1.1, since σL takes values in
S. Thus both the martingale and finite variation parts of
∫ .
0
αys ◦ dys vanish, and
so the integral itself vanishes and the diffusion processes are along S.
Lemma 9.3.3 Suppose z. and Λ. are semi-martingales with values in a finite di-
mensional vector space V and the space of linear maps L(V ;W ) of V into a finite
dimensional vector space W , respectively. Let V0 denote the kernel of Λs which
is assumed non-random and independent of s > 0 . Assume∫ .
0
Λs ◦ dzs = 0.
Then z. lies in V0 almost surely.
Proof. : We can quotient out by V0 to assume that V0 = 0, so we need to show that
z. vanishes. Giving W an inner product, let Ps : W → Λs[V ] be the orthogonal
projection. Compose this with the inverse of Λs considered as taking values in
Λs[V ], to obtain an L(W ;V )-valued semi-martingale Λ˜. formed by left inverses
of Λ.. By the composition law for Stratonovich integrals
zt =
∫ t
0
dzs =
∫ t
0
Λ˜sΛs ◦ dzs =
∫ t
0
Λ˜s ◦ d
( ∫ s
0
Λr ◦ dzr
)
= 0 (9.5)
as required.
Let Γ be a connection on S. Note that by the previous proposition any semi-
martingale y. which is along S has a well defined anti-development yΓ, say , which
is a semi-martingale in Sy0 .
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Definition 9.3.4 An M -valued semi-martingale is said to be a Γ-martingale if its
anti-development using Γ is a local martingale.
Also we can make the following definition of an Ito integral of a differential form,
using the analogue of a characterisation by Darling, [16], for the case S = TM ;
Definition 9.3.5 If α. is a predictable process with values in T ∗M , lying over our
semi-martingale y., define its Ito integral,
(
Γ
) ∫ t
0
αsdys along the paths of y. with
respect to Γ by (
Γ
) ∫ t
0
αsdys =
∫ t
0
αs//sdy
Γ (9.6)
whenever the (standard) Ito integral on the right hand side exists.
As usual this Ito integral is a local martingale for all suitable integrands α. if and
only if the process y. is a Γ-martingale.
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